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THE 1988-1989 DROUGHT IN ILLINOIS:
CAUSES, DIMENSIONS, AND IMPACTS

PREFACE

Although Illinois generally enjoys abundant water resources, it also occasionally experiences
moderate to severe drought conditions. If sufficiently prolonged and/or widespread, those drought
conditions can severely impact agricultural and industrial production, public water supplies, trans-
portation, recreation, and other socioeconomic activities. Such conditions were especially prevalent
during the 1930s and early 1950s and have tended to recur in varying degrees since the mid 1970s
(e.g.,1976-1977,1980-1981,1983,1988-1989, and 1991). In contrast, the period from the mid-1950s
to the mid-1970s was remarkably drought-free in Illinois.

Investigation of the atmospheric and hydrologic aspects of drought has accordingly been an impor-
tant activity of the Illinois State Water Survey. Furthermore, consistent with enabling legislation
that directs the Water Survey to “publish the results of its investigations... [so] that the available
water resources of the State may be better known,” this work has been summarized in a number of
definitive Water Survey reports. These have included both general treatments of drought-related
phenomena (e.g., Huff and Changnon, 1963; Changnon et al., 1987) and investigations that have
focused on specific drought periods (e.g., Hudson and Roberts, 1955; Changnon et al., 1982).

The present report was conceived as a sequel to the aforementioned document by Changnon et al.
(1982), which focused specifically on “The 1980-1981 Drought in Illinois: Causes, Dimensions, and
Impacts.” Like its forerunner, this study describes the meteorological causes and climatological char-
acteristics of the drought conditions, and assesses the diverse impacts of the drought on soil moisture,
plant water use, surface heat exchanges, streamflows and lake levels, ground-water conditions, and
agricultural production. However, unlike its forerunner, the present report commences with an
outline of the administrative framework used by the State of Illinois to address drought-induced
water problems. This infrastructure has largely evolved since the publication of Changnon et al.
(1982) and indeed, it was partially shaped by recommendations contained in that report. It is particu-
larly noteworthy that this administrative framework used the material summarized in Chapters 2
through 7 of the present report on a real-time basis during 1988-1989 to monitor and respond to the
drought-related problems that emerged. Hopefully, the experience gained from these activities and
reflected in this report will contribute to a further refinement and strengthening of Illinois’ drought
monitoring and response procedures and capabilities.

It is also appropriate to recognize the outstanding contributions made to this report by a long-term
Water Survey scientist. The initiation of the Water Survey’s drought monitoring activities began
when Douglas M.A. Jones issued a statewide analysis of soil moisture conditions at the end of May
1988. This analysis revealed that “The lack of soil moisture is becoming serious throughout the state.
Most areas of the state are about 5 inches below the level of soil moisture with which the growing
season began. These values represent the layer from the surface to 20 inches from which the growing
plants are extracting the most water. From the surface to the 6-inch depth all reporting stations are
below the wilting point.” This blunt recognition of a poor and rapidly deteriorating situation led to the
immediate establishment of the procedure that the Water Survey used to monitor the drought
conditions for the duration. It also revealed, just as rapidly, a substantial scientific opportunity that
was borne in mind throughout the subsequent monitoring activities and which is embodied in the
present report. Fittingly, Douglas Jones is a coauthor of one of the central chapters of the report. He
retired from the Water Survey in July 1990, after 40 years of varied scientific activities, including
some important innovations.

And finally, the scientific editor and authors express their thanks to a number of individuals for
their efforts in preparing this report. Excellent technical editing was performed by Gail Taylor, with
the assistance of Eva Kingston and Laurie Talkington. Tom Rice made an important contribution to
Chapter 1. The figures were expertly prepared by John Brother, Linda Hascall, and David Cox. The
word processing for various chapters was performed by Kathy Brown, Jean Dennison, Becky Howard,
and Gloria Levitt.

PETER J. LAMB
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1. INTRODUCTION
by

Richard G. Semonin

The drought of 1988-1989 in Illinois was one of
the most disastrous in the history of the state. This
report describes the meteorological conditions re-
sponsible for the lack of precipitation and discusses
the impacts of the drought on the water and agricul-
tural resources of Illinois. The report was prepared
in fulfillment of the Illinois State Water Survey’s re-
sponsibilities under the Illinois Water Plan Task
Force to diagnose and thereby promote a better
understanding of the meteorological causes and
hydrological and other effects of the extremely dry
conditions throughout Illinois.

We therefore begin this report by outlining the
administrative framework that the state of Illinois
uses to address drought-induced water problems.
The material summarized in the succeeding chap-
ters of this report was used on a real-time basis
during 1988-1989 by this administrative framework
to help it monitor and respond to the water-related
problems that emerged.

1.1. Background

The Illinois Water Plan Task Force was appointed
by Governor James R. Thompson in 1980 to guide
policy decisions regarding the adequacy of programs
to deal with increasing numbers of water issues. The
Task Force is presently composed of members from
the Illinois Water Resources Center, the Office of the
Governor, and the Departments of Transportation,
Agriculture, Conservation, Commerce and Commu-
nity Affairs, Mines and Minerals, Public Health, and
Energy and Natural Resources. The Illinois Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency, Emergency Services
and Disaster Agency, Bureau of the Budget, and
Capital Development Board also are represented.

The Task Force focuses on significant water is-
sues not being sufficiently addressed by current pro-
grams, as well as on emerging issues that can be
anticipated to lead to future problems or conflicts. In
consideration of public and advisory group views and
its own maturing judgment, the Task Force has
agreed to address the following ten issues:

1. Erosion and Sediment Control
2. Integration of Water Quality

and Quantity Management
3. Water Conservation

4. Flood Damage Mitigation
5. Competition for Water
6. Aquatic and Riparian Habitat
7. Water-Based Recreation
8. Atmospheric Changes and Management
9. Drought Contingency Planning

10. Illinois Water Use Law

The Water Plan Task Force issued Special Report
Number 3 (1983) dealing with the drought contin-
gency planning issue. Several ongoing programs
useful to the state’s drought contingency program-
ming activities were already in place within several
agencies. Recognition of these programs led to the
formation of a Drought Response Task Force (DRTF)
that included representatives of these agencies.

1.2. Drought Response Task Force

The DRTF is co-chaired by the Director of the
Water Resources Division of the Illinois Department
of Transportation (DOT/DWR) and the Head of the
Public Water Supply Division of the Illinois Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA/PWSD). When con-
ditions show continual declines in the available
water resources, the DRTF is convened either by the
Governor or by the DRTF Co-Chairs. Representa-
tives from the following state agencies were included
on the DRTF, and each has made a contribution to
this chapter:

Richard Byrd, Illinois Department of Commerce
and Community Affairs (DCCA)

James R. Brim, Illinois Department of Agricul-
ture (Natural Resources Division) (DOA/DNR)

David L. Smith, Illinois Emergency Services and
Disaster Agency (ESDA)

Illinois Office of the Governor (OG)
Richard G. Semonin, Illinois Department of En-

ergy and Natural Resources (Water Survey Division)
(ENR/SWS)

Greg Tichacek, Illinois Department of Conserva-
tion (Office of Resource Management) (DOC/ORM)

Gary Clark and Donald R. Vonnahme, Illinois
Department of Transportation (Division of Water
Resources (DOT/DWR)

Roger Selburg, Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency (Public Water Supply Division (EPA/PWSD)
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Each DRTF agency has technical expertise and
capabilities in specific areas of drought management.
Their capabilities include in-depth knowledge re-
garding statewide rainfall distribution on a daily
basis, alternate water supply sources for both emer-
gency and long-range uses, installation of emergency
pumping and piping equipment, emergency declara-
tion authority, water sanitation and quality consid-
erations, graduated water conservation practices,
aquatic habitat impact assessment, and methods of
financing alternate water supplies.

Throughout the year, ENR/SWS issues a monthly
summary of water and weather conditions for the
entire state to each of the DRTF agencies. This infor-
mation is used to detect the onset of a drought. The
summary includes information on lake and stream
stages, ground-water levels, soil moisture, and perti-
nent weather variables such as precipitation and
temperature.

The OG and the Co-Chairs assess the monthly
water and weather information and determine when
to convene the DRTF. Each of the agencies main-
tains staff in the field, and the DRTF frequently is
made aware of real or potential impacts from pre-
cipitation deficiencies through staff contact with the
public and local units of government. When con-
vened, the DRTF sets a schedule for regular weekly
briefings. These briefings usually are provided in
conference telephone calls, but when necessary to
resolve particular issues, they are provided in face-
to-face meetings. The Water Plan Task Force was
sensitized to the evolving 1988 drought as early as
May, and the DRTF was convened at that time. It
held weekly briefings until May 1990, when the
drought was officially declared ended in Illinois.

1.3. Pertinent Illinois Law

The DRTF does not possess any regulatory power
unto itself, but those agencies that have statutory
authority also carry that responsibility to the Task
Force deliberations. The implementation of agency
power is discussed where appropriate in the follow-
ing accounts of activities during the 1988-1989
drought.

Under the Illinois Emergency Services and Disas-
ter Agency Act of 1988, the Governor is given broad
powers to respond as necessary to emergencies. These
powers include the right to suspend statutes, rules,
or regulations as needed, and the power to take real
estate in accordance with certain provisions. These
powers last for 30 days and follow an emergency
declaration by the Governor, which may be renewed.

The application of these powers is usually trig-
gered by a request from a local unit of government.
Local units of government generally make these re-
quests when their local resources or authorities are
insufficient to respond to an emergency.

The DRTF and its member agencies closely moni-
tor the activities of all units of local government and
are prepared to advise on the appropriateness of a
request for a disaster declaration. In general, any
emergency declaration sought through ESDA should
be initiated or clearly supported by a local unit of
government and concurred in by a lead state agency
if the request demands actions outside ESDA’s capa-
bilities or expertise.

The basic issue before the DRTF in 1988 and 1989
was whether the state should use its powers to man-
date that local communities and/or public water
supplies implement appropriate drought responses
such as water conservation.

A number of factors must be understood concern-
ing this issue:

1) The DRTF and its agencies have the capabili-
ties to monitor all “potential water-short” systems
and generally have ample opportunity to encourage
an appropriate voluntary response by the local unit
of government.

2) Any measures that could conceivably be man-
dated by the state could also be undertaken by the
appropriate local unit of government under its own
powers.

3) A unit of local government cannot be mandated
to undertake an activity when that unit of local
government does not have clear statutory powers to
implement the mandate.

4) The “State Mandates Act” requires that the
state may have to fully fund the resulting expenses
incurred by a local unit of government as a result of
an activity mandated by the state.

The 1983 Water Plan Task Force report on drought
contingency planning strongly encourages the use of
“voluntary measures” as the most appropriate re-
sponse by local units of government. The general
information and arguments needed to encourage an
appropriate voluntary response by a local unit of
government are the same as the information and
arguments that would be needed to obtain a higher
level of response or mandate from an agency or the
Governor’s office. If these arguments are not persua-
sive on the local level, they would probably not be
persuasive at a higher level.

In general, the agencies represented on the DRTF
must put significant effort into encouraging local
communities and public water supply systems to
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voluntarily undertake the measures necessary to
extend the viability of their water supply systems.
The DRTF will not issue a mandate that a commu-
nity or public water supply implement water conser-
vation measures if the community or public water
supply chooses not to do so.

1.4. Task Force Activities during
the 1988-1989 Illinois Drought

During 1988-1989, DOT/DWR established the
agenda for weekly conference calls. These calls usu-
ally began with a discussion of past rainfall, the
accumulating deficit, and the outlook for precipita-
tion in the short and long term. EPA/PWSD then
reported on public water supplies that were under
stress, DOA/DNR described the status of crops and
livestock, and ESDA and DCCA described their
emergency equipment and funding application re-
quests. DOC/ORM reported on the status of 160
state-owned and public lakes, as well as on observed
impacts on fish, forestry, and wildlife. The OG repre-
sentative provided guidance regarding policy issues
and maintained an awareness of the entire evolving
drought picture to brief the Governor and seek ex-
ecutive power if deemed necessary.

All participating agencies with statutory author-
ity reacted to accelerate requests through their re-
spective systems regarding permits, variances, and
other forms of assistance.

DOT/DWR Activities

DOT/DWR has a major role on the DRTF. Its
director co-chairs the DRTF, and the agency serves
as the focal point for information from all participat-
ing agencies. During the 1988-1989 drought, DOT/
DWR acted directly to resolve emerging water use
conflicts.

For example, with support from other agencies,
DOT/DWR met with irrigators to seek voluntary re-
strictions on their water use where such high-capac-
ity wells were presumed to impact nearby domestic
wells. The meeting was very successful and achieved
nearly 100 percent cooperation among the irrigation
well operators.

DOT/DWR was also involved in developing the
state’s position regarding the diversion of additional
Lake Michigan water through the Illinois River sys-
tem to assist commercial barge traffic below St. Louis.

A public utility requested permission from DOT/
DWR to alter the dike structure around a cooling
water lake for the purpose of importing additional

water from a nearby abandoned strip-mine lake. The
additional water was needed to make up losses due
to excessive evaporation and the inability to with-
draw adequate water from the primary nearby river
source.

EPA/PWSD Activities

The Public Water Supply Division of the EPA
maintained liaison with water treatment plant op-
erators throughout the state and retained records of
available resources and consumption. The division
also worked directly with several communities to
assist in resolving water quality issues as new sources
were sought. This information was communicated
during the weekly meetings, and other agencies re-
sponded as appropriate.

EPA/PWSD carefully monitored 35 public water
supplies placed on a weekly watch list on the basis of
historical supply performance. Of these 35, 16 had
repeatedly experienced water shortages in less se-
vere droughts than the drought of 1988-1989.

Some emergency permitting was granted for the
use of water supplies not previously considered for
public use. For example, one small community re-
quested permission to use water from an interstate
highway borrow pit by connecting it to the existing
water treatment plant and distribution system.

The EPA assisted the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers in ensuring that water quality standards were
met in rehabilitation of an abandoned well and in
development of the supply system for a small com-
munity in eastern Illinois. The agency also worked
closely with suppliers tapping into new surface wa-
ters and various quarries to ensure maintenance of
high-quality water for the public.

DCCA Activities

Pamphlets on water conservation were prepared
by DCCA, and more than 500 were distributed to
municipalities for local copying and distribution. Ad-
ditional drought-related material was also prepared,
printed, and distributed. DCCA coordinated commu-
nications efforts between the DRTF and local units
of government.

Community Development Assistance Program
funds are administered by DCCA for the improve-
ment of public facilities. Only one small community
applied for funds to redrill wells and reset pumps in
an area of high irrigation pumpage. It was some-
what surprising that more applications for improve-
ment of water systems were not requested during
this very severe drought.
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feedback from municipalities on their problems. These
Two workshops were held in the state to obtain

workshops were attended by 150 people, who indi-
cated that they found them useful. Some communi-
ties adopted DCCA’s sample ordinance for water
conservation. A mass mailing was prepared and dis-
tributed to community leaders offering assistance in
the form of future workshops on local drought man-
agement by DRTF members. The mailing included
model ordinances for communities to consider to
provide local government the authority to better deal
with water emergencies.

Materials are still being distributed on request.
However, demand has slowed since the end of the
drought.

DOA/DNR Activities
DOA/DNR publishes a weekly crop report that

describes the status of soil moisture and the condi-
tion of crops during the growing season. These re-
ports provided a near real-time assessment of the
impact of rainfall on agriculture in Illinois through-
out the 1988-1989 growing seasons.

Livestock producers were a major concern of the
DRTF, and a number of alternatives were consid-
ered to ensure the availability of water for their op-
erations. Three reservoirs operated by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers were made available for water
hauling upon application. ESDA provided a pump
and personnel at one of the lakes, but fortunately the
water emergency was not extremely severe for live-
stock, and only a single permit was issued. In other
areas of the state not so close to lakes, the EPA
compiled a list of locations where treatment plant
effluent was of sufficiently high quality that it could
temporarily be used for livestock watering. Some
concern was expressed regarding the use of this water
by the growers, but, as it turned out, other alterna-
tives and ordinary on-farm supplies were adequate
during the drought.

DOA/DNR established a “Hay Hotline” to bring
together sellers and buyers. The sellers outnum-
bered the buyers by almost 2 to 1. The Hotline
received numerous calls seeking information in ad-
dition to those regarding buying or selling of hay.
The number of sales actually made is not known, but
the service was very well received by the agricul-
tural community.

ESDA Activities

A minimal length of piping and at least two pumps
are maintained by ESDA for use in Illinois where
needed to tap into alternate water supplies during

emergencies. These minimal resources were strained
by requests, but fortunately, as a short-term prob-
lem was solved in one community, they became avail-
able for use in other ones. ESDA worked with the Il-
linois National Guard to provide water “buffalos” to
those communities without a nearby water source.
The drought of 1988-1989 demonstrated that these
facilities should be increased in anticipation of needs
during the next water emergency.

Emergency funds are available to assist recovery
from natural disasters, although no applications for
such funds were received despite the extreme water
shortages around the state.

DOC/ORM Activities

DOC/ORM provided indicators of drought sever-
ity by continuously monitoring the terrestrial and
aquatic natural systems throughout the state. Many
migratory birds departed typical habitats in search
of suitable feeding areas. Some left the state en-
tirely, and others became concentrated in smaller,
more suitable areas, subjecting them to predation.
The prairie grass seed crop was totally lost in 1988,
posing future habitat problems for some terrestrial
species.

Numerous fish kills were reported, especially in
small ponds, as a result of extremely high water
temperatures, lowered water levels, and diebacks of
algal blooms. The severe drought impact on crops
necessitated pesticide spraying to control spider mites
on soybeans, which secondarily caused some small-
pond fish kills. On some major lakes and streams,
decreased concentrations of dissolved oxygen were
directly responsible for fish kills.

In addition to monitoring the drought impacts on
these natural resources, DOC/ORM maintains a
number of lakes for recreation in Illinois. Those lakes
that had sufficient storage as water supplies were
made available in stressed areas as necessary.

OG Activities

The Office of the Governor staff representative
kept the Governor informed about the status of the
drought. The staff representative also provided ad-
vice as to the proper time to intervene in water
conflict issues according to the powers vested in that
office.

ENR/SWS Activities

In addition to its role in providing data on weather
and on water resource depletion to the DRTF mem-
ber agencies, ENR/SWS was responsible for evaluat-
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ing alleged interference between high-capacity wells
and nearby wells. This responsibility was statutorily
given as part of the Illinois Water Use Act of 1983 as
amended in 1987. Present law permits a well owner
to file a complaint against another with the county
Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD). The
complaint, including a description of the nature of
the perceived impact, is then forwarded to ENR/
SWS for evaluation in the field, and a written report
is prepared for the SWCD. If a well constructed in
accordance with state standards is found to be im-
pacted by a high-capacity well, DOA/DNR then has
the authority to order a decrease in pumpage from
the offending well.

More than 150 complaints were filed during the
1988-1989 drought; however, no wells were con-
firmed as impacted by nearby irrigation practices.
The complaints were initiated by individuals who

not conform to the standards established by the state
for domestic wells in areas of high ground-water use.

experience water source interruptions, but investi-
gation showed  most that of the impacted wells did

The surface water and ground-water engineers in
ENR/SWS responded to an enormous number of re-
quests for assistance. Many of these requests were
for advice on new potential resources and for evalu-
ations of quantity from newly developed resources.
The ENR/SWS database of nearly 100 years was
invaluable for responding to the needs of individuals
and local government units.

Finally, ENR/SWS has the responsibility to pre-
pare scientific reports describing the conditions
leading up to and during a drought for the purpose of
improving anticipatory capabilities in the state. This
report was prepared in partial fulfillment of this
requirement. Knowledge of the atmospheric condi-
tions that portend a serious drought would allow the
state agencies, including the Governor’s office, to
mobilize their support for individual citizens and
municipalities and to better meet the water-short
emergencies that follow.

1.5. Summary and Discussion

The primary accomplishment of the DRTF in
1988-1989 was its relative success in advising local
government units on their water problems and offer-
ing them possible solutions. The solutions were
normally within the ability of local governments to
provide. With each drought, the number of troubled
communities decreases because some communities
have previous1y adopted long-range solutions. At the
same time, in each successive drought additional
communities develop problems as a result of aging

facilities, sediment accumulation and other deterio-
ration of impoundments, or local development in an
already stressed water resource area.

The DRTF worked through the method of persua-
sion and was very successful in this most recent
serious drought period. Most communities recognize
their growing water resource problems and are will-
ing to listen to advice. Surprisingly, no individual or
local unit of government expected the state to solve
their problem.

In retrospect, one or two things are readily appar-
ent and worthy of discussion. The first issue relates
to the degree of authority that state government can
or should possess to mandate measures taken by
individuals and local units of government regarding
water resources during a drought. Second, differing
levels of water shortage may make it desirable to
define different levels of response from state govern-
ment.

Illinois is a rich water resource state, with both
surface water impoundments and productive ground-
water aquifers. The water problem most frequently
encountered historically has been too much water
during periods of flooding. The issue of water use
conflict is of recent origin and has not been ad-
dressed satisfactorily in Illinois law. The previously
described Water Use Act (as amended) applies only
to restrictions on ground-water withdrawals under
defined emergency conditions in four of the 102 coun-
ties in the state. Should this law be re-examined,
strengthened, and adopted for the entire state? Nearly
50 percent of the water resources used in Illinois are
derived from the Lake Michigan diversion and sup-
ply the heavily populated northeastern counties of
Illinois. However, the remaining 50 percent is largely
ground water and supplies rural, agricultural areas,
where competition for water resources is experienced
most frequently. These issues were highlighted by
the 1988-1989 drought and will become key issues
for the DRTF in the future.

Another question relates to when a drought is a
drought. In the absence of accurate forecasts of wa-
ter deficits, most droughts are initially “felt” as op-
posed to quantitatively measured. At what level of
impact should the state activate a warning system
that water resources are in jeopardy? A legitimate
concern is that the state can overreact to a perceived
problem only to have the problem disappear with the
next catch of precipitation. The desirable level of
involvement must be considered by the DRTF and
the Water Plan Task Force. This report may help to
establish the criteria necessary to trigger the state
into action and to minimize the impact of future
droughts.
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2 . ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION AND SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY
by

Robert  W. Scott

A climatic aberration of the dimensions of the
1988-1989 drought is the product of a substantial
departure from normal of the large-scale behavior of
the atmosphere. This chapter outlines the large-scale
atmospheric circulation and resulting synoptic me-
teorological conditions that occurred in the central
United States during 1988-1989. It is intended to
provide the meteorological background that is neces-
sary for the remainder of this report to be fully
appreciated.

2.1. Typical Precipitation Patterns
in Illinois

The climate of Illinois is categorized as temperate
continental. In the warm months from April through
October, frequent incursions of maritime tropical air
from the Gulf of Mexico move over the state. During
the remainder of the year, the dominant air mass is
maritime polar air of Pacific origin, which is modi-
fied considerably by the North American continent
by the time it reaches Illinois. Occasionally, polar
continental air from Canada spreads over the state
during the winter, causing temperatures to plunge
well below normal. However, these outbreaks are
usually of very short duration.

Precipitation frequency is relatively homogeneous
throughout the year, with slightly shorter periods
between rainfall events in the spring. Quantitatively,
however, event amounts are largely determined by
the direction of the synoptic-scale airflow, with the
heaviest precipitation limited to periods of southerly
flow from the Gulf of Mexico moisture source.

With sufficient moisture, most precipitation events
in Illinois are produced by the passage of frontal
systems across the Midwest (Huff, 1981). Fronts are
guided by the location of the polar-front jet stream
(PFJS), an upper level (~13 kilometers or km) cur-
rent of strong winds beneath which large-scale cy-
clonic weather systems tend to form and travel. The
PFJS, in turn, is driven by differences in the heating
of the atmosphere by continental and ocean surfaces.

During winter, frontal systems frequently move
completely across the central and eastern United
States and out over the adjacent waters of the Gulf of
Mexico and the western Atlantic Ocean. On average,
a front of some type (cold, warm, stationary, or oc-

cluded) overlies Illinois on 11 or 12 days a month
(Morgan et al., 1975). Although precipitation from
these individual systems is usually spread quite
evenly over large areas, the actual amounts are lower
than in other seasons because the Pacific Ocean
typically is the source of the moisture. Air of this
origin must pass over the intervening Rocky Moun-
tains, which dries it considerably. Winter daily pre-
cipitation totals in excess of 0.10 inch occur on only
four days a month in Illinois (Department of Com-
merce, 1985).

A few times during the period from December
through March, a well-developed cyclonic system
draws very moist air into the central United States
from the Gulf of Mexico, leading to heavier precipita-
tion in Illinois. Because of the generally stronger
atmospheric dynamics and thermodynamics that
develop over the Midwest when this situation exists,
precipitation of a more convective nature is typical.
This yields larger precipitation totals than occur
under conditions when the Pacific Ocean is the mois-
ture source (described above), but these totals can be
quite variable from place to place. In general, how-
ever, the precipitation coverage is widespread. These
conditions are often major producers of heavy win-
tertime snowstorms and early spring rains.

Later in the spring and throughout the summer,
it is more rare for frontal passages to extend deep
into the southern United States. Rather, they tend
to “stall out” along the Ohio River valley, yielding
higher frequencies of stationary fronts over Illinois.

Although the strong dynamics associated with
these cyclonic systems are displaced northward into
Canada, the close proximity of the frontal bounda-
ries to Illinois considerably influences the precipita-
tion across the state. This occurs as small perturba-
tions in the mid-troposphere (5 to 8 km aloft) move
eastward as “short waves” in association with the
surface front, encountering a typically moist, tropi-
cal environmental air mass. These conditions, espe-
cially when coupled with increased summertime
surface heating, can serve as triggering mechanisms
to release the convective instabilities of the lower
troposphere and generate systems of thunderstorms.

The opportunities for frontal-induced rainfall in
spring and summer (April-August) are high, occur-
ring on about 16 days a month (Morgan et al., 1975).
Rainfall in excess of 0.1 inch occurs an average of six
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or seven days a month throughout this period, pro-
viding just over half of the state’s annual average
precipitation. Rainfall events are nearly always con-
vective, yielding large local amounts but with totals
that can vary considerably within very short dis-
tances. Rain days with totals in excess of 0.50 inch
occur three times a month (DOC, 1985).

Precipitation in Illinois decreases again in the
fall. Fewer fronts (about 13 a month) are located over
the state (Morgan et al., 1975), and rain in excess of
0.10 inch occurs on only four or five days a month
(DOC, 1985). Moisture flow from the south is signifi-
cantly reduced from that of late spring and summer,
and the strong dynamic frontal systems of winter
and early spring have not yet redeveloped. Occa-
sional heavy rain events do occur - the average
precipitation is still between 2 and 3 inches per
month-although these events are less common
than in the late spring and summer.

2.2. Meteorological Patterns
of Water Year 1987-1988

The above discussion described, in general terms,
the typical temporal and quantitative patterns of
Illinois precipitation during an “average” year. Year-
to-year precipitation variations are dependent on

The meteorological drought experienced in Illi-

the combined frequency of frontal passages from the

nois and adjacent states during the spring and sum-
mer of 1988 was basically the result of a large-scale

northwest and moist air-mass intrusions from the

atmospheric circulation pattern that was established
and maintained over the eastern United States dur-
ing that period. This pattern greatly affected the

south.

synoptic meteorological conditions over the Midwest
by decreasing the frequency of frontal passages and
severely restricting the flow of moist southerly air
into the area. While other factors may have exacer-
bated the situation and its effects on the inhabitants
of Illinois, this was the primary cause of the drought
from a meteorological standpoint.

In November- December 1987 Illinois precipita-
tion was generally much higher than average state-
wide ,  whi le  January-a rch  1988  to ta l s  were
relatively close to seasonal expectations. Precipita-
tion opportunities were near average during those
initial three months of 1988, with fronts occurring
on about 29 days. This yielded precipitation totals
that were somewhat less than average in the north-
ern half of the state and greater than average in the
southern half of the state, with the departures

ranging from 0.6 to 1.5 inches in each region. Such
departures are common in Illinois and generally con-
stitute no reason for alarm. The state therefore en-
tered the early spring of 1988 with a situation in
which average spring-summer precipitation would
probably have yielded adequate moisture for drought-
sensitive activities.

Establishment of Drought Pattern

The first major change in the atmospheric circula-
tion occurred in April 1988. On April 3, a trough of
low pressure at 500 millibars (mb) moved onto the
western coastline of North America and subsequently
progressed eastward, pushing a cold front through
Illinois on April 6. This synoptic situation marked
the end of the typical seasonal pattern of frequent
frontal passages and plentiful moisture availability
over the state for several months. A synoptic pattern
more conducive to adequate precipitation systems
was not reestablished until mid-July.

The large-scale atmospheric circulation pattern
that developed was most evident in the middle tropo-
spheric pressure pattern over North America. This
structure was characterized by three major features:
a low-pressure trough located over New England
and the Canadian Maritimes, a ridge of high pres-
sure along the Rocky Mountains, and another deep
trough just off the west coast of North America.
Figure 2.1 shows this formation.

In general, this situation resulted in a high fre-
quency of upper-level westerly-to-northwesterly
winds over Illinois. Close to the surface, the weather
conditions were dominated by high pressure either
to the west of Illinois or along the northern Gulf
coast. Neither of these high-pressure positions was
favorable for the transport of warm, moist, low-level
air into the Midwest from the Gulf of Mexico, which
(as noted above) is important to the development of
significant midwestern springtime rainfall. Instead,
the near-surface winds were mostly from the south-
west to northwest quadrant.

Although this pattern was somewhat fluid though-
out most of April and early May, it became more
persistent as the spring season progressed, frequently
showing a wave structure with a very large ampli-
tude (figures 2.2-2.5). On occasion, the high-
pressure ridge along the Rockies stretched from
Mexico to the Arctic Circle (figure 2.6). While this
situation is not extremely unusual for April, it is
very rare for mid-June. This pattern blocked the
movement of short waves from the eastern Pacific
into the central Plains.
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As a result, fronts were located over Illinois only
eight times in April, six times in May, and six times
in June - less than half the average frequency. Only
three fronts occurred in the four weeks between May
25 and June 21, and none occurred between June 29
and July 10. Unfortunately, not only were fronts less
frequent but, because the large-scale atmospheric
circulation patterns were advecting air from the
southwest to northwest, the fronts were typically
accompanied by very little moisture when they
crossed Illinois. The occurrence of suitable rainfall
during these periods, especially early July, is crucial
for Illinois agriculture.

In mid-June, to further worsen matters, the first
in a series of surface high-pressure ridges set up over
the central Plains, extending eastward into the mid-
Mississippi valley (figure 2.7). This pushed the fron-
tal track into southern Canada, at the same time
permitting the early summer air over the central
United States to warm excessively.

Because of the close proximity of the high-pres-
sure center to Illinois and surrounding states, sur-
face air basically circulated over a limited area and
became much drier and hotter than is typical for the
season. Record high temperatures were experienced
across the state, with daytime maxima in excess of
100°F being common.

This excess surface heating enhanced the large-
scale afternoon mixing between the surface air and
that at higher elevations, producing strong surface
wind  speeds. Coupled with the extreme heat, this
situation greatly enhanced the evapotranspiration
from the surface and dried any remaining surface
moisture. This subject is discussed more fully in
chapter  4. The surface ridge remained in place for
about a week in mid-June, disappeared for a week,
and then returned to the same location for nearly
two weeks in July.

Generally speaking, during spring and early sum-
mer 1988, only two major precipitation events brought
widespread moderate rainfall to large areas of the
state. These occurred on April 17 and again on May
23-24 , when a surface low-pressure center passing
south of Illinois encountered an old weak front over-
lying the state.

In total, however, the weather patterns that af-
fected Illinois from April to mid-July 1988 were not
predisposed toward rainfall production. As the next
chapter shows, most parts of the state received pre-
cipitation that was only one-third to one-half the
monthly average for April, about one-half the usual
total for May, and just 10 to 40 percent of the aver-
age for June.

Weakening of Drought Pattern

Ridging over the central United States continued
into early July (figure 2.8). But by the middle of July,
a break occurred in the long-lived upper tropospheric
pressure pattern that had prevailed almost continu-
ously since early April. This pattern was replaced by
one that was more typical for mid-summer (figure
2.9). As a result, the persistent surface high pressure
that had existed for so long over the center and
southern United States moved eastward, and due to
a more frequent southerly flow a deep layer of at-
mospheric moisture began moving northward into
Illinois by the middle of the month.

At higher elevations, pressure troughs and ridges
began a normal seasonal progression across the
northern United States, steering fronts across the
Midwest and generating localized areas of heavy
rainfall. During the last three weeks of July, six
fronts passed through the state, with the southern
areas receiving the most substantial precipitation.
This late July pattern continued into August, with
two additional fronts traversing the state within the
first nine days of the month. Parts of southern Illi-
nois accordingly received above-average amounts of
rainfall in July, but the weather continued to be ex-
tremely dry in central and northern Illinois.

Beginning about August 10, high pressure was
again established aloft over the central Plains, as
had occurred in June and July, and by August 16
similar conditions had become reestablished (figure
2.10). For the third time during the 1988 summer,
Illinois temperatures became extremely hot for sev-
era1 days, with temperatures above 100°F reported
statewide. This heat  wave continued for just over a
week, until the high pressure over the Plains was
joined by a high-pressure area over central Canada
that extended into the Arctic.

This large-amplitude pressure feature directed
cooler air southward into the central United States,
and a frontal passage across the state provided some
moderate rainfall. But this occurred only in south-
ern Illinois, where some Gulf moisture had returned.

Then, beginning on August 22, the upper air pat-
tern broke down for good, initiating a nearly con-
tinuous string of surface low-pressure systems that
moved eastward across southern Canada. Each of
these systems extended slightly farther to the south
than its predecessor. Upper-level winds over the
Midwest turned back to the northwest, and a con-
tinuous replenishment of cool surface air from Can-
ada occurred via several frontal passages across
Illinois and the surrounding states.
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As a result, only one of the frontal passages produced
substantial (although localized) rainfall in northern
Illinois. In total, August 1988 was thus generally dry
throughout the state. This situation is described more
fully in chapter 3.

However, few of these frontal passages were pre-
ceded by a flow of moist air from the Gulf of Mexico.

The late-August pattern continued into the first
two weeks of September, a time normally associated
with drier weather. In that period, two cool dry fronts
passed through the state, providing only spotty rain-
fall in most areas. On about September 11, a closed
low-pressure circulation set up at high levels above
the northern Rockies (figure 2.11). This pattern com-
bined with high pressure over the southeastern states
to bring air to Illinois from the southwest. Although
this air was warmer than the air masses present
earlier in the month, it was just as dry, and Gulf
moisture continued to be unavailable to the state.

Fortunately for Illinois, however, a tropical cy-
clone moved through the western Gulf of Mexico in
mid-September. Hurricane Gilbert came ashore just
south of the Texas Gulf coast on September 16. This
forced a large amount of Gulf moisture into the cen-
tral United States, some of which crossed Illinois
three days later. While this produced some localized
heavy rains in the “several inch” range, most parts of
the state received more moderate amounts. The
remainder of September 1988 was dominated by
nearly west-east flow aloft and little low-level mois-
ture. Three weak and dry fronts moved through the
state before the end of the month. The 1988 growing
season thus ended in a dry mode, particularly in the
southern half of the state.

Summary

A severe reduction in availability of Gulf moisture
occurred almost continuously over Illinois from mid-
spring to mid-summer 1988, and intermittently there-
after into the following fall. The surface airflow was
generally from either the north-to-northwest out of
Canada, which brought dry and cool air into the
state, or from the southwest-to-west, which produced
dry and very hot conditions.

The weather patterns that created the excessive
heat also produced increased daytime wind speeds
that worsened the surface conditions by substan-
tially increasing evapotranspiration. Moisture availa-
bility became more seasonable during late July and
early August, but because of the weakness of the
frontal systems, the large rainfall amounts were
rather localized and more widespread general rain-

fall did not occur. Moisture from Hurricane Gilbert
passed across the state in mid-September, bringing
the first statewide rainfalls to Illinois since spring,
albeit moderate ones.

2.3. Meteorological Patterns
of Water Year 1988-1989

As noted above, the midwestern conditions of
Water Year 1987-1988 were dominated by a large-
scale atmospheric circulation pattern that was es-
tablished over the central and eastern United States
in April 1988 and persisted until mid-July 1988,
with very little variation in its large amplitude. The
pattern produced very dry and hot conditions across
Illinois and adjacent states. By mid-July, however,
the pattern had broken down, and although it re-
emerged occasionally in succeeding months, it never
lasted more than a few days. This change permitted
more seasonable pressure patterns to occur over the
Midwest, but because of a continued lack of Gulf of
Mexico air as a moisture source, most areas still
received insufficient moisture during the remainder
of that water year.

In contrast, the rain events of Water Year
1988-1989 occurred on a more typical schedule.
However, the severe lack of surface and soil mois-
ture that developed in the spring of 1988 (see chap-
ters 3 and 4) made even normal monthly rainfall
totals a continuing concern in subsequent months.
As a result, while the dry periods that occurred
during 1988-1989 were not as lengthy or as severe
as the drought in the spring and early summer of
1988, they were monitored much more closely than
would have been the case had the state entered the
year with normal moisture conditions.

Fall and Winter Patterns

October 1988 was dry in Illinois as a result of a
semi-permanent upper-level, low-pressure center in
the vicinity of James Bay (figure 2.12). This low-
pressure center produced northwesterly surface flow
across Illinois, which brought cool, dry conditions to
the state. High pressure over the Rockies enhanced
the airflow during the first two weeks of October. Al-
though six frontal passages occurred during Octo-
ber, Gulf moisture generally did not advance north
of the Ohio River; thus these events served only to
reinforce the existing environment. Only the extreme
eastern and southern parts of the state received
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beneficial rainfall during October, from one storm
near the middle of the month.

A major shift in weather patterns occurred early
in November 1988. A series of upper-level short waves
moved across Illinois as a result of a trough of low
pressure being located along the west coast of North
America. Nearly west-east upper-level flow existed
over central Canada and the northern United States
to the east of the trough, so the short waves were
slow to dampen. As many as eight systems passed
over Illinois, providing the first excessive statewide
rainfall in many months. Most areas received at
least twice their normal monthly amount, as is docu-
mented in chapter 3.

Another major change in the atmospheric circula-
tion over North America occurred toward the end of
November 1988, and the pattern that was estab-
lished (or a close variant of  it) persisted for the next
four months. This pattern was dominated by an
upper-level, low-pressure trough that was initially
located over eastern Quebec and then gradually retro-
graded to Hudson Bay (figure 2.13). It was accompa-
nied by an active upper-level jet stream that moved
back and forth across Illinois numerous times
during December 1988-March 1989, producing a
continuous oscillation between northwesterly and
southwesterly flow over the state.

Frontal passages across the Midwest were fre-
quent during this period, but the moisture influx
from the Gulf of Mexico remained largely confined to
the southeastern third of Illinois. That region re-
ceived greater than normal rainfall during the De-
cember 1988 - April 1989 period, while the north-
western half of the state continued to be drier than
normal.

Spring and Summer Patterns
A potentially disastrous change in this pattern

was initiated in early April 1989, as an upper-level
ridge of high pressure began to form and to become
semi-fixed along the west coast of North America
(figure 2.14). During the middle of this month, the
ridge moved slowly eastward across North America.
However, another ridge developed in the west in
early May, which also remained fixed for several
days before moving slowly eastward to the east coast
by May 20. This recurring large-scale pattern consti-
tuted a threatening reminder of the spring 1988
situation, when a ridge was established over the
center of the country and yielded the extremely se-
vere meteorological drought condition described
above.

Fortunately, the 1988 pattern did not recur. How-
ever, the large-scale atmospheric flow pattern that
developed in the late spring and early summer of
1989 was still not conducive to abundant rainfall in
Illinois. It was dominated by an upper-level, low-
pressure trough that again formed over Hudson Bay
and occasionally extended southward to the Great
Lakes (figure 2.15).

This situation permitted frequent frontal passages
across Illinois: an average of two or three occurred
each week through the middle of June. However, be-
cause the 1ower tropospheric flow was typically from
the west-southwest to the northwest significant
moisture was excluded from Illinois and the adjacent
states to its west. Illinois rainfall was above normal
only in some scattered areas along the Indiana bor-
der and in the extreme southern part of the state.

The midwestern synoptic pattern from the middle
of June into July continued to follow the developing
theme for the 1989 summer: normal frontal activity
that served as triggering mechanisms for convective
rainfall, but insufficient low-level airflow from the
Gulf to furnish the moisture needed to produce heavy
widespread rainfall. A frontal boundary was fre-
quently located near the Ohio River, which led to
greater than normal precipitation in southern Indi-
ana and Kentucky.

However, this frontal boundary also served to block
moist surface conditions from reaching the state. As
a result, much lighter and more scattered rainfall
was typical. The 1989 early summer dryness was not
in itself severe, but because it occurred in a year
following a severe drought, added stress was placed
on moisture-sensitive activities that needed exces-
sive rainfall to begin to mitigate the impacts of the
1988 dryness.

In early July 1989, a mid-tropospheric ridge again
began forming along the Rockies (figure 2.16) and
was accompanied by anticyclonic surface conditions.
The ridge did not “lock in” but typically would form
and remain stationary for a few days and then slowly
move eastward, allowing for a front to cross Illinois.
Once again, however, this synoptic situation was not
accompanied by the thick layer of low-level moisture
from the Gulf, which is needed to fuel abundant
rainfall. The above pattern took about six to eight
days to cycle and yielded one major rainfall opportu-
nity at the end of each period. Adequate rainfall
amounts during these events were accordingly spotty.
Thus the state remained relatively dry through mid-
August, with the greatest rainfall once again falling
in the extreme south.
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The pattern began to change again in mid-August
(figure 2.17), as a mid-tropospheric low-pressure
system propagated along the U.S.-Canadian border
and passed directly through the aforementioned ridge.
This was followed by the passage of a series of
mid-tropospheric cyclones along the same path.
Simultaneously, an intensification occurred in the
surface high pressure in the eastern Gulf of Mexico.

These changes led, for the first time in the 1989
summer, to the presence of a deep layer of Gulf
moisture across Illinois in advance of the frontal
passages. Rainfall amounts accordingly increased
statewide, beginning in the third week of August
and extending through mid-September. Neverthe-
less, August was still relatively dry, except for areas
along the Wisconsin border, because of the lack of
rainfall in the first two weeks of the month.

However, the changed circulation produced above-
average September rainfall in all parts of Illinois
except the extreme south, although the last two weeks
of September were dry. While the series of mid-
tropospheric cyclones persisted during those weeks,
they moved further north into Canada. This in turn

permitted the surface high pressure over the Gulf of
Mexico to move northwestward and dominate condi-
tions over the Midwest (figure 2.18), leading to a
return to dry conditions.

Summary

In Water Year 1988-1989 no massive “block” to
rainfall production occurred such as developed in the
spring and early summer of 1988. The weather
patterns experienced during that year were not
considered to be abnormal. The frequency of frontal
passages was sufficient to provide an adequate
mechanism for precipitation initiation. However, an
unusually high propensity for fronts to stagnate along
the Ohio River valley and farther south in the Gulf
states frequently prevented deep Gulf moisture from
invading Illinois. Therefore when precipitation op-
portunities occurred, many areas of the state did not
receive adequate precipitation amounts. As the next
chapter documents, this situation led to a continu-
ation of the 1988 drought conditions in Illinois dur-
ing the 1989 growing season.
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Figure 2.1. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for April 16, 1988
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Figure 2.2. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for April 28, 1988
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Figure 2.3. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart  for May 5, 1988
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Figure 2.4. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for May 17, 1988
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Figure 2.5. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for May 25, 1988
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Figure 2.6. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for June 8,1988
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Figure 2.7. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for June 20, 1988
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Figure 2.8. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for July 4, 1988
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Figure 2.9. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for July 17, 1988
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Figure 2.10. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for Auaust 16, 1988
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Figure 2.11. Surface  and 500 Millibar Chart for September 11, 1988
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Figure 2.12. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for October 2, 1988
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Figure 2.13. Surface and  500 Millibar Chart for December 13, 1988
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Figure 2.14. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for April 5, 1989
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Figure 2.15. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for June 4, 1989
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Figure 2.16. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for July 7, 1989
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Figure 2.17. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for August 15, 1989
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Figure 2.18. Surface and 500 Millibar Chart for September 5, 1989
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3. SURFACE CLIMATE PATTERNS
by

Kenneth E. Kunkel, James R. Angel, and Wayne M. Wendland

This chapter documents how the large- and sy-
noptic-scale atmospheric circulation patterns de-
scribed in chapter 2 were manifest in anomalies of
precipitation and surface temperature across the
Midwest and throughout Illinois. It thus focuses on
the meteorological aspects of the 1988-1989 drought
and provides the background necessary for consid-
eration of its agricultural and hydrological aspects
in chapters 4-7.

3.1. A Midwestern Perspective

The 1988 meteorological drought affected not only
Illinois, but all of the midwestern corn and soybean
belt. Many of the impacts on Illinois, especially the
high commodity prices from mid-1988 until mid-
1989 and the low flows in the Mississippi and Ohio
Rivers during mid-1988, were partially the result of
drought conditions experienced in other parts of the
Midwest. The extent and severity of the drought in
the nine-state midwestern region (Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Ohio, and Wisconsin) are therefore documented in
this section of the report.

Antecedent Conditions

To document the climatic state of the Midwest as
it entered the 1988 drought, the Palmer Hydrologi-
cal Drought Index (PHDI) for March 1988, obtained
from the on-line database of the National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC), is mapped by climate division
in figure 3.1. Of the 75 climate divisions in the Mid-
west, only one division, in northwestern Minnesota,
was suggested to be in a condition of extreme drought
(-4 or less) at that time.

Five  climate divisions—three in Minnesota, one
in Kentucky, and one in southern Ohio—were expe-
riencing severe drought (-3 to-3.99). The remaining
69 climate divisions were in various states of mild
dryness or wetness. Most of the dry areas were at the
headwaters of the Mississippi River and along the
Ohio River valley, which suggests that the genesis of
the mid-1988 low flows in these rivers already ex-
isted by March of that year.

1988 Midwestern Precipitation

Data from NCDC were used to calculate the
percent of normal precipitation for each of the 75
midwestern climate divisions for each month from
January 1988-September 1989. (The normal is the
1951-1980 average precipitation.) The median per-
cent of normal for all 75 climate divisions is plotted
by month in figure 3.2 to show the development and
abatement of the meteorological drought.

In January and February 1988, the precipitation
was only slightly below normal. By March 1988,
however, the precipitation was only 77 percent of
normal. It decreased dramatically through June 1988,
which was the driest month of 1988-1989, with only
28 percent of normal precipitation. July 1988 was
wetter but still had below-normal precipitation.

By July 1988, scattered heavy rains began to oc-
cur in the region, allowing some areas to recover
while leaving others in a steady or deteriorating
condition. In other words, by July 1988 there was
greater spatial variability in the precipitation re-
ceived across the Midwest. A return to near-normal
precipitation after July 1988, along with the reduced
evapotranspiration demands of the fall season, al-
lowed parts of the Midwest to recover from their
earlier precipitation shortfalls. During 1989, pre-
cipitation returned to normal for the Midwest as a
whole.

The percent of normal precipitation received by
each climate division was calculated for three impor-
tant periods in 1988 (March-September, May-June,
and June-August) and is presented in figures
3.3-3.5. The March-September period was selected
because it gives a broad perspective on the entire
growing season situation; May-June was the period
of greatest precipitation deficiency; and June-August
is the traditional summer season.

In March-September 1988 (figure 3.3), all but five
climate divisions had below-normal precipitation. The
Corn Belt (from Iowa to Ohio) received the lowest
percentage of normal precipitation: values were typi-
cally below 75 percent, and in some parts of Illinois
they were below 50 percent. Only the far north and
far south of the midwestern region received near-
normal precipitation.
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During May-June 1988 (figure 3.4), a crucial pe-
riod of crop germination and establishment, broad
areas of severe precipitation deficiency occurred. No
climate division received even near-normal rainfall
during these two months. The lowest values (less
than 25 percent) occurred in parts of Illinois, Indi-
ana, Michigan, and Ohio. In June-August 1988 (fig-
ure 3.5), a more complex pattern occurred as a result
of the return of scattered heavy rains in July and
August. In general, the Corn Belt (especially Illinois)
was still lacking in rainfall during this traditional
summer season period, but some relief did occur in
the far south and north and in western Iowa.

To provide a historical perspective on the 1988
midwestern drought, the climate division precipita-
tion totals for the three periods discussed above were
compared with the long-term record. Here, the long-
term record was the 1895-1988 monthly climate
division precipitation database developed at NCDC.
For each of the three periods discussed above and for
each climate division, the 94 years were ranked from
driest to wettest, with a ranking of 1 representing
the driest year.

For March-September 1988 (figure 3.6), 49 of the
75 climate divisions were below the 10th percentile
(rankings of 9 or lower). The 10th percentile has
been used in previous studies of drought (e.g., Gibbs
and Maher, 1967) and represents a once-in-ten-year
event. For 11 climate divisions, March-September
1988 was the driest March-September on record.

For the narrower MayJune 1988 period (figure
3.7), 73 of the 75 climate divisions were below the
10th percentile, and 41 of those divisions experi-
enced the driest May-June on record. Figure 3.8
shows that for June-August 1988, 29 of the 75 cli-
mate divisions were below the 10th percentile, with
six of those divisions experiencing their lowest pre-
cipitation on record. In general, figures 3.6-3.8 sug-
gest that the 1988 spring-summer drought was one
of the worst of this century in the Midwest. Further-
more, it is clear that the northern two-thirds of Illi-
nois experienced some of the largest precipitation
deficiencies in the entire Midwest.

1988 Midwestern Temperatures

Temperature played an important secondary role
in the 1988 spring-summer midwestern drought.
Figure 3.9 shows that temperatures started out on
the low side in 1988, but by May they were consis-
tently above normal. August temperatures departed
the furthest from normal, placing additional stress

on crops, livestock, and humans. It is interesting to
note that the above-normal temperatures occurred
after the precipitation deficiencies had begun (figure
3.2) and when soil moisture had become depleted
(see chapter 4).

By September, temperatures had moderated
slightly, and they fluctuated widely during the fall
and the following winter (in October 1988, January
1989, and February 1989). However, the 1989 grow-
ing season produced no noteworthy temperature
departures from normal, with most months having
slightly below-normal temperatures.

The March-September 1988 temperature depar-
tures (not shown) exhibited a pronounced northwest-
to-south gradient, with near-normal temperatures
dominating the southern tier and increasingly higher-
than-normal temperatures occurring toward Minne-
sota. Within the Corn Belt, Iowa experienced the
greatest departures (>+4°F) for this period.

The May-June temperature departures (also not
shown) resembled the March-September pattern,
with some intensification of the positive anomalies
in Iowa and Minnesota. During June-August 1988
(figure 3.10), temperatures were above normal in the
Midwest except in southern Missouri, with the great-
est departures occurring in the northern half of the
region.

To provide a further historical perspective on the
1988 midwestern drought, the temperatures for each
climate division were compared with the 1895-1988
historical database in the same manner as described
for precipitation. The 94 years were ranked from
hottest to coldest, with a rank of 1 indicating the
hottest year.

The March-September 1988 rankings (not shown)
revealed that this period was the hottest in 94 years
for eight of the 75 climate divisions. These divisions
were located in Minnesota and Wisconsin. For 43 of
the 75 climate divisions, the March-September
p e r i o d  w a s  i n  t h e  w a r m e s t  1 0  p e r c e n t  o f
March-September periods on record.

The May-June temperature rankings (also not
shown) revealed that eight climate divisions had a
rank of 1, and that for 31 divisions, the period fell in
the warmest 10 percent on record. Temperatures
were especially high in Iowa and the upper half of
Michigan during that period. June-August was the
hottest period during the 1988 drought. During those
months, 19 climate divisions—primarily in Minne-
sota, Wisconsin, and Iowa—experienced their hot-
test year on record (figure 3.11). Furthermore, for 56
of the 75 climate divisions, that period was in the
warmest 10 percent on record.
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Hydrological Conditions at the End
of the 1988 and 1989 Growing Seasons

The impact of the heat and dryness of the 1988
spring-summer drought on the climatic state of the
Midwest is illustrated in figure 3.12 by the Palmer
Hydrological Drought Index (PHDI) for September
1988. This figure is a counterpart to figure 3.1 for the
preceding March and shows great changes from that
time. By September 1988, large areas of the Midwest
were in a condition of moderate, severe, or extreme
drought. The only areas showing moist conditions by
October 1988 were on the perimeter of the Midwest
(for example, southern Missouri).

Figure 3.13 contains a counterpart PHDI map for
one year later (September 1989). It shows that, de-
spite the regionwide return to near-normal precipi-
tation during late 1988 and 1989 (figure 3.2), hydro-
logical drought conditions were still present by late
1989 in Minnesota, Iowa, northern Missouri, west-
ern Illinois, all of Wisconsin except its southeastern
corner, and northern Michigan. However, a return to
much moister conditions had occurred by this time
in the extreme southeastern portion of the Midwest
(southern Ohio and Indiana, and eastern Kentucky).

3.2. The Illinois Situation

This section documents the development of the
1988 meteorological drought conditions in Illinois,
and the state’s recovery from drought conditions
during 1989. Attention is particularly focused on
precipitation.

Illinois Precipitation

Mean annual precipitation in Illinois varies from
about 860 millimeters, or mm (~34 inches) in the
northern counties to about 1,200 mm (~46 inches) in
the south. Extreme values recorded during the past
century have varied from about 60 percent to as
much as 160 percent of that mean.

Although the precipitation received in Illinois
during 1988 was only 12 percent less than the 30-
year average, the impact was substantial. This was
the case because 1987 had already been somewhat
drier than average, and because the precipitation of
1988 was unevenly distributed throughout the year
and did not occur at the times it was most needed for
agriculture.

Table 3.1 shows the statewide monthly average
precipitation from October 1987 through September

1989, presented as a percentage of the 1951–1980
average for each calendar month. The large deficit
from April–August 1988 had great impact because of
the time of the year during which it occurred. Al-
though the 30-year average (often called “normal”) is
not expected every year, deviations of the magnitude
experienced during April–August 1988 are certainly
beyond the ordinary. Interestingly, precipitation
during the water year following the core of the 1988
drought (October 1988–September 1989) was still
generally less than average, with only November
1988, February 1989, and September 1989 receiving
more than the 1951–1980 average.

Figure 3.14 presents a time series of the statewide
annual precipitation average from 1878–1989, thus
providing a historical perspective on the 1988
drought. Although the stations on which figure 3.14
is based increased in number from about 40 in the
late 1800s to about 170 in the early 1900s and there-
after, these stations were rather equally distributed
across the state during the 112-year period, which
suggests an adequate degree of homogeneity and
representativeness.

No outstanding trend is apparent in the 112-year
precipitation record for the state (figure 3.14). The
annual values fluctuate but tend to remain within
about a 10-inch range (33 to 43 inches). Figure 3.14
further shows that the annual Illinois statewide
precipitation was less than that of 1988 in only four
other years: 1901, 1930, 1953, and 1963. These ex-
treme values were rather equally distributed through-
out the time period, with a frequency of about once
every 21 years. With a human life span being about
80 years, one should expect to experience about four
years of near-equivalent precipitation deficiency in a
lifetime.

Figure 3.15 shows the distribution of precipita-
tion over Illinois in April–August 1988, presented as
a percentage of the 1951–1980 mean. The driest
areas were in the extreme western part of the state
(from Moline to Quincy) and in central Illinois, ex-
t end ing  f rom Kankakee  th rough  Deca tu r  to
Edwardsvil le.  The precipitation for those five
months was less than 40 percent of the long-term
average in these two areas. The extreme southeast-
ern corner of the state received only between 40 and
50 percent of the long-term average.

Three areas in the state were wetter than sur-
rounding areas: 1) the extreme northeast, 2) a south-
west-northeast-oriented region in the west-central
part of the state, and 3) a similarly oriented area in
southeastern Illinois that extended into southwest-
ern Indiana. However, even these areas received
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The percentage of Illinois that received 50 percent
or less of its long-term average April–August pre-
cipitation in each year from 1901–1989 is documented
in figure 3.16. (April–August was the most intense
episode of the 1988 drought.) The spring–summer
droughts that have affected the largest percentage of
Illinois since 1901 are those of 1914 and 1936 (60

only 50 to 80 percent of their average annual precipi-
tation,

percent of the state), 1988 (54 percent), and 1930 (38
percent). By this criterion, the April–August drought
of 1988 was the third worst on record in Illinois and
impacted a larger area than the drought of 1930. The
1988 drought is suggested to have a recurrence fre-
quency of approximately 40 years.

The severity of the 1988 drought can be ranked
yet another way, as was shown in figures 3.7 and 3.8.
For the May–June period (figure 3.7), we note that
six of the nine climate divisions in Illinois experi-
enced their driest weather in the 94 years of record.
Only the west-central, southwest, and southeast dis-
tricts were slightly more moist, with the 4th, 5th,
and 3rd driest May–June, respectively, of the 94
years. Furthermore, the longer June–August period
(figure 3.8) ranked as the driest of the 94 years for
three Illinois districts. For four districts, the
June–August period was between the 3rd and 7th
driest, and the period ranked higher (15th and 23rd)
only in the two southernmost districts.

Regardless of the method used to assess the sever-
ity of the 1988 drought, the intensity of that event
dramatically influenced water availability, farm
productivity, and income across Illinois. These im-
pacts are dealt with in chapters 4–7. From a climatic
standpoint, however, it is important to note that
some 51 years had elapsed since the occurrence of a
comparable growing-season drought in the state in
1936. Thus Illinois farmers who began their careers
in the 1940s or later had no previous experience with
a drought of the magnitude of that of 1988.

Illinois Temperatures

Temperatures in Illinois from late 1987 through
late 1989 (figure 3.17) rather closely followed the
trends for the entire midwestern region shown in
figure 3.9. During the months immediately prior to
the onset of the 1988 drought, Illinois temperatures
varied over a rather wide range. For example, aver-
age temperatures for October 1987 were almost 7°F
below the 1951–1980 mean, whereas those for No-
vember and December were up to 4°F above average.
Early 1988 was characterized by a slightly cooler

than average January and a cold February (4°F be-
low average).

Temperatures during the spring-summer 1988
drought in Illinois were generally only 1° to 2°F
warmer than average, except for August, which was
4.3°F above average. It was primarily because of the
high August temperatures that the June–August
1988 period in the seven northernmost climate dis-
tricts of Illinois fell within the seven warmest such
periods since 1895. The intensity of the drought in
Illinois was thus heightened by warmer than aver-
age temperatures, but it was firmly rooted in the
substantially lower-than-average precipitation.

Monthly temperatures in Illinois during the
1988–1989 water year were within 2°F of average.
The exceptions to this were October 1988 and Febru-
ary 1989 (about 7°F below average), January 1989
(almost 10°F above average), and May and Septem-
ber (about 4°F below average).

Entering and Emerging
from Drought Conditions in Illinois

The substantial shortfall in statewide monthly
precipitation during much of 1988 and, to a lesser
extent, in 1987 and 1989 is clearly illustrated in
figure 3.18. Because soil moisture, surface water,
and ground water integrate precipitation over in-
creasingly long periods of time (see chapters 4–6),
the 12-month running mean statewide precipitation
is presented in figure 3.18 as well as the contributing
individual monthly values.

Note that the 12-month running mean time series
decreased to less than zero (the mean) as early as
November 1986. The drier-than-average first half of
1987 intensified this running mean deficit. The 12-
month running mean returned to near zero by the
end of 1987 and continued at that level until April
1988, when the substantially lower-than-average
monthly precipitation again forced the 12-month
running mean further into negative territory, The
12-month running means remained less than the
1951–1980 average through December 1990, when
they returned to essentially zero.

The 12-month running mean precipitation had
thus been below the mean for 50 consecutive months.
Furthermore, this change occurred only after a year
(1990) that was within the wettest 2 to 5 years of the
100 years or so of record in terms of annual precipi-
tation over most of Illinois.

This rather slow recovery from the precipitation
drought is further illustrated in figure 3.19, which
shows the spatial variation in the accumulated pre-
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cipitation deficit for three periods of increasing length
beginning on April 1, 1988. That deficit tended to
increase toward the west and northwest. However,
despite the situation depicted in figure 3.19, chap-
ters 4–6 show that the soil moisture and surface

water conditions across the state had returned to
their pre-drought levels by the end of 1989. Ground-
water recovery did not occur until December 1990
(chapter 6).
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Palmer Drought Index

March, 1988

–extreme drought <-4

severe  drought -3 to -3.99
moderate drought -2 to -2.99
mild drought -1 to -1.99
incipient drought -0.5 to -0.99
near normal 0.40 to -0.49
incipient wet spell 0.5  to 0.99
slightly  wet 1 to 1.99

moderately wet 2 to 2.99

very wet 3 to 3.99

–extremely  wet >4

Figure 3.1. Palmer Hydrological Drought Index values
for 75 midwestem climate divisions, March 1988
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Figure 3.2. Monthly median percent of normal precipitation received
in each of 75 midwestern climate divisions, October 1987-September 1989:

normals used were 1951-1980 calendar monthly averages
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Precipitation March-September

Percent of Normal

Figure 3.3. Percent of normal (1951-1980) precipitation
for 75 midwestern climate divisions, March-September 1988,

with 73 percent being average
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Precipitation  May -  June

Percent  of Normal

Figure 3.4. Percent of normal (1951-1980) precipitation
for 75 midwestern climate divisions, May-June 1988,

with 38 percent being average
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Precipitation June - August

Percent of Normal

Figure 3.5. Percent of normal (1951-1980) precipitation
for 75 midwestern climate divisions, June-August 1988,

with 74 percent being average
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Rankings March - September

Precipitation

Figure 3.6. Ranking of March-September 1988 climate division precipitation totals
vs. long-term (1895- 1988) records for each division:

a ranking of 1 indicates that 1988 was the driest March-September on record
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Rankings May - June

Precipitation

Figure 3.7. Ranking of May-June 1988 climate division precipitation totals
vs. long-term (1895-1988) records for each division:

a ranking of 1 indicates that 1988 was the driest May-June on record
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Rankings June -August

Precipitation

Figure 3.8. Ranking of June-August 1988 climate division precipitation totals
vs. long-term (1895-1988) records for each division:

a ranking of 1 indicates that 1988 was the driest June-August on record
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Figure 3.9. Average deviation from normal of monthly mean temperature (°F)
for 75 midwestern  climate divisions, October 1987-September 1989:

normals used were 1951-1980 calendar monthly averages
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Temperature June - August

Departure from Normal

Figure 3.10. Mean temperature departure (°F) from 1951-1980 average
for 75 midwestern climate divisions, June-August 1988,

with +3.3°F average departure
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Rankings June - August

Temperature

Figure 3.11. Ranking of June-August 1988 climate division mean temperatures
vs. long-term (1895-1988) records for each division:

a ranking of 1 indicates that 1988 was the hottest June-August on record
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Palmer Drought Index

September, 1988

–
-3 to -3.9

–

extreme drought <-4
severe drought
moderate drought -2 to -2.9
mild drought -1 to -1.9
incipient drought -0.5 to -0.9
near normal 0.4 to -0.4
incipient wet spell 0.5 to 0.9
slightly wet 1 to 1.9
moderately wet 2 to 2.9
very wet 3 to 3.9
extremely wet >4

Figure 3.12. Palmer Hydrological Drought Index values
for 75 midwestem climate divisions, September 1988
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MIDWEST CLIMATE CENTER
Palmer Drought Index

September, 1989

-3 to -3.9

–

–extreme drought
severe drought
moderate drought
mild drought
incipient drought
near normal
incipient wet spell
slightly wet
moderately wet
very wet
extremely wet

<-4

-2 to -2.9
-1 to -1.9

-0.5 to -0.9
0.4 to -0.4
0.5 to 0.9

1 to 1.9
2 to 2.9
3 to 3.9

>4

Figure 3.13. Palmer Hydrological Drought Index values
for 75 midwestern climate divisions, September 1989
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Figure 3.14. Illinois statewide annual mean precipitation (inches)
based on available National Weather Cooperation Stations, 1878-1989. Statewide 113.

year mean 37.60 inches. ±1 standard deviation indicated on figure. (Reprinted by
permission of the American Water Resources Association and W.M. Wendland.)
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1 April - 31 August, 1988

Average Precipitation
Percentage of

Figure 3.15. Precipitation from April 1-August 31, 1988,
expressed as percent of 1951-1980 mean (Reprinted by permission
of the American Water Resources Association and W.M. Wendland)
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Figure 3.16. Percent of Illinois impacted by April-August droughts
(defined as <50 percent of 1951-1980 average) from 1901-1989 (Reprinted by
permission of the American Water Resources Association and W.M. Wendland)
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Figure 3.17. Temperatures in Illinois for 75 midwestern climate divisions from late 1987
through late 1989 (Adapted from 1990 Water Resources Bulletin 26(6):918; reprinted by

permission of the American Water Resources Association and W.M. Wendland)
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Figure 3.18. Statewide monthly precipitation, 1986–1990, showing (a) Percent
difference from normal and (b) 12-month running mean time series, percent above and

below normal (Adapted from 1990 Water Resources Bulletin 26(6)918; reprinted by
permission of the American Water Resources Associatin and W.M. Wendland)
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Figure 3.19. Precipitation deficit (inches) for (a) April 1-August 31, 1988;
(b) April 1-December 31,1988; and (c) April 1-May 30, 1990 (Reprinted by permission

of the American Water Resources Association and W.M. Wendland)
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Table 3.1. Illinois  Statewide Monthly Precipitation for Water Years 1988 and 1989,
as a Percentage of the 1951-1980  Monthly  Means

WaterYear1988(1987-1988) Water Year 1989(1988-1989)

October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

48
142
211
144
109
95
46
44
23
54
57
86

October

December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

98
207

94
83

121
84
82
85
65
75
83

119
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4. SOIL MOISTURE, PLANT WATER USE,
AND SURFACE HEAT EXCHANGES

by
Steven E. Hollinger, Douglas M. A. Jones,

Kenneth E. Kunkel, and Diane H, Portis

This chapter documents the effects of the precipi-
tation and temperature  anomalies  described in the
preceding chapter on the soil moisture conditions
across Illinois. The impacts of the changes in soil
moisture on plant water use and on the transfer of
heat between the atmosphere and the vegetated land
surface are also  considered for a representative Illi-
nois location. Since soil moisture status exerts a pro-
found  influence on surface water and ground-water
conditions, the material presented here provides
important background for the consideration of those
other components of the hydrological cycle in chap-
ters 5 and 6.

The research reported here was stimulated by the
fact that one of the first visible signs of the 1988
drought was a pronounced  drying of the soil during
April and May. This drying was especially severe
under grassed surfaces where soil water was being
tapped for early spring crop growth. Fields be-
ing prepared for planting experienced significant
drying  of  their surface layers, while the deeper soil
layers tended to remain relatively moist.

The unique research opportunity offered by these
developing environmental conditions was capitalized
on fully because of some relatively new observa-
tional capabilities of the Water Survey. Those capa-
bilities include the direct measurement of soil
moisture and of the transfer of heat and water vapor
between the earth’s surface and the atmosphere.
The latter measurements permit inferences regard-
ing the extent to which drought is self-perpetuating.

4.1. Soil Moisture Monitoring
Commercial neutron probes designed to measure

soil moisture content near the surface and to a depth
of 2 meters (m) have been used to monitor the change
of soil moisture at up to 17 sites across Illinois since
1981 (figure 4.1). During the 1988-1989 drought, all
17 stations were fully operational.

Measurements were made at all available sites
twice each month during March-September and near
the first day of the remaining months. In addition,
the first station established (Bondville, near Cham-
paign) has been sampled once per week since its

record began in -February 1981. Thus the Bondville
site, on a Flanagan soil, has a much more detailed
soil moisture record than is available for the other
sites across the state.

At each site, a neutron probe access tube is in-
stalled beneath a grassed surface. The access tubes
extend to a depth of  2 m, and moisture readings are
taken at each 20-centimeter (cm) depth from the soil
surface. Additionally, a surface soil moisture read-
ing is made by using a surface soil moisture neutron
probe.

The neutron probe emits fast neutrons into the
soil medium. When the neutrons collide with hydro-
gen atoms, they are slowed down, reflected back to
the probe, and counted by a sensor in the probe. The
number of slow neutrons counted is directly related
to the number of hydrogen atoms in the soil. Because
soil water is the largest  and most  variable source of
hydrogen atoms in the soil, a direct correlation exists
between the number of slow neutrons detected by
the probe and the soil water content. Thus, as the
soil dries out, fewer slow neutrons are sensed by the
probe, indicating less water in the soil.

The neutron probe data from the 17 sites for the
summers of 1987,1988, and 1989 were used to moni-
tor the effects of the drought on the soil moisture
conditions in the northern, central, and southern
zones of the state. The northern zone was defined as
the area north of Interstate 80, the southern zone
the area south of Interstate 70, and the central zone
the intervening area (figure 4.1). For each zone, the
neutron counts were used to obtain averages of total
water, total plant-available water, and percent of
maximum plant-available water in the soil.

Plant-available water’is defined as the amount of
water held in the soil that is available for use by
plants. It can best be visualized by imagining the soil
as a sponge. When water from heavy or frequent
rains completely fill the soil pore space, the soil is
said to be saturated. Not all of this water is available
to the plant, however, because a part of it is pulled
out  of  the pore space by the force of gravity.

After the soil has drained for approximately 24
hours, the soil is said to be at field capacity, and it
holds the maximum amount  of  water  that  is avail-
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able to the plant. When the soil has dried out to the
extent that the plant can no longer pull water from
the soil  colloid  fast  enough to maintain its life, the
soil is said to be at the permanent wilting point.
Even though the plant cannot obtain any more water
from the soil, some water remains in the soil. The
maximum  plant-available  water is the quantity  of
water held  between the field  capacity  and the per-
manent wilting point of the soil.

4.2. Soil Moisture Conditions,
October 1986 – October 1989

Conditions throughout Illinois

Figures 4.2–4.4 show time series that indicate the
total amount of water in four soil layers (0-15 cm, 15-
50 cm, 50-100 cm, and 100-200 cm) in the northern,
central, and southern zones of Illinois from October
1987 through September 1990. These figures readily
show that soil moisture was lower during the 1988
spring–summer period than during the rest of the
three water years documented.

These time series also clearly depict the general
annual cycle of soil moisture for Illinois, particularly
the October–March recharge period and the water
deficit months of April through September. The hori-
zontal lines on the 0-15-cm, 15.50-cm, and 50-100-
cm  time  series indicate the amount of water held in
each  layer at the permanent  wilting  point. For the
50-100-cm  layer  in the southern  zone and the 100-
200-cm layer in all three zones, the amount of water
held  at the permanent wilting  point is less than the
lowest water amount shown and therefore is not
indicated in the figures.

An  important  general  feature  related  to figures
4.2–4.4 is that the northern and southern zones of
the state experienced marginal soil moisture condi-
tions during two of the three years shown, while the
central  zone had marginal soil moisture conditions
in  all three  years. In the south, the dry  years were
1987 and 1988, while the dry years in the north were
1988 and 1989. Therefore  these data  show  a south-
to-north  migration of deficient  soil moisture condi-
tions during the three years. The following sections
present the results for each of the three zones in
greater detail.

Conditions in Northern Illinois

In the northern zone of Illinois, soil moisture
reached its annual maxima on February 1, 1987;
March 1, 1988; and March 1, 1989. The driest soil

conditions  occurred in May 1987, August 1988, and
August 1989. Similar soil moisture deficiencies were
experienced  during August 1988 and August 1989,
but the dry conditions persisted longer in 1988 than
in 1989 (e.g., sub-wilting  point  values for the 0 -15-
cm and 15-50-cm layers).

A further difference in soil moisture between 1988
and 1989 occurred in the 50-100-cm layer, where the
recharge was greater  in the 1987–1988 winter than
during  the 1988–1989  winter. The l00-200-cm  soil
moisture time series shows a continued drying
throughout  the three-year period, with only minor
recharge occurring during the 1988–1989 winter.

Conditions in Central  Illinois

In central Illinois, the soil was drier during the
summer of 1987 (figure 4.3) than in the northern
zone. During the summers of each of the three years,
soil moisture in the 0-15-cm layer reached the wilt-
ing point at some time. The principal difference be-
tween the three years in this regard  is the length of
time that this condition persisted.

In 1987, the 0-15-cm wilting point was reached in
mid-May and continued through mid-June, followed
by a slow  recharge  throughout  the  rest of the sum-
mer. In 1988, the 0-15-cm wilting point was reached
in mid-May and continued throughout the rest of the
summer and through the end of October. Soil mois-
ture in the 0-15-cm layer in central Illinois returned
to a maximum in January 1989 and then decreased
to a minimum in September 1989. The period of 1989
when soil moisture in the 0-15-cm layer was near the
wilting point was  relatively short (August through
September).

The foregoing 1987–1989 temporal  pattern was
also characteristic of the 15-50-cm soil layer (figure
4.3). However, in 1989 soil moisture was more abun-
dant in this deeper layer in central Illinois than far-
ther north.

The soil moisture variability in the 50-l00-cm and
100-200-cm layers was higher in central Illinois than
further north. Of particular interest is the moisture
spike in central Illinois during September 1987 (fig-
ure 4.3). This occurred although the rainfall totals
for that month were below normal across the zone.
However, approximately 50millimeters (mm) of rain
was received around September 15, just before and
during the soil moisture measurement period.

The immediate return to drier soil moisture con-
ditions after  that  time suggests that the soil layers
below the 200-cm level were sufficiently dry for wa-
ter to drain through them following these rains. The
soil moisture spike thus appears to have resulted
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from the movement of water through the soil during
the measurement period.

Conditions in Southern Illinois

The summers of 1987 and 1988 were both charac-
terized by low soil moisture in southern Illinois (fig-
ure 4.4). Although soil moisture was slightly more
abundant during the 1987 summer than during the
1988 summer, the dry period was longer in 1987
than 1988. Twice during the 1988 summer, soil mois-
ture fell below the wilting point throughout the 0-50-
cm soil layer. The first period was from late June
until  mid-July, and the second period ran  from late
August through October. The intervening soil mois-
ture increase in this zone was due to rain during the
last two weeks of July. During the winter of
1988–1989, the soil  moisture in the southern  zone
was recharged by plentiful precipitation (649 mm);
rains also kept the soil moisture conditions  in  a  fa-
vorable state throughout most of the 1989 summer.
By the time the soil had dried excessively in 1989,
the crops were close to maturity.

4.3. Soil Moisture Deficit in Top 2 Meters

Table 4.1 shows the moisture deficits in the top 2
m of the soil in the northern, central, and southern
zones of Illinois on April 1 and September 30 of 1987,
1988, and 1989. At  most  of the stations (figure 4.1),
the deficits on these dates were  concentrated in the
top meter of the soil profile, with only minor mois-
ture deficits occurring in the l-2 m soil layer.

On September 30 the central and southern por-
tions of the state generally experienced greater soil
moisture deficits than the northern zone. However,
on  April 1 these zones had smaller deficits than the
northern zone as a result of having had more precipi-
tation during the winter.

Both northern and central Illinois experienced
their driest April 1 soil moisture conditions in 1989.
Southern Illinois had its driest April 1 soil condi-
tions in 1987. In general, the greatest September 30
soil moisture deficiencies in the state occurred in the
southern zone, where a deficit of greater than 200
mm was recorded each year  in the top 2 m. In 1988,
the driest soils on September 30 were located in
central Illinois. The wettest soil conditions at the
end of summer occurred in 1989, when both central
and southern Illinois were wetter than in September
1987 and 1988. Northern Illinois experienced its
wettest September 30 soil conditions in 1987.

4.4. Comparison of Soil Moisture
under Grassed and Cropped Surfaces

The soil moisture conditions documented in the
preceding section occurred under grassed surfaces.
However, the soil moisture in cultivated fields can be
significantly different from the soil moisture under
grass. In a cultivated field, when a crop is not ac-
tively growing, soil moisture loss occurs only through
evaporation from the soil surface and is restricted to
the top 10 cm of soil. It is likely that the steep soil
moisture decline observed in the early spring of 1988
(figures 4.2–4.4) was delayed by approximately two
to three weeks in fields where spring-planted crops
were growing.

However, the resulting June–July soil moisture
decrease would have been greater than the corre-
sponding May–June decline under grass because of
greater water requirements for cultivated crop growth
and their  rapid root development.Likewise, the re-
charge of soil moisture in the fall after the crop had
stopped growing should have been earlier and quicker
than the recharge under grass.

In an attempt to quantify this effect, a neutron
access tube was installed in a cornfield approxi-
mately 50 m from the neutron access tube in the
grassed area at Bondville (figure 4.1) in late June
1988. Measurements were made at the two sites
through the end of October 1988. The soil moisture
levels for the cultivated field with growing corn re-
mained higher than for the sodded area except in the
very deep layer (50-100 cm), from which corn roots
removed more water than the grass roots. When the
corn matured in late August, the soil moisture was
recharged earlier in the cultivated field than under
the sod. This was due to the continued growth of
grass throughout September and October.

4.5. Lessons Learned and Plans
for Future Soil Moisture Monitoring

As the previous section suggested, using soil mois-
ture under grass to monitor the soil moisture avail-
able for crops requires some estimation of the avail-
able water in cropped fields. The major difficulty in
this procedure involves the different water demands
of the various crops compared to the water demands
of natural grass, which uses soil water earlier in the
spring and later in the fall than other crops.

Because of this problem, future monitoring of soil
moisture will include the use of the Illinois Climate
Network (ICN) to track the atmospheric moisture
demand. From the data gathered by the ICN, poten-
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tial evapotranspiration will be estimated and then
converted to actual  evapotranspiration for individ-
ual crops through the use of crop coefficients for esti-
mation of soil water use by these crops.

Soil moisture conditions will be monitored for each
crop type by using a water balance method that
takes into account the addition of water by rainfall
and the subtraction of soil water by evapotranspira-
tion. This approach will also require the develop-
ment of a method to estimate the efficiency of a
precipitation event to recharge the soil moisture
profile.

In addition to estimating the amount of soil water
removed from the profile, we will attempt to identify
the portion of the profile from which the extraction
occurred. This will require simulation of the growth
of the crop based on a planting date for each crop
reporting district. These data will be obtained from
the Illinois Weekly Crop Report. The crop and root
development rates will be simulated on a weekly
basis by using the ICN temperature data to compute
growing degree day accumulations. Through simula-
tion of the root depth and development, an evalu-
ation  can be made of where the plant is obtaining its
water.

4.6. Influence of Drought
Soil Moisture Conditions
on Surface Heat Exchanges

Experimental Objectives

The depletion of  soil moisture may have impacts
beyond direct moisture stress on crops. During a
summer  with plentiful rainfall, much of the incom-
ing solar energy is used for the evapotranspiration of
water, resulting in a flux of latent heat from the
surface to the atmosphere. A substantially smaller
percentage of the incoming solar radiation is used to
directly heat the air via a flux of sensible heat from
the surface.

However, after soil moisture is depleted, a much
larger percentage of the solar energy is used to di-
rectly heat the air and much less to evaporate water.
As a result, the air near the earth’s surface tends to
be hotter and drier than usual. During the early part
of a drought, the large-scale circulation patterns are
generally responsible for dry, hot conditions, as was
shown in chapter 2. However, once a drought is es-
tablished and has desiccated the soil, the change in
the partitioning of the sun’s energy between
evapotranspiration and direct heating near the
earth’s surface can exacerbate the dry, hot condi-

tions through a self-reinforcing (or positive feedback)
process.

A field experiment was set up in late June 1988 in
a typical east-central Illinois cornfield with the ob-
jective of measuring how the persisting drought was
changing the partitioning of energy at the surface.
This work had two potential applications:

1) Since the transpiration process is responsible
for most of the evapotranspiration of water, the re-
sulting data would provide one measure of the physio-
logical response of corn to the drought environment.

2) These data could also provide information on
the extent to which the drought was self-perpetuat-
ing. Once altered and established, the energy ex-
change processes may serve to maintain the drought
conditions.

A convenient measure of the way energy is parti-
tioned at the earth’s surface is the Bowen ratio (B),
which is given by:

B = sensible heat flux
latent heat flux

Some of the results of this experiment  will be pre-
sented in terms of this ratio.

Experimental Method

The field site used for this experiment was located
near Champaign, Illinois, at 40°6’N‚ 88°14’W, at an
elevation of  228 m. A National Weather Service co-
operative observer climatological station (Urbana) is
located about 600 m from the field site. The dimen-
sions of the field are 400 m (east-west) by 320 m
(north-south). The experimental equipment was lo-
cated 190 m from the eastern edge and 190 m from
the southern edge of the field.

Estimates of the sensible and latent heat fluxes
were obtained by using the well-known eddy correla-
tion technique (e.g., Oke, 1978, pp. 323-325): This
technique uses direct measurements of the rapidly
covarying fluctuations of wind, temperature, and
water vapor by means of which heat and water vapor
are transferred between the surface and the atmos-
phere. The necessary fluctuations were measured by
using a sonic anemometer (for vertical wind fluctua-
tions), a fine-wire thermocouple (for temperature),
and a Krypton hygrometer (for water vapor), all of
which were manufactured by Campbell Scientific,
Inc. Several other meteorological variables were
simultaneously measured.

The meteorological variables and the eddy corre-
lation parameters are listed in table 4.2, along with
the instruments used. The eddy correlation sensors,
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the pyranometer, and the wind sensor were interro-
gated by a Campbell Scientific 21X datalogger at
frequencies of 5 hertz or Hz (eddy correlation sen-
sors) and 0.1 Hz (other sensors), and the values
obtained were averaged over ten-minute intervals.
In addition, neutron probe measurements of soil
moisture were made once a week at the location of
the eddy correlation equipment.

The eddy correlation sensors were placed at a
height of 2.4 m above ground level. The average
height of the corn canopy varied from 1.0 m at the
beginning of the experiment (June 30) to 1.4 m at the
end (August 18). However, because the eddy correla-
tion sensors could be damaged by rain, measure-
ments were not made on days with a chance for rain.
In addition, measurements were usually restricted
to daytime hours. Data were obtained on a total of 17
days.

Results

Table 4.3 compares the monthly precipitation to-
tals and average temperatures at the field site dur-
ing January–August 1988 with their long-term aver-
age counterparts. During the important part of the
1988 growing season (April–August), the total pre-
cipitation of 211 mm was only 43 percent of the
normal for that period. Temperatures during the
period were 1.1ºC above normal. Daily maximum
temperatures exhibited larger departures, averag-
ing 2.8°C above normal.

Figure 4.5 presents time series of the daily values
of precipitation, maximum and minimum tempera-
ture, and water vapor pressure at the field site for
the period June 15–August 25. During this 72-day
period, there were only two days on which more than
10 mm of rain were received. Daily maximum tem-
peratures reached or exceeded 35°C on 21 days.
During the early part of this period, the atmospheric
water vapor content was unseasonably low, but more
seasonable values were experienced during the lat-
ter two-thirds of the period.

Figure 4.5 also shows the Bowen ratio (B) and a
calculated variable called the potential Bowen ratio,
which is the value of B that would occur if soil
moisture were plentiful. This was calculated by fol-
lowing Thom (1976). Also shown in figure 4.5 are the
weekly soil moisture measurements for three layers
(0-15 cm, 15-50 cm, and 50-100 cm), which are ex-
pressed as a percentage of the plant-available soil
moisture. At the beginning of the experiment, soil
moisture was very low in the top layer, with no avail-
able water for plants. The plant-available soil mois-
ture values rose in response to the July rains, but

they fell again in August. In the lower two layers,
soil moisture was also low and fell continually through
the period.

During the first half of July, measured B values
were much higher than the potential values, indicat-
ing higher sensible heat and lower latent heat fluxes
than would be expected over a well-watered surface.
The rain in late July lowered B to near the potential
value. However, the dryness after July 25 resulted
in a return to high B values in mid-August.

It is interesting to consider the impact of this
change in the surface energy budget on the overlying
atmosphere. The difference between the measured
and the potential evapotranspiration (obtained from
potential Bowen-ratio calculations) was integrated
over the daytime period. During the first half of July
and during mid-August, the calculated differences
were approximately 2.5 mm/day or 75 mm/month.
This value is equivalent to about 65 percent of the
long-term average precipitation rate for July (see
table 4.3) and about half of the potential evapotranspi-
ration.

A similar calculation was made for the sensible
heat flux, integrating the differences between meas-
ured and potential values over the daytime period.
Again focusing on early July and mid-August, the
calculated differences represent an excess heating
rate of about 4 megajoules per square meter per day
(MJ/m²/day). Assuming that this energy is uniformly
distributed over a mixing depth of 2 kilometers (km)
(e.g., Kaimal et al., 1976), this represents a tempera-
ture increase of about 2°C per day in excess of nor-
mal heating.

A cursory examination of the atmospheric water
budget during mid-summer points to the importance
of evapotranspiration as a source of water vapor.
Two studies (Rasmussen, 1968; Portis et al., 1991)
using July upper air data provided vertical profiles
of the monthly average convergence/divergence of
water vapor. Rasmussen’s (1968) study covered the
entire United States east of the Rocky Mountains for
1961 and 1962, while the Portis et al. (1991) analysis
was restricted to the heart of the U.S. Corn Belt (a
1,300 x 750 km box bounded by 8l.0°W, 97.0°W,
36.5°N, and 44°N) for 1975,1976, and 1979.

The meteorological characteristics of these years
are described by Peppler and Lamb (1989). They
varied from rather wet to dry, although none was
nearly as dry as 1988.

Rasmussen’s (1968) analysis showed a net conver-
gence of water vapor over the eastern United States
for the l00-900-millibar (mb) layer, with divergence
above 900 mb. The July results of Portis et al. (1991)
(which were extracted for this study from the overall
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May–August  results presented by Portis et al.) were
less conclusive, showing divergence throughout the
profile in two years and lower level convergence in
only one year.

However, a general monthly water budget can be
written as

w
t

= C1 + ET - Du - P

where
w = mean water vapor content in vertical

column
t = time
C1 = integral water vapor convergence at lower

levels
ET = evapotranspiration
Du = integral of water vapor divergence at up-

per levels
P = precipitation

(4.1)

Since changes in mean columnar water vapor
content are small during mid-summer, lower level
convergence and evapotranspiration must be approxi-
mately balanced by upper level divergence and pre-
cipitation. Table 4.4 summarizes the results of the
t w o  a b o v e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s .  A n  e s t i m a t e  o f
evapotranspiration, calculated as the residual of
equation 4.1, is also given. The average value of the
evapotranspiration estimates is very close to the
mean free water surface evaporation of 140 mm re-
ported for July at the Urbana site by Farnsworth et
al. (1982). The results in table 4.4 suggest that
evapotranspiration is the major source of mid-sum-
mer water vapor in the Midwest, with lower level
convergence of water vapor (transported from the
Gulf of Mexico) being much smaller. This suggests
tha t  in t e rannua l  va r i a t ions  in  mid- summer

evapotranspiration caused by soil moisture anoma-
lies may have the potential to significantly affect
precipitation.

The severe dryness of the early part of the 1988
growing season was widespread in the Midwest
(Kunkel and Angel, 1989). For instance, most areas
in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Missouri, and Minnesota received less than 50 per-
cent of their long-term average precipitation during
May and June. Thus wide areas experienced an un-
seasonably large depletion of soil moisture reserves
prior to the July–August period of maximum mois-
ture demand. Therefore the surface heat exchange
impact results presented here are qualitatively rep-
resentative of a very large area of the central United
States.

Conclusions
It is generally difficult to separate the effects of

global-scale atmospheric forcing and regional-scale
surface layer forcing on atmospheric circulation pat-
terns. However, the measured changes in the sur-
face energy budget of a typical Illinois cornfield dur-
ing the 1988 drought appear to be sufficiently large
to have provided a significant contribution to the re-
duction of precipitation and the observed persistence
of the 1988 drought. The evapotranspiration decrease
was significant when considered in the context of the
overall mid-summer atmospheric water budget and
may have helped extend the period of deficient pre-
cipitation. The increase in sensible heating signifi-
cantly increased near-surface air temperatures,
probably helping to promote the atmospheric subsi-
dence that suppressed the precipitation, as well as
reducing the atmospheric water vapor available for
conversion into precipitation.
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NORTHERN
ZONE

CENTRAL
ZONE

1 . Freeport
2 . DeKalb
3 . Monmouth
4 . Oak Run
5 . Peoria
6 . Stelle
7 . Topeka
8 . Bondville
9 . Champaign

10. Perry
11. Springfield
12. Brownstown
13. Olney
14. Belleville
15. I na
16. Carbondale
17. Dixon Springs

SOUTHERN
ZONE

Figure 4.1. Location of soil moisture monitoring sites in Illinois
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Northern

Figure 4.2. Total amount of soil water (millimeters) in indicated layers
for northern zone of Illinois, October 1987-September 1989
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Central

Figure 4.3. Total amount of soil water (millimeters) in indicated layers
for central zone of Illinois, October 1987-September 1989
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Southern

Figure 4.4. Total amount of soil water (millimeters) in indicated layers
for southern zone of Illinois, October 1987-September 1989
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Figure 4.5. Daily values of maximum temperature, minimum temperature, precipitation,
water vapor pressure, measured daytime Bowen ratio,

and calculated daytime potential Bowen ratio, June 30-August 18,1988
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Table 4.1. Soil Moisture Deficits (mm) in the Top 2 Meters of Soil
on April 1 and September 30 for Different Zones of Illinois

April 1 September 30

1987 1988 1989 1987 1988 1989

Northern 136.4 119.4 141.8 178.3 263.1 197.5
Central 79.8 65.2 108.2 190.2 273.4 166.4
Southern 118.4 90.6 98.6 229.4 264.6 204.3

Table 4.2. Measured Meteorological Variables and Instrumentation

Variable Height (m)

Vertical wind 2.4
Air temperature

(fast response) 2.4
Water vapor density

(fast response) 2.4
Air temperature 1.5
Relative humidity 1.5
Wet-bulb temperature 1.5
Precipitation (daily) –
Incoming solar radiation 2.4
Wind speed and direction 2.4
Soil heat flux 5 cm, 10 cm depth

Instrument

Sonic anemometer

Thermocouple Field site

Krypton hygrometer Field site
Hygrothermograph Climate station
Hygrothermograph Climate station
Psychrometer Climate station
Standard 10-inch raingage Climate station
Epply PSP pyranometer Field site
Climatronics Mark IV wind sensor Field site
Micromet heat flux plates Field site

Location

Field site
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Table 4.3. 1988 Monthly Total Precipitation and Mean Temperature
Compared with the Climatological Averages

January 55 50 -4.6 -4.1
February 33 48 -4.4 -1.5
March 64 84 4.2 3.9
April 38 98 10.8 11.3
May 39 91 18.6 17.1
June 8 100 23.0 22.2
July 93 111 25.6 24.0
August 33 93 25.0 22.9

1988
precipitation

(mm)

Average 1988
precipitation temperature

(mm) (°C)

Average
temperature

(ºC)

Table 4.4. Water Vapor Budget Estimates (mm/month)

Month Study C1  (layer) Du (layer) P E T

July 1961, 1962 Rasmussen (1968) l0 (100-90 kPa) 32 (90-25 kPa) 124 146

July 1975 Portis et al. (1991) 0 91 (100-30 kPa) 56 147

July 1976
July 1979

Average

Portis et al. (1991) 0 58 (100-30 kPa) 84 142
Portis et al. (1991) 13 (92-78 kPa) 37 (100-92 kPa and 129 153

78.30 kPa)
6 55 98 147

Note: C1 = integral of water vapor convergence at lower levels   Du  = integral of water vapor divergence at upper
levels; P = precipitation; ET = evapotranspiration; kPa = kilo Pascals (100 kPa = 1000 millibars).
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5. STREAMFLOWS  AND LAKE LEVELS
by

Krishan P. Singh, G. Michael Bender, H. Vernon Knapp,

Sally A. McConkey, Ganapathi S. Ramamurthy, and Ali Durgunoglu

The two preceding  chapters documented the pre-
cipitation and temperature patterns characteristic
of the 1988–1989 drought and their effects on soil
moisture, plant water use, and surface heat ex-
changes. The focus now shifts to the hydrological
effects of the drought, beginning in this chapter with
the surface water conditions.

A hydrological drought is triggered by a meteoro-
logical drought, but streams and lakes experience a
lag in responding to precipitation shortages. Stream-
flow  is composed of direct runoff from precipitation,
ground-water contribution in terms of baseflow, and
return flows from municipal and industrial users.
Each source has different spatial and temporal vari-
ations and lag times, including some persistence or
carry-over effects caused by soil moisture and ground-
cover conditions.

As shown in chapter 3, the meteorological drought
of 1988 began in mid-February to early March. How-
ever, its effects on streamflow were not apparent
until late April or May 1988 when the reduction in
flows exceeded ordinary variations. Drought-related
changes in lake levels were  even  slower to appear:
reservoirs are usually drawn down by water supply
withdrawals and evaporation losses during dry
months or droughts, when withdrawals and losses
are expected to exceed inflows.

Drought conditions such as those of 1988–1989
threaten the reliability of public water supplies that
depend on surface water sources. Water volumes
stored in reservoirs may become insufficient to meet
water demands unless streamflows increase greatly.
If drought conditions continue, some lakes may not
recover sufficiently to meet demands in later months.

Furthermore, the flow in navigable rivers such as
the Illinois and Mississippi may be lowered by
drought conditions to the point that navigation, rec-
reation, and water quality may be adversely im-
pacted. With the large drainage areas of these rivers
and the use of flow-regulation structures, drought
impacts are felt a month or two later than would be
the case for small to medium-sized tributaries.

5.1. Flow in Illinois Rivers and Streams

The variety of streamflow conditions throughout
Illinois at the onset of the 1988–1989 drought, com-

bined with regional hydrologic differences and vari-
ations in the beginning and intensity of the drought
around the state, precluded any uniform response in
terms of reduced streamflow. The first effects be-
yond ordinary fluctuations in flow were noticed in
April 1988, and the first unusually low streamflows
were observed in May 1988.

Monthly Ratios of
Observed/Average Flow (%R)

Flows at 28 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
streamgaging stations were assessed to provide a
statewide picture of flow conditions during the
drought. The locations of these stations are shown in
figure 5.1, and they are listed in table 5.1 along with
their drainage areas and the years for which daily
flow records were available up to September 1989.
The drainage areas range from 146 to 6,363 square
miles (sq mi), and the lengths of flow records range
from 19 to 75 years.

Observed monthly flows (Q) at these stations for
the period March 1988 to September 1989 are given
in table 5.2. Average monthly flows (Q av ) for the
period of record are also given. The percent ratios of
Q/Q av are shown as %R; the smaller the %R, the
greater the drought effect on the monthly flow for
the gage under consideration. By May 1988, observed
monthly flow was less than the long-term average
monthly flow at all 28 stations.

Variations in %R from March 1988 to September
1989 are shown in figure 5.2 for eight of the
streamgaging stations. They demonstrate the rela-
tive impacts (in terms of %R) of the drought from
north to south and east to west in Illinois. Gage 3
(Elkhorn Creek near Penrose) represents the area
north of the Rock River. This area has relatively
high sustained flows, and even during the 1988–1989
drought it fared much better than the rest of the
state. Gages 5, 8, 12, and 17 cover western and
central Illinois, which had very low flows for many
months during most of the March 1988–September
1989 period, and particularly in mid-1988.

In contrast, eastern and southern Illinois (the
Embarras, Little Wabash, Big Muddy, and Cache
River basins) were impacted during 1988 only. In
1989, the %R values for these catchments show large
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fluctuations, although the mean January–September
1989 flow was generally considerably higher than
the long-term average for those months.

Minimum Monthly Flows

During the drought of 1988–1989, many observed
monthly flows became the minimum monthly flows
for that calendar month for the entire historical rec-
ord, and in some of the remaining months the ob-
served flows were within 50 percent of the lowest
monthly flows of record. For each of the 28 selected
USGS streamgaging stations, table 5.3 indicates the
months when the observed monthly flows were the
lowest on record and those when the flows were
within 50 percent of the lowest on record. There were
no record low flows or low flows within 50 percent of
the record for gaging station 6 (Des Plaines River
near Gurnee, with a major part of its drainage area
in Wisconsin) or gaging station 28 (Cache River at
Forman, with its drainage area in extreme southern
Illinois).

The greatest spatial concentration of record low
flows occurred in western and central Illinois. The
LaMoine River at Colmar (station 15) had six months
of record low flows and two months of low flows
within 50 percent of the record low. The Spoon River
at London Mills (station 11) had five months of rec-
ord low flows and three months of low flows within
50 percent of the record low. The Vermilion River at
Pontiac (station 8) had the lowest recorded flows for
June through October 1988; the flow was zero from
July through October. The Sangamon River at Mon-
ticello (station 12) had its lowest record flows from
July through October 1988, when the %R values
were only 1.43, 1.13, 0.42, and 0.78, respectively,
which amounts to about 1 percent of the long-term
average monthly flows. The stations with record low
flows and  low flows within 50 percent of the record
low for the months January through December 1988
are shown in table 5.4.

7-Day, 10-Year Low Flows

Another way of assessing the effect of drought on
reduced streamflow is to determine the lowest aver-
age flow observed over a consecutive 7-day period
(Q7) and compare it with the 7-day, 10-year low flow
(Q7,10) as described by Singh et al. (1988b, c) and
Singh (1983). A 7-day, 10-year low flow is the lowest
Q7 that may be expected to occur on the average of
once in 10 years.

Q7 values during the 1988–1989 drought (with
the month and year of occurrence) are given in table

5.5 for each of the 28 streamgaging stations, along
with the Q7, 10 value for each station. At 19 stations
(5,7-21, and 24-26), the Q7 was less than the Q7, 10.
At five of these stations, Q7 was zero. These stations
are located in an area bounded by Hamilton County
(on the south), Kankakee County (north), St. Clair
County (west), and Wabash County (east). This area
constitutes about one-half of Illinois and does not
include the northern or southern portions.

Some Illustrative Special Cases

The monthly flow in Bear Creek near Marcelline
(drainage area 349 sq mi) in western Illinois (station
5) was less than 1 cubic foot per second (cfs) from
July 1988 through February 1989, in contrast to the
corresponding long-term average monthly flows,
which range from 57 to 264 cfs. The Vermilion River
at Pontiac (drainage area 579 sq mi) in the northern
part of central Illinois (station 8) had zero flow for
four months, July through October 1988; the long-
term average monthly flows for these months range
from 82 to 291 cfs. The river above Pontiac did not
actually reach zero flow, but the water demand of
the city of Pontiac, about 2 million gallons per day
(mgd), exceeded the inflow to the stream. Conse-
quently, water was pumped from some abandoned
quarries to supplement the supply.

The Mackinaw River near Congerville (drainage
area 767 sq mi) (station 10) had monthly flows from
July through October 1988 of about 1.3 percent of
the average monthly flows of 178 to 357 cfs. Because
of tremendous drawdowns in Lake Bloomington and
Evergreen Lake, which are used for Bloomington’s
water supply, an emergency permit was issued to
the city, enabling it to pump water from the Macki-
naw River to these lakes when river flow was above a
certain specified low flow.

The flow in the Sangamon River at Monticello
(drainage area 550 sq mi) (station 12) was only about
0.9 percent of the long-term average monthly flow
from July through October 1988. The drastic reduc-
tion in the Sangamon River flow created a water
supply crisis for the city of Decatur. Lake Decatur,
the water supply source for Decatur, is on the Sanga-
mon River, and the upstream drainage area is about
935 square miles. Decatur had to activate wells and
a large abandoned quarry and also had to impose
water-use restrictions.

Drastic reduction in the flow in the South Fork
Sangamon River near Rochester (drainage area 867
sq mi) (station 13) occurred over a longer period:
June 1988 to February 1989. Flows in the LaMoine
River at Colmar (drainage area 655 sq mi) (station
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15) and at Ripley (drainage area 1,293 sq mi) (sta-
tion 16) were similarly impacted from July 1988
through February 1989. For the Skillet Fork at Wayne
City (drainage area 464 sq mi) (station 26), such
impacts occurred during June and from August
through October 1988.

5.2. Illinois and Mississippi Rivers

An evaluation was made of the effect of the
1988–1989 drought on the monthly flows at three
additional USGS gaging stations. These stations were
1) the Illinois River at Marseilles (drainage area
8,259 sq mi), 2) the Illinois River at Kingston Mines
(drainage area 15,819 sq mi), and 3) the Mississippi
River at St. Louis (drainage area 697,000 sq mi).

Information was developed at each of these sta-
tions on the long-term average monthly flow, monthly
flows for the two water years with the lowest annual
flows, observed monthly flows for the drought period
March 1988 through September 1989, minimum
monthly flow for the period of record, and water year
with the minimum monthly flow. Full results are
given in table 5.6. The flows at these gaging stations
were not as severely impacted as those at the 28
stations previously discussed, mainly because 1) their
large drainage areas were not completely affected by
the drought, 2) flows were regulated by dams and
locks, and 3) long travel times resulted in greater
flow persistence.

Illinois River at Marseilles

The lowest annual flows on record at this station
(5,808 and 5,583 cfs) occurred in Water Years 1940
and 1964, respectively. Annual flows for Water Years
1988 and 1989 were 8,212 and 8,744 cfs, respec-
tively. Observed monthly flows in May, June, and
July 1988 were lower than the corresponding min-
ima observed up to 1987. Hence, flows in these
drought months set new low-flow records.

Illinois River at Kingston Mines

The lowest annual flows at this station (6,957
and 6,820 cfs) occurred in Water Years 1940 and
1964, respectively. As just noted, these were also the
lowest flow years for the Marseilles gage. Annual
flows for Water Years 1988 and 1989 were 13,620
and 10,540 cfs, respectively. The May 1989 flow of
7,822 cfs was lower than the earlier record low of
8,090 cfs. Monthly low flows during May through

September 1988 were from 15 to 40 percent higher
than the record lows.

Mississippi River at St. Louis

The lowest annual flows at this station (67,700
and 79,109 cfs) occurred in Water Years 1934 and
1940, respectively. The monthly flow in June 1988
was about 10 percent higher than the record low for
1934–1989, and the monthly flow in July 1988 was
only 0.2 percent higher than the record low. These
low flows posed considerable problems for normal
navigation.

5.3. Lakes and Reservoirs

More than 1.5 million people in central and south-
ern Illinois typically receive water from surface sup-
plies because of the paucity of suitable ground-water
aquifers. The drought of 1988–1989 seriously af-
fected storage in lakes and reservoirs. Reduced stor-
age in water supply reservoirs caused many towns
and cities to restrict water use, to augment supplies
with water withdrawals from abandoned quarries,
to reactivate some ground-water wells, or to import
water from nearby water-affluent municipalities.

Figure 5.3 shows the locations of dams for 24
lakes and reservoirs whose levels are routinely moni-
tored monthly by the Water Survey. Table 5.7 lists
the names of these lakes; their counties, normal pool
elevations, and upstream drainage areas; estimates
of their 1990 storage at normal pool (Singh and
Durgunoglu, 1990); average demand to be met dur-
ing 1990 (Broeren and Singh, 1989); and 1990 popu-
lation served (Singh et al., 1988a).

Departures from normal pool level from January
1988 through December 1989 for these 24 lakes and
reservoirs are given in table 5.8. Values for a given
month are positive if the lake level was higher than
normal pool, and negative if the lake level was lower
than normal pool.

As noted in chapter 3, section 3.2, the year 1987
was relatively dry through October. The resulting
depressed levels in water supply lakes aroused con-
siderable concern. Then, after a relatively wet
November–December 1987 statewide, good water-
level recoveries occurred, and surface water users
started 1988 reassured as to the adequacy of their
water supplies. Most of the lakes were full or nearly
at normal pool levels in the first three to four months
of 1988. Local wet conditions in March 1988 gave
many small lakes an added boost just before the
precipitation shortage began to attract attention (see
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table 3.1). This shortage was accompanied by above-
n o r m a l  t e m p e r a t u r e s  t h a t  g r e a t l y  r e d u c e d
streamflows and increased evaporation from the lakes
(figure 3.17).

Without the recovery of lake levels in late 1987
and early 1988, the spring and summer rainfall short-
ages and higher temperatures would have had a
much more severe impact on the populations served
by the surface water supply systems. The wise impo-
sition of use restrictions in many communities by
June 1988 helped to negate increased water use
during the hot, dry months of the drought. The large
reservoirs — Rend, Shelby, Carlyle, and Crab Or-
chard — never exhibited a great response to the
rainfall shortage. Large declines in water surface
elevation were generally confined to small to me-
dium-sized reservoirs with large capacity/inflow ra-
tios and relatively high water demands, such as
Lake Bloomington, Evergreen Lake, and White Hall
Reservoir. By the end of 1988, modest recovery was
apparent at many lakes, but the water levels in
these three reservoirs declined further.

5.4. Lake Level  Forecasts

In June 1988, drought impacts on the reservoirs
supplying water for the Bloomington Public Water
Supply (PWS) and Decatur PWS were analyzed, and
forecasts regarding their future levels and storage
capabilities were made. Pertinent factors, such as
precipitation, temperature, and the effect of precipi-
tation on runoff, were also considered. The investi-
gations performed for the Bloomington PWS are
briefly described to illustrate the modeling and fore-
casting approaches that can be used in water supply
management.

Bloomington Public Water Supply

The Bloomington PWS serves Bloomington,
Hudson, Towanda, Hickory Highlands, Bloomington
Township Water District, Lake Bloomington, Bloom-
ington area subdivisions, and rural customers. In
1986, the estimated total population served was
51,260, and annual average daily water use was 8.4
mgd. The Bloomington PWS relies on surface water
and uses two reservoirs: Lake Bloomington and Ev-
ergreen Lake.

By June 1988, very low precipitation amounts and
high temperatures significantly reduced inflows to
the reservoirs. In addition, evaporation considerably
exceeded average values, thereby depleting reser-

voir reserves; and water demands were well above
average levels, even with some constraints on use.

Water budget analyses were performed for Lake
Bloomington and Evergreen Lake to quantitatively
assess the depletion of their water reserves and to
evaluate the fraction of average monthly runoff flow-
ing in them during the period March through Juneto
1988. Water use, eva poration, a nd inflow projections
were developed and used to assess the potential
declines in water levels and stored water in both
reservoirs for particular drought forecasts.

End-of-month lake levels were obtained. For each
reservoir, relations between design elevation and
reservoir capacity, and between elevation and water
surface area, were used to compute remaining stor-
age and water surface areas corresponding to par-
ticular lake levels. Storage volumes were adjusted
for capacity losses due to sedimentation. Pan evapo-
ration data from the Urbana station were used to es-
timate lake evaporation.

Both temperature and evaporation were above
normal from March through June 1988. Monthly
average water use was obtained from the Blooming-
ton water treatment plant superintendent. Reported
water use was 8.63, 11.68, and 14.67 mgd for April,
May, and June, respectively. No conservation meas-
ures had yet been imposed. A comparison of histori-
cal average flow values and the calculated 1988 val-
ues shows that 1988 flows were less than 20 percent
of average flows Long-term mean monthly flows for.
Money Creek at Towanda, upstrea m of Lake Bloom-
ington (drainage area 49 sq mi), with the three driest
years of record and 1988, are shown in table 5.9.

A water budget analysis was performed to project
water reserves for the two-reservoir system for the
period July through December 1988 on the basis of
three different precipitation scenarios. Available
stored water in the two reservoirs was estimated
assuming July–December precipitation as 50 per-
cent, 100 percent, and 150 percent of historical
monthly average values. The fraction of precipita-
tion that reaches a reservoir as runoff is affected by
antecedent soil moisture and basin conditions. De-
pletion of soil moisture due to drought or very dry
conditions results in more infiltration of precipita-
tion and thus less runoff during a rain event than
would occur during normal conditions.

Historical monthly average precipitation and
streamflow data were used in developing estimates
of monthly runoff associated with monthly average
precipitation during very dry years. For each of the
three precipitation scenarios, estimated R/P and R
values were derived for P equal to 0.5 P, P, and 1.5 P,
where R and P denote the historical average monthly
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runoff and precipitation, respectively. Inflow to each
of the two water supply reservoirs was calculated
from the R values shown in table 5.10 on the basis of
their respective drainage areas.

For the Bloomington PWS, information on the
combined available storage of the two reservoirs from
one month to the next as well as future projections
are important for planning and operation. Combined
storage for the three scenarios is given in table 5.11
along with the PWS demands used to develop the
projections, actual demands as obtained from the
Bloomington PWS, and actual end-of-month com-
bined storages calculated from actual end-of-month
reservoir water levels observed at the two lakes.

It is clear from table 5.11 that combined storages
with the scenario of 50 percent of average monthly
precipitation and those computed from actual obser-
vations of lake levels for July, August, and Septem-
ber 1988 are similar. The observed precipitation over
the three-month period was about 60 percent of av-
erage, but the daily maximum temperatures were
about 5°F higher than average. This resulted in in-
creased evaporation losses and increased soil mois-
ture deficits, both of which significantly reduced
runoff during the next three months. Increased
evaporation loss and increased infiltration of water
into the soil from July through September were prac-
tically offset by reduced pumpage of about 3 mgd.

During October through December 1988, the av-
erage daily pumpage was about 0.7 mgd less than
the figure used in the forecasts. The carry-over effect
of increased soil moisture deficiency and somewhat
higher-than-average temperatures in November and
December further reduced the combined storage in
Lake Bloomington and Evergreen Lake.

5.5. Other Agency Reports

Beginning in July 1988, two other state agencies
monitored and reported the conditions of selected
lakes. The Division of Fisheries of the Illinois De-
partment of Conservation (IDOC) issued weekly bul-
letins summarizing the status of 187 lakes in the 18
districts and five regions that it monitors across the
state. Along with regularly reporting water levels in
the lakes, IDOC listed the number and types of
problems encountered every week by the district and
the number of media contacts handled by the staff.
The chief objective in reporting these problems was
to account for fish mortality incidents.

For the five-month period July through November
1988, IDOC received reports or inquiries regarding
about 200 instances of fish kills in public and private
lakes, ponds, and streams. A variety of causes was
identified or inferred, but those listed most often
were low dissolved oxygen, thermal stress, and aer-
ial drift of sprayed pesticides.

The Division of Public Water Supplies, Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA), also pro-
duced a weekly report detailing supply conditions for
communities that had contacted IEPA for assistance
or advice. Problems for both surface water and
ground-water supplies were chronicled, along with
community efforts to combat shortages by restrict-
ing use, recycling water, or drawing on auxiliary
supplies. Towns supplied by surface water that were
on IEPA’s list from the beginning were Georgetown,
Marion, Staunton, Shipman, and three towns that
use the Little Wabash River as a source: Louisville,
Flora, and Clay City. Others added later included
Pontiac, Decatur, Springfield, and Blandinsville.

5.6. Lake Michigan

The drought of 1988–1989 was a major factor in
lowering Lake Michigan to near-normal levels. When
1988 began, the lake level had been above average
since 1977. Although it had briefly lowered to aver-
age levels in 1981, its subsequent rise was extremely
dramatic. From October 1985 through January 1987,
a period of 16 consecutive months, the lake set new
records for average monthly levels. In January 1987,
it was 2.75 feet above its long-term average level,
and dire forecasts of shoreline erosion and damage to
buildings by storm-driven waves were abundant.

However, the 1987 precipitation shortage over the
Great Lakes basin allowed the lake level to fall 1.8
feet through the year; at the beginning of 1988 the
lake was only about 0.9 foot above average level. In
1988 the effects of the midwestern drought were
evident after a normal seasonal rise in the lake level
for April. During May and June, instead of the usual
rise of 0.5 foot, the lake fell about 0.2 foot. As July
began, the lake dropped below its long-term average
for the first time in nearly 11 years. The decline in
lake level continued through September and then
was halted by autumn precipitation in the basin. At
the end of 1988, Lake Michigan was within 0.1 foot
of its long-term average level, and in October 1989
the lake was about 0.4 foot below that level.
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Figure 5.1. Location of 28 USGS streamgaging stations
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Figure 5.2. Monthly %R values, March 1988 to September 1989
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Figure 5.2. Concluded
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Figure 5.3. Location of dams for the 24 water supply lakes and major reservoirs
monitored monthly by the Water Survey and described in table 5.7
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Table  5.1. USGS Streamgaging  Stations Used  in  Assessing Flow Conditions during  the Drought

No. USGS no. Stream and gaging station

Drainage
area

(sq mi)
Period of

record

1 05437500 Rock River at Rockton 6,363 10/39-9/89
2 05435500 Pecatonica River at Freeport 1,326 10/14-9/89
3 05444000 Elkhorn Creek near Penrose 146 10/39-9/89
4 05469000 Henderson Creek near Oquawka 432 10/34-9/89
5 05495500 Bear Creek near Marcelline 349 10/44-9/89

6 05528000 Des Plaines River near Gurnee 232 10/68-9/89
7 05527500 Kankakee River near Wilmington 5,150 10/15-9/89
8 05554500 Vernilion River at Pontiac 579 10/42-9/89
9 05555300 Vermilion River near Leonore 1,251 10/31-9/89

10 05567500 Mackinaw River near Congerville 767 10/44-9/89

11 05569500 Spoon River at London Mills 1,072 10/42-9/89
12 05572000 Sangamon River at Monticello 550 10/14-9/89
13 05576000 S.F. Sangamon River near Rochester 867 10/49-9/89
14 05583000 Sangamon River near Oakford 5,093  10/39-9/89
15 05584500 LaMoine River at Colmar 655 10/44-9/89

16 05585000 LaMoine River at Ripley 1,293 10/21-9/89
17 05587000 Macoupin Creek near Kane 868 10/40-9/89
18 05591200 Kaskaskia River at Cook Mills 473 10/70-9/89
19 05592500 Kaskaskia River at Vandalia 1,940 10/14-9/89
20 05594000 Shoal Creek near Breese 735 10/45-9/89

21 05594450 Silver Creek near Troy 154 10/66-9/89
22 05594800 Silver Creek near Freeburg 464 10/70-9/89
23 05599500 Big Muddy River at Murphysboro 2,169 10/30-9/89
24 03343400 Embarras River near Camargo 186 10/60-9/89
25 03345500 Embarras River at Ste. Marie 1,516 10/14-9/89

26 03380500 Skillet Fork at Wayne City 464 10/28-9/89
27 03381500 Little Wabash River at Carmi 3,102 10/39-9/89
28 03612000 Cache River at Forman 244 10/24-9/89
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Table 5.2. Observed Monthly Average Flows (March 1988–September 1989),
Long-Term Average Monthly Flows, and Minimum Monthly Flows

at Selected Streamgaging Stations

March–December 1988

No. Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1 Q 5,818 6,603 3,578 1,668 1,401 1,203 1,205 1,473 2,150 2,371
Qav 7,925 7,328 5,134 4,166 3,228 2,572 2,824 3,094 3,304 3,046
%R 73.4 90.1 69.7 40.0 43.4 46.8 42.7 47.6 65.1 77.8
Qm 1,692 2,476 1,103 1,248 1,056 793 780 857 1,100 1,004

2 Q 1,324 1,276 884 601 503 390 398 455 513 483
Qav 1,796 1,184 947 931 785 667 739 684 735 666
%R 73.7 108 93.3 64.6 64.1 58.5 53.9 66.5 69.8 72.5
Qm 356 396 232 266 211 233 218 228 258 201

3 Q 106 134 82.5 58.5 44.1 33.4 31.7 35.1 40.5 42.7
Qav 177 121 114 113 83 70 63 62 67 70
%R 59.9 111 72.4 51.8 53.1 47.7 50.3 56.6 60.4 61.0
Qm 33.6 34.7 25.7 25.8 19.2 23.0 14.7 15.6 17.6 15.4

4 Q 134 295 92.3 40.9 14.2 15.5 18.0 16.5 23.8 20.4
Qav 448 497 428 413 281 129 132 160 172 169
%R 29.9 57.3 21.6 9.90 5.05 12.0 13.6 10.3 13.8 11.8
Qm 47.4 33.4 53.1 31.3 6.60 9.60 5.60 7.10 9.90 8.40

5 Q 91.6 100 11.9 11.8 0.24 0.17 0.043 0.21 0.91 0.62
Qav 398 426 286 229 264 78 57 125 138 146
%R 23.0 23.5 4.06 4.16 0.91 0.22 0.027 0.17 0.66 0.42
Qm 3.80 9.00 3.26 0.70 0.24 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10

6 Q 299 528 111 48.5 63.5 67.3 41.7 36.9 96.5 66.8
Qav 452 417 239 169 115 90 108 102 114 154
%R 65.2 127 46.4 28.7 55.2 74.8 38.6 36.2 84.6 43.4
Qm 61.8 79.9 31.3 23.1 19.00 4.80 5.10 5.50 7.20 12.7

7 Q 5,208 9,074 2,852 997 467 451 729 1,380 4,180 4,394
Qav 7,124 7,611 6,260 4,483 2,832 1,644 1,544 1,940 2,637 3,938
%R 73.1 119 45.6 22.2 16.5 27.4 47.2 71.1 159 112
Qm 1,443 2,359 1,150 790 463 451 461 506 605 637

8 Q 394 680 119 27.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 58.4 75.8
Qav 707 852 689 538 291 120 82 120 200 332
%R 55.7 79.8 17.3 5.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 29.2 22.8
Qm 23.7 109 71.1 27.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 4.60

Q = observed monthly average flow (cfs)
Qav = average monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)
%R = (Q/Qav) x 100%
Qm = minimum monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)
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Table 5.2. Continued

No. Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

9 Q 740 1697 293 78.5 8.83 6.89 30.0 43.5 97.5 127
Qav 2,215 2,250 1,475 1,395 584 402 248 499 713 1,188
%R 33.4 75.4 19.9 5.62 1.51 1.71 12.1 8.72 13.7 10.7
Qm 93.1 85.1 93.4 27.7 8.83 6.89 10.90 8.80 9.10 9.80

10 Q 293 669 144 49.6 6.09 1.22 1.84 2.57 18.3 33.3
Qav 905 1127 805 765 357 182 178 197 249 386
%R 32.4 59.4 17.9 6.48 1.71 0.67 1.03 1.30 7.35 8.63
Qm 68.1 99.7 114 21.6 6.09 1.22 1.84 0.60 2.50 2.40

11 Q 576 1,281 325 119 30.2 11.1 10.4 18.9 50.6 38.6
Qav 166 1,355 1,119 1,066 626 277 331 319 362 424
%R 49.4 94.5 29.0 11.2 4.82 6.90 3.14 5.92 14.0 9.10
Qm 132 71.2 94.3 80.8 30.2 11.1 10.4 15.1 23.0 14.3

12 Q 340 510 126 25.6 3.85 1.76 0.48 1.32 39.3 87.2
Qav 694 818 682 465 270 156 113 169 226 341
%R 49.0 62.3 18.5 5.51 1.43 1.13 0.42 0.78 17.4 25.6
Qm 20.2 57.6 42.6 19.3 3.85 1.76 0.48 1.32 5.50 3.70

13 Q 1,123 625 78.9 3.20 4.78 2.79 1.43 1.06 61.2 8.90
Qav 1,067 1,067 785 781 431 285 107 170 251 599
%R 105 58.6 10.1 0.41 1.11 0.98 1.36 0.62 24.4 1.49
Qm 13.1 79.0 17.9 3.20 1.70 1.00 1.10 1.06 0.70 0.20

14 Q 4,614 4,851 1,573 699 351 286 218 218 421 384
Qav 5,244 6,363 5,661 4,475 2,755 1,607 994 1,170 1,605 2,481
%R 88.0 76.2 27.8 15.6 12.7 17.8 21.9 18.6 26.2 15.5
Qm 287 613 598 699 321 253 191 134 170 192

15 Q 109 254 55.3 21.1 3.89 2.82 1.75 0.67 4.95 4.53
Qav 758 848 603 647 407 162 274 303 262 268
%R 14.4 30.0 9.17 3.26 0.96 1.74 0.64 0.22 1.89 1.69
Qm 30.5 22.9 20.8 21.1 3.89 2.82 1.75 0.67 4.50 3.00

16 Q 350 466 101 58.1 17.7 13.4 5.13 7.15 19.8 11.8
Qav 1,339 1,597 1,171 1,049 726 353 436 465 510 488
%R 26.1 29.2 8.63 5.54 2.44 3.80 1.18 1.54 3.88 2.42
Qm 61.4 116 21.3 42.5 16.1 11.4 5.13 7.10 11.8 11.8

Q = observed monthly average flow (cfs)
Qav = average monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)
%R = (Q/Qav) x 100%
Qm = minimum monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)
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Table 5.2. Continued
No. Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

17 Q 1160 437 59.8 13.6 11.8 14.1 2.38 4.31 132 93.2
Qav 895 1163 802 539 347 218 166 246 324 484
%R 130 37.6 7.46 2.52 3.40 6.47 1.43 1.75 40.7 19.3
Qm 3.80 23.1 2.90 13.6 11.8 6.90 2.38 2.60 4.50 1.80

18 Q 630 496 105 48.0 16.8 14.9 13.5 18.0 113 139
Qav 854 732 591 444 306 210 88 153 288 666
%R 73.8 67.8 17.8 10.8 5.49 7.10 15.3 11.8 39.2 20.9
Qm 193 85.5 103 48.0 16.8 14.9 13.5 12.7 24.4 16.7

19 Q 2627 1456 170 61.9 48.7 60.7 39.1 46.2 372 410
Qav 2602 2695 2089 1651 1007 577 397 620 775 1405
%R 101 54.0 8.14 3.75 4.84 10.5 9.85 7.45 48.0 29.2
Qm 34.7 157 94.1 61.9 42.7 25.1 18.9 14.9 15.5 18.2

20 Q 953 388 52.5 15.9 18.0 14.6 12.6 6.92 255 104
Qav 1016 985 608 505 341 187 118 188 288 628
%R 93.8 38.4 8.63 3.15 5.28 7.78 10.7 3.68 88.5 16.6
Qm 11.9 56.0 12.3 15.9 2.50 7.40 2.30 1.20 4.60 8.00

21 Q 207 59.1 5.34 0.91 1.51 4.23 0.093 0.36 69.6 39.0
Qav 254 241 91 97 68 17 14 28 83 214
%R 81.5 24.5 5.87 0.94 2.22 24.9 0.66 1.29 83.9 18.2
Qm 6.70 16.7 5.30 0.91 1.40 0.70 0.093 0.20 0.30 0.40

22 Q 647 259 36.7 12.4 45.9 19.0 11.4 6.70 229 88.8
Qav 767 716 245 281 136 85 769 105 276 593
%R 84.4 36.2 15.0 4.41 33.8 22.4 16.5 6.38 83.0 15.0
Qm 34.5 45.3 25.4 12.4 12.9 10.7 4.30 2.50 2.20 6.90

23 Q 2838 4997 680 279 332 132 410 283 1887 870
Qav 3862 3748 2899 1240 899 590 389 453 952 1673
%R 73.5 133 23.5 22.5 36.9 22.4 105 62.5 198 52.0
Qm 21.9 50.2 71.6 5.90 18.8 0.30 2.70 2.50 12.9 15.4

24 Q 209 185 52.0 14.3 9.59 1.61 0.99 6.66 100 80.6
Qav 267 290 229 162 98 59 32 47 96 217
%R 78.3 63.8 22.7 8.83 9.78 2.73 3.09 14.2 104 37.1
Qm 76.8 35.6 36.5 14.3 9.59 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.10

Q = observed monthly average flow (cfs)
Qav = average monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)
%R = (Q/Qav) x 100%
Qm = minimum monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)
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Table 5.2. Continued 
No.  Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

25 Q 2260 1726 259 122 112 86.1 22.0 15.8 498 252 
 Qav 2192 2166 1731 1233 730 432 329 4169 662 1294 
 %R 103 79.7 15.0 9.89 15.3 19.9 6.69 3.80 75.2 19.5 
 Qm 23.4 120 78.3 65.9 18.8 11.6 7.70 14.6 4.40 4.80 
            
26 Q 940 772 12.1 1.48 15.2 1.36 1.13 1.30 217 98.6 
 Qav 794 753 564 278 146 119 70 106 243 455 
 %R 118 103 2.14 0.53 10.4 1.14 1.61 1.23 89.3 21.7 
 Qm 2.00 11.6 9.00 1.48 1.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.30 
            
27 Q 4249 5783 167 44.5 482 70.0 32.0 30.8 1473 457 
 Qav 5542 5180 3770 2027 1292 782 367 511 1340 2782 
 %R 76.7 112 4.43 2.20 37.3 8.95 8.72 6.03 110 16.4 
 Qm 25.3 176 167 44.5 40.8 22.7 3.10 5.30 8.20 16.4 
            
28 Q 227 397 20.4 2.45 9.32 4.90 17.3 19.5 260 179 
 Qav 613 583 411 210 98 82 63 59 194 339 
 %R 37.0 68.1 4.96 1.17 9.51 5.98 27.5 33.1 134 52.8 
 Qm 12.2 40.7 10.4 1.40 1.70 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.70 0.60 
            

January−September 1989 
No.  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Juk Aug Sep  

            
1 Q 2464 2420 5102 4509 2150 1901 1139 1634 2766  
 Qav 3260 3981 7925 7328 5134 4166 3228 2572 2824  
 %R 75.6 60.8 64.4 61.5 41.9 45.6 35.3 63.5 97.9  
 Qm 800 1000 1692 2476 1103 1248 1056 793 780  
            
2 Q 685 827 1394 53 383 311 274 292 424  
 Qav 747 1114 1796 1184 947 931 785 667 739  
 %R 91.7 74.2 77.6 45.4 40.4 33.4 34.9 43.8 57.4  
 Qm 163 282 356 396 232 266 211 233 218  
            
3 Q 86.9 42.5 185 42.7 32.7 37.6 26.0 56.0 103  
 Qav 96 19 177 121 114 113 83 70 63  
 %R 90.5 28.5 105 35.3 28.7 33.3 31.3 80.0 164  
 Qm 14.6 22.3 33.6 34.7 25.7 25.8 19.2 23.0 14.7  
            
4 Q 24.2 13.5 83.7 41.5 26.9 136 16.2 29.5 180  
 Qav 241 366 448 497 428 413 281 129 132  
 %R 10.0 3.69 18.7 8.35 6.29 32.9 5.77 22.9 136  
 Qm 4.50 13.5 47.4 33.4 26.9 31.3 6.60 9.60 5.60  

Q = observed monthly average flow (cfs)  
Qav = average monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)  
%R = (Q/Qav) x 100%  
Qm = minimum monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)  
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Table 5.2. Continued 
No.  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep  

5 Q 0.94 0.66 13.3 14.7 3.26 16.6 2.89 56.2 38.6  
 Qav 150 248 398 426 286 229 264 78 157  
 %R 0.63 0.27 3.34 3.45 1.14 7.25 1.09 72.1 24.6  
 Qm 0.30 0.66 3.80 9.00 3.26 0.70 0.24 0.17 0.00  
            
6 Q 66.5 65.1 159 136 80.1 88.7 71.7 83.3 151  
 Qav 142 187 452 417 239 169 115 90 108  
 %R 46.8 34.8 35.2 32.6 33.5 52.5 62.3 92.6 144  
 Qm 6.30 11.9 61.8 79.9 31.3 23.1 19.0 4.80 5.10  
            
7 Q 6483 4291 5372 6554 4387 8271 3677 2090 9075  
 Qav 4287 5411 7124 7611 6260 4483 2832 1644 1544  
 %R 151 79.3 75.4 86.1 70.1 184 130 127 588  
 Qm 580 709 1443 2359 1150 790 463 451 461  
            
8 Q 157 39.9 216 361 194 127 86.3 138 1540  
 Qav 342 466 707 852 689 538 291 120 82  
 %R 45.9 8.56 30.6 42.4 28.2 23.6 29.7 115 187  
 Qm 3.00 6.70 23.7 109 71.1 27.7 0.00 0.00 0.00  
            
9 Q 279 111 509 517 291 245 140 47.1 3326  
 Qav 813 1157 2215 2250 1475 1395 584 402 248  
 %R 34.3 9.59 23.0 23.0 19.7 17.6 23.0 11.7 1341  
 Qm 6.40 14.1 93.1 85.1 93.4 27.7 8.83 6.89 10.9  
            
10 Q 74.8 26.9 123 190 197 111 25.1 4.25 132  
 Qav 442 614 905 1127 805 765 357 182 178  
 %R 16.9 4.38 13.6 16.9 24.5 14.5 7.03 2.34 74.2  
 Qm 6.00 14.9 68.1 99.7 114 21.6 6.09 1.22 1.84  
            
11 Q 63.7 35.4 193 144 94.3 200 31.7 11.1 927  
 Qav 638 922 1166 1355 1119 1066 626 277 331  
 %R 9.98 38.4 16.6 10.6 8.43 18.8 5.06 4.01 280  
 Qm 11.3 35.4 132 71.2 94.3 80.8 30.2 11.1 10.4  
            
12 Q 178 41.1 363 589 951 181 34.7 13.5 271  
 Qav 403 577 694 818 682 465 270 156 113  
 %R 44.2 7.12 52.3 72.0 139 38.9 12.9 8.65 240  
 Qm 3.40 10.0 20.2 57.6 42.6 19.3 3.85 1.76 2.50  

Q = observed monthly average flow (cfs)  
Qav = average monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)  
%R = (Q/Qav) x 100%  
Qm = minimum monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)  
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Table 5.2. Continued 
No.  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 

13 Q 10.7 4.48 183 750 700 372 13.0 6.34 51.2 
 Qav 560 949 1067 1067 785 781 431 285 107 
 %R 1.91 0.47 17.2 70.3 89.2 47.6 3.02 2.22 47.9 
 Qm 4.80 4.48 13.1 79.0 17.9 3.20 1.70 1.00 1.10 
           
14 Q 506 332 1271 3606 4669 3062 717 389 1980 
 Qav 3237 4477 5244 6363 5661 4475 2755 1607 994 
 %R 15.6 7.42 24.2 56.7 82.5 68.4 26.0 24.2 199 
 Qm 220 242 287 613 598 699 321 253 191 
           
15 Q 7.20 5.70 34.7 94.8 32.8 59.4 4.57 8.04 21.2 
 Qav 356 512 758 848 603 647 407 162 274 
 %R 2.02 1.11 4.58 11.2 5.44 9.18 1.12 4.96 7.74 
 Qm 3.30 5.70 30.5 22.9 20.8 21.1 3.89 2.82 1.75 
           
16 Q 15.4 9.96 76.5 156 90.7 84.1 30.8 27.5 72.9 
 Qav 624 1047 1339 1597 1171 1049 726 353 436 
 %R 2.47 0.96 5.71 9.76 7.75 8.02 4.24 7.79 16.7 
 Qm 13.2 9.96 61.4 116 21.3 42.5 16.1 11.4 5.13 
           
17 Q 125 97.1 418 674 441 105 22.6 30.7 208 
 Qav 509 785 895 1163 802 539 347 218 166 
 %R 24.6 12.4 46.7 58.0 55.0 19.5 6.51 14.1 125 
 Qm 0.80 3.60 3.80 23.1 2.90 13.6 11.9 6.90 2.38 
           
18 Q 330 130 416 931 1402 468 43.8 25.6 129 
 Qav 428 699 854 732 591 444 306 210 88 
 %R 77.1 18.6 48.7 127 237 105 14.3 12.2 148 
 Qm 14.2 63.4 193 85.5 103 48.0 16.8 14.9 13.5 
           
19 Q 1503 773 2057 2577 2234 1694 1141 103 648 
 Qav 1836 2321 2602 2695 2089 1651 1007 577 397 
 %R 81.9 33.3 79.1 95.6 107 103 113 17.9 163 
 Qm 19.0 37.4 34.7 157 94.1 61.9 42.7 25.1 18.9 
           
20 Q 443 146 899 985 493 167 40.8 61.2 270 
 Qav 616 993 1016 985 608 505 341 187 118 
 %R 71.9 14.7 88.4 100 81.1 33.1 12.0 32.7 229 
 Qm 6.30 9.00 11.9 56.0 12.3 15.9 2.50 7.40 2.30 

Q = observed monthly average flow (cfs)  
Qav = average monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)  
%R = (Q/Qav) x 100%  
Qm = minimum mon thly flow for the period of record (cfs)  
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Table 5.2. Continued 
No.  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep 

21 Q 115 33.0 234 193 27.3 8.51 2.27 11.4 26.9 
 Qav 126 228 254 241 91 97 68 17 14 
 %R 91.3 14.5 92.1 80.1 30.0 8.77 3.34 67.1 192 
 Qm 0.30 9.20 6.70 16.7 5.30 0.91 1.40 0.70 0.09 
           
22 Q 331 120 843 732 151 104 27.8 24.7 109 
 Qav 347 687 767 716 245 281 136 85 69 
 %R 95.4 17.5 110 102 61.6 37.0 20.4 29.1 158 
 Qm 3.90 42.2 34.5 45.3 25.4 12.4 12.9 10.7 4.30 
           
23 Q 3271 6108 4591 8787 1112 2311 513 220 489 
 Qav 2651 2910 3862 3748 2899 1240 899 590 389 
 %R 123 210 119 234 38.4 186 57.1 37.3 126 
 Qm 17.7 22.5 21.9 50.2 71.6 5.90 18.8 0.30 2.70 
           
24 Q 194 62.4 172 314 513 136 20.1 78.9 382 
 Qav 159 239 267 290 229 162 98 59 32 
 %R 122 26.1 64.4 108 224 84.0 20.5 134 1194 
 Qm 0.60 4.10 76.8 35.6 36.5 14.3 9.59 0.10 0.00 
           
25 Q 1045 742 1878 2868 2453 1054 462 295 3425 
 Qav 1629 1956 2195 2166 1731 1233 730 432 329 
 %R 64.1 37.9 85.7 132 142 85.5 63.3 68.3 1041 
 Qm 13.4 21.6 23.4 120 78.3 65.9 18.8 11.6 7.70 
           
26 Q 624 820 1703 1667 278 279 15.5 77.0 55.4 
 Qav 617 653 794 753 564 278 146 119 70 
 %R 101 126 214 221 49.3 100 10.6 64.7 79.1 
 Qm 0.70 2.50 2.00 11.6 9.00 1.48 1.10 0.10 0.00 
           
27 Q 4329 6205 7281 13960 1821 1786 357 681 1697 
 Qav 3435 4335 5542 5180 3770 2027 1292 782 367 
 %R 126 143 131 269 48.3 88.1 27.6 87.1 462 
 Qm 50.6 62.7 25.3 176 167 44.5 40.8 22.7 3.10 
           
28 Q 553 1648 754 576 35.5 214 51.1 11.0 7.01 
 Qav 496 473 613 583 411 210 98 82 63 
 %R 111 348 123 98.8 8.64 102 52.1 13.4 11.1 
 Qm 1.40 7.10 12.2 40.7 10.4 1.40 1.70 0.00 0.40 

Q = observed monthly average flow (cfs)  
Qav = average monthly flow for the period of record (cfs)  
%R = (Q/Qav) x 100%  
Qm = minimum monthly flow for the period o f record (cfs)  
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No.

Drainage
area

(sq mi) Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
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Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1 6,363
2 1,326
3 146
4 432
5 349

6 232
7 5,150
8 579
9 1,251

10 767

11 1,072
12 550
13 867
14 5,093
15 655

16 1,293
17 868
18 473
19 1,940
20 735

21 154
22 464
23 2,169
24 186
25 1,516

26 464
27 3,102
28 244

x
x

a
x

a
x
x
a

x

a
x
x
x

a

x

x
x
a
a
x

a
x
x
x

x

x

a

a a

x

x

a

x

a
x

x

a

Table 5.3. Months during 1988 with Lowest Monthly Flows on Record,
and Months with Flows within 50 Percent of the Lowest on Record,

for Selected USGS Streamgaging Stations

a
a
a

Jul

a
a
a

Note: x = monthly flow 3/88 – 9/89 that was the lowest on record.
a= monthly flow 3/88 – 9/89 that was within 50 percent of the record low.

a

a x
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Table 5.4. Number of Stations (out of 28) with Record Low Flows
or Flows within 50 percent of Record Low for Each Calendar Month, 1988

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun J u l Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Record low 0 6 0 0 4 13 10 9 8 5 0 1

Within 50 percent
of record low 1 1 3 4 7 8 8 4 4 3 2 0

Table 5.5. 7-Day Low Flows in 1988-1989 versus 7-Day, 10-Year Low Flows
for Illinois Streamgaging Stations

No.

Drainage
area

(sq mi)

7-day, 10-year 7-day
low flow low flow
(Q7,10) (Q 7)

(cfs) (cfs)

1 6,363 859
2 1,326 181
3 146 15.0
4 432 8.1
5 * 349 0.05
6 232 32.0
7 * 5,150 480
8 * 579 1.2
9 * 1,251 6.3

10* 767 1.2
11* 1,072 10.4
12* 550 1.9
13* 867 0.89
14* 5,093 238
15* 655 2.0
16* 1,293 11.0
17* 868 2.4
18* 473 10.3
19* 1,940 39.0
20* 735 1.9
21* 154 0.10
22 464 1.0
23 2,169 55.0
24* 186 0.51
25* 1,516 16.6
26* 464 0.05
27 3,102 6.8
28 244 0.0

Month and year of occurrence
of Q7

926
245

24.3
8.3
0.0

32.4
344

0.0
3.0
0.41
3.3
0.08
0.0

173
0.12
1.8
1.3
2.7

27.9
0.26
0.01
3.3

71.4
0.0
9.0
0.0

17.0
0.79

July 1989
July 1989
June–July 1989
August 1989
June–September 1988
October 1988
August 1988
Jul–Oct 1988 & Aug 1989
July–August 1988
August 1988
September 1988
September 1988
Jun–Aug & Oct–Dec 1988 & Jan 1989
September 1988
October 1988
September 1989
September 1988
September 1988
September 1988
September 1989
September–October 1988
August 1989
August–September 1988
August–September 1988
October 1988
October 1988
October 1988
July-August 1988

*7-day low flow during the drought period (March 1988-September 1989) was less than the 7-day 10-year low flow.
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Table 5.6. Historical Monthly Flow Data and Observed Flows
in the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers, January 1988 through September 1989 (cfs)

Illinois River at Marseilles 05543500; drainage area 8,259 sq mi; 1920-1987

1988
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

1989
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
J u n
Jul
Aug
Sep

Long-term
average
monthly

flow

9,789 4,087 3,629 12,140 3,202 1963
11,651 4,111 3,843 11,830 3,264 1963
15,189 6,819 5,153 9,305 5,153 1964
16,518 6,551 10,180 15,390 6,551 1940
13,850 10,380 7,407 5,649 6,211 1958
11,497 7,986 7,264 4,346 5,096 1977

9,089 5,585 7,037 4,687 5,008 1977
7,858 5,631 5,018 5,562 4,242 1939
7,700 4,768 5,131 5,066 3,522 1976
7,685 4,497 3,707 4,366 3,518 1975
8,448 4,275 4,302 8,628 3,720 1977
9.806 4,915 4,362 6,806 3,739 1944

9,789 4,087 3,629 9,179 3,202 1963
11,651 4,111 3,843 5,753 3,264 1963
15,189 6,819 5,153 9,115 5,153 1964
16,518 6,551 10,180 8,977 6,551 1940
13,850 10,380 7,407 6,657 6,211 1958
11,497 7,986 7,264 13,140 5,096 1977
9,089 5,585 7,037 7,830 5,008 1977
7,858 5,631 5,018 6,879 4,242 1939
7,700 4,768 5,131 17,740 3,522 1976

Monthly flow for Minimum monthly flow Water year
the lowest flow years* 1988-1989 for the record of minimum
1940 1964 monthly flow up to 1987 monthly flow

*With lowest annual flows of 5,583 cfs in 1964 and 5,808 cfs in 1940.

Note: Annual flows for 1988 and 1989 were 8,212 and 8,744 cfs, respectively; monthly flows in May, June,
and July 1988 were the lowest on record for 1920-1989.
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Table 5.6. Continued

Illinois River at Kingston Mines 05568500; drainage area 15,819 sq mi; 1940-1987

1988
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

1989
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
J u n
Jul
Aug
Sep

Long-term
monthly
average

flow

Monthly flow for
the lowest flow years*
1940 1964

Minimum monthly flow Water year
1988-1989

monthly flow
for the record

up to 1987
of minimum
monthly flow

13,407 4,281 4,035 23,870 3,747 1963
16,257 6,421 3,876 23,060 3,421 1963
23,074 10,050 7,000 14,710 7,000 1964
25,828 7,928 15,380 28,750 7,928 1940
23,474 11,970 11,240 8,943 8,090 1958
18,195 9,886 8,969 6,398 5,579 1977
12,962 6,225 8,465 6,080 4,474 1965
9,171 6,096 5,382 6,771 5,038 1944
8,685 6,242 4,886 5,722 4,027 1963
9,325 4,877 3,362 6,154 3,362 1964

10,347 4,651 4,626 10,310 4,428 1977
12,826 4,849 4,638 7,851 4,598 1944

13,407 4,281 4,035 10,580 3,747 1963
16,257 6,421 3,876 6,897 3,421 1963
23,074 10,050 7,000 11,820 7,000 1964
25,828 7,928 15,380 11,500 7,928 1940
23,474 11.970 11,240 7,822 8,090 1958
18,195 9,886 8,969 15,440 5,579 1977
12,962 6,225 8,465 7,631 4,474 1965

9,171 6,096 5,382 7,316 5,038 1944
8,685 6,242 4,886 23,360 4,027 1963

*With lowest annual flows of 6,820 cfs in 1964 and 6,957 cfs in 1940.
Note: Annual flows for 1988 and 1989 were 13,620 and 10,540, respectively; monthly flow in May 1989

was the lowest on record for 1940-1989.
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Table 5.6. Concluded

Mississippi River at St. Louis 07010000; drainage area 697,000 sq mi; 1934-1987

1988
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
1989
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep

Long-term
monthly
average

flow

109,460
139,070
229,790
306,750
277,940
262,460
212,070
132,130
130,500
139,790
140,780
116,960

110,830
140,730
230,490
307,460
278,530
261,420
212,690
133,500
132,700

47,010 31,340 160,700 31,340 1940
60,320 41,900 182,500 41,900 1940
78,020 91,800 192,400 74,550 1964

110,100 129,000 240,100 110,070 1934
79,500 117,700 135,100 79,500 1934
70,260 128,200 77,140 70,260 1934
72,930 87,260 67,250 67,130 1936
51,010 102,600 68,910 43,510 1936
63,600 75,630 72,990 54,640 1939
68,170 44,170 73,360 44,170 1940
54,630 47,920 89,930 47,920 1940
55,250 51,380 77,390 42,130 1938

47,010 31,340 83,650 31,340 1940
60,320 41,900 81,770 41,900 1940
78,020 91,810 127,700 74,550 1964

110,100 129,000 176,200 110,100 1934
79,500 117,700 122,500 79,500 1934
70,260 128,200 134,900 70,260 1934
72,930 87,260 89,600 67,130 1936
51,010 102,600 87,380 43,510 1936
63,600 75,630 169,500 54,640 1939

1988-1989 for the record of minimum
monthly flow up to 1987 monthly flow

the lowest flow years*
1940 1964

Monthly flow for Minimum monthly flow Water year

*With lowest annual flows of 67,700 cfs in 1934 and 79,109 cfs in 1940.
Note: Monthly flow in July 1988 was very close to the record low in July 1936.
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Table 5.7. Selected Water Supply Lakes and Major Reservoirs

Luke County

Normal
pool
elev

(ft msl)

Drainage
area

(Sq mi)

1990
storage
(ac-ft)

1990
average
demand
(mgd)

1990
population

served

1 Altamont Efflngham 582.0 1.07 940 0.261 3,724
2 Bloomington a McLean 719.5 69.1 7,411 10.146 56,369
3 Carlinville Macoupin 573.0 25.4 1,607 0.766 7 , 9 7 4
4 Centralia Marion 477.0 7.0 2,709 3,869 36,504
5 Decatur Macon 613.5 925 17,859 26,027 94,989

6 Eldoradob Saline 426.2 2.23 572 0.546 7,484
7 Evergreena Woodford 715.0 40.2 11,705
8 Georgetown Vermilion 612.0 155 165 0.419 5,045
9 Highland Silver Madison 500.0 49.3 5,947 0.957 8,946

10 Kinkaid Jackson 420.0 62.3 77,388 1,923 19,627

11 Nashville Washington 503.8 1.39 381 0.489 4,610
12 Pana Christian 642.2 8.5 3,207 1.140 6,164
13 Paradise Coles 684.1 18.1 1,319 2.682 20,634
14 Paris Twin Lake Edgar 660.0 21.7 1,361 1.237 9,515
15 Pittsfield Pike 596.0 11.1 2,606 0.435 4,063
16 Spring (Macomb) McDonough 642.3 20.2 2,542 1.866 20,510
17 Springfield Sangamon 560.0 265 51,387 21.274 145,709
18 Vermilion Vermilion 576.7 298 7,985 8.041 56,234
19 Virginia Cass 575.0 0.83 163 0.178 1,747
20 White Hall Greene 560.0 0.97 376 0.234 2,750

21 Rend Lake Franklin 405.0 488 170,100 14.394 116,077
22 Lake Shelbyville Shelby 599.7c

1054.0 200,000 none
23 Carlyle Lake Clinton 445.0d 2,719 209,420 1,109 9,367
24 Crab Orchard Williamson 405.0 196 56,638 none

Note: 1990 storage in ac-ft was up to normal pool level according to Singh and Durguno?lu (1990); 1990 average demand
is taken from Broeren and Singh (1989); 1990 population served is taken from Singh et al. (1988).

aBloomington supply = supply from Lake Bloomington and Evergreen Lake.

bEldorado reservoir is the backup to the primary ground-water supply.

cNormal pool elevation is 599.2 in May-June; 600.7 in July-September; 594.0 in December-March; and 596.0 in April.

dNormal pool elevation is 445 in May-November and 443 in December-April.
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Table 5.8. Month-End Departures (feet) from Normal Pool Elevations
for Selected Water Supply Lakes and Major Reservoirs

Lake #

1988
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
1989

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

+0.7 -0.1 +0.l -0.5 -1.2 -2.2 -4.9 -5.5 -4.7 -4.8
+0.6 +0.5 +0.8 +0.5 -0.3 -2.8 -11.1 -12.2 -11.7 -11.3
+0.2 +0.2 -2.0 -3.0 -3.8 -1.7 -4.2 -5.0 -2.3 -2.0
+0.2 -0.7 -0.5 -1.0 -2.0 -3.0 -4.0 -4.3 -1.0 -0.6
-1.2 -0.7 -1.0 +0.4 +0.5 -0.1 -4.1 -4.7 -3.9 -1.0

+0.l -0.1 +0.3 -0.7 -1.2 -1.8 -2.6 -2.8 -1.7 -0.8
-- -- -5.1 -6.4 -7.8 -9.5

+0.8 +0.4
--

+0.2
--

+0.3
--

+0.l
--
0.0 -1.1 0.0 +0.2 +0.l

-- -- -- -- -- -2.6 -2.8 0.0 0.0
-- -2.0 -2.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 -5.6 -5.8 -4.1 -2.1

+0.3 -3.9 -4.3 -3.3 -2.7
0.0 -0.5 -1.3 -1.0 0.0

+0.5

--
0.0
0.0
0.0

+0.2

--
+0.l
+0.l
+0.l
+0.4

-- --
-0.6 -2.5
-0.1 -0.8
0.0 -1.0
0.0 0.0 -2.7 -3.5 +0.l +0.l

-- -1.9 -2.2 -1.6 -1.3
0.0 -4.8 -5.0 -4.8 -4.0

-0.2 -4.4 -5.3 -4.6 -3.9
-0.2 -3.7 -3.2 +0.7 +0.7

+0.l -0.8 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0
-5.0 -5.7 -5.7 -6.0 -5.5

+3.7 +0.6 +0.l + l . l +1.5
+2.1 -2.9 -4.9 -3.1 +3.3
+4.0

--
0.0

-0.3
+0.2

0.0
-4.0

+4.3
0.0

+1.7

-- --
+l.0 0.0
+0.6 +0.2
+2.1 -0.5

0.0 +0.l
-0.4 -0.7

+4.3 +3.3
+1.7 +0.4
+1.8 + l . l

--
-0.7
-0.2

+1.3
0.0

-1.0
+2.0
-2.4
-0.9

-3.0
-6.0
-2.5
-3.2
-1.6
-2.0
-4.5
-0.5
-1.8
-2.0
-4.7
-2.2
-0.3
-0.9
-1.1
-2.6
-2.4
-1.0

-3.8
-8.3
-2.8
-3.8
-2.7
-2.7
-5.0
-0.3
-2.1
-2.0
-5.7
-3.2
0.0

-1.7
-1.6
-3.8
-3.5
-2.9
-0.7
-4.1

+0.l
-2.6
-2.0 -2.4 -2.6 -0.6 +1.5

-- -- -- -- --

--
-1.0
-4.0
-2.3
-0.5
-0.2
-0.4
-1.2
-1.2
-0.2
-0.1
-2.2

+0.8
-2.5
-1.2
-0.6

--
-3.3

+0.7
-2.2
-1.5
-0.4 -0.5 -0.4 +0.4 +0.4

-1.0 -0.3 -1.0 -1.3 -1.8
-11.2 -9.0 -10.0 -11.0 -11.4

0.0 -1.0 -1.0
-1.5 -3.0 -2.6 -3.1 -3.5

+0.7 +0.8 +0.5 -0.5 -0.7
-0.4 -1.4 -1.9 -2.3 -2.1

-15.1 -19.4 -21.8 -22.3 -24.0
+0.2 +0.2 +0.3 +0.3 +0.3
-0.5 0.0 0.0 -0.5 -0.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.0 -2.0

-1.7 -1.7 -2.4 -2.3 -2.4
-1.2 -1.9 -2.5 -3.0 -3.3
-3.0 -0.5 -1.5 -0.5 0.0
0.0 +0.l +0. l +0. l +0. l

-0.2 -0.5 -1.1 -1.3 *
-2.1 -3.3 -4.6 -5.4 -5.2
-1.2 -2.0 -2.9 -3.7 -4.2

+0.7 +0.5 -0.4 -0.5 -0.8
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-5.0 -6.2 -7.2 -8.2 -9.0
+1.5 +0.3 -0.5 -1.1 -1.1
-0.1 +0.8 -1.0 -1.0 4.0
0.0 +0. l -0.2 -0.2 -0.2

-0.5

-.6

-4.3
-10.9

-0.8
-0.4

+0.5
0.0

-10.8
+0.l

0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.7
+0.l
+0.2
-0.2
-3.3
-2.9

+l.0
-1.0
-5.5

+3.1
+1.9
+0.7
+0.2

-4.5 +0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.5
-10.8 -9.9 -10.2 -9.2 -10.4

-0.2 +0.2 -0.2 -0.7 -1.5
-0.8 -0.2 -0.7 -0.3 -0.7

+0.6 +l.0 +0.8 +0.6 + l . l
+0.5 0.0 -0.8 -1.3 0.0

-12.6 -13.8 -12.8 -13.5 -13.5
+0.2 +0.2 +0.7 +0.2 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 +l.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 +0.2 -0.7 -2.0 -1.2

-1.4 0.0 +0.l 0.0 -0.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 +0.3 0.0

+0.l +0.2 +0.2 +l.0 -0.1
-1.2 -1.2 -0.7 -0.2 +0.l
-2.9 -2.1 -0.5 -0.8 -1.3
-2.0 -0.4 +0.l +0.3 -0.4

+0.5 +l.0 +0.2 +0.7 +l.0
-1.0 -1.1 -0.9 0.0 0.0
-5.5 -5.5 -5.5 -3.5 -3.9

+4.6 +6.9 +4.1 +2.8 +2.6
+1.9 +2.7 +6.5 +7.6 +4.2
+0.7 +1.6 +2.0 +2.0 +0.l
+0.6 +1.8 0.0 -0.5 -0.4

-1.9
-11.3

-0.5
-2.6
-0.3
-1.0

-18.1
+0.9
-0.5
0.0

-1.9
-2.0
-3.0

+0.2
-0.8
-3.0
-2.2

+0.4
0.0

-5.8
+0.7
-0.2

+0. l
-0.8 -4.0 -4.1 -4.1 -4.1

*Frozen, no op en-water-level reading available.
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Table 5.9. Long-Term  Monthly Flows and Driest Years of Record
for Money Creek (cfs)

Month

Long-term
average

flow
Flow during driest years of record 1988

1977 1963 1966 flow

April 72.19 7.0(9.7%) 32.5(45.0%) 43.8(60.7%) 9.7(13.5%)
May 52.50 60.7(115.6%) 6.8(13.0%) 41.0(78.1%) 10.1(19.3%)
June 49.36 6.0(12.2%) 1.3(2.6%) 30.8(62.4%) 6.3(12.7%)

Note: Numbers in parentheses show monthly flow as percent of long-term average flow.

Table 5.10. Inflow to Bloomington PWS Reservoirs
Based on Three Precipitation Scenarios (inches)

1988 Historical average values
month P R R / P

July 3.66 0.521 0.142
Aug 3.57 0.441 0.124
Sep 3.20 0.537 0.168
Oct 2.76 0.363 0.132

Nov 2.50 0.353 0.141
Dec 2.35 0.664 0.283

50% average 100% average
precipitation precipitation
R/P R R/P R

0.03 0.06 0.04 0.16
0.03 0.06 0.05 0.18
0.04 0.07 0.07 0.22
0.04 0.06 0.09 0.25
0.06 0.07 0.11 0.28
0.14 0.17 0.26 0.60

Note: P and R denote historical average monthly precipitation and runoff, respectively.

150% average
precipitation
R/P R

0.05 0.30
0.07 0.40
0.13 0.60
0.13 0.54
0.15 0.56
0.34 1.20

Table 5.11. Combined Storage Projections and Demand for Bloomington PWS Reservoirs
Based on Three Precipitation Scenarios

Projections made in early July 1988 From actual observations

1988 PWS demand Combined storage for P/P (ac-ft) PWS demand Combined storage
month (mgd) 0.5 1.0 1.5 (mgd) (ac-ft)

June 14,015 14,015 14,015 14,015
July 14.0 12,453 13,132 14,732 14.0 12,560
Aug 13.0 11,263 12,642 15,569 10.5 11,480
Sep 12.0 10,309 12,631 17,785 9.3 10,260
Oct 10.0 9,558 12,962 18,819 8.7 9,010
Nov 9.0 9,080 13,286 19,195 8.5 8,470
Dec 9.0 9,195 13,573 overflow 8.8 7,820
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6. GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS
by

H. Allen Wehrmann

This chapter extends the documentation of the
1988—1989 drought to its effects on ground-water
conditions in Illinois. Those effects are governed by
the variables of the ground-water budget, which is
part of the general hydrologic budget. A hydrologic
budget is based on the assumption that over a long
time period, water gains by a drainage basin will be
balanced by water losses. This balance can be ex-
pressed quantitatively in the following equation:

P = R + E T + U + S s + Sg (6.1)

In a natural system, precipitation (P), principally
in the form of rain and snow, is the only source of
water gain considered. Water leaves the basin in the
form of surface runoff (R), evapotranspiration (ET),
and ground-water underflow (U). Water also is stored
beneath the surface in the pore spaces of unsatu-
rated soils (Ss) and as ground water in saturated
geologic materials (S
changes in water levels in wells. Ground-water un-

g
) The latter is reflected in

derflow (U) involves the movement of ground water
out of one drainage basin and into another, and thus
differs from ground-water discharge to surface
streams within the same basin.

Evapotranspiration (ET) combines evaporative
losses from land and water surfaces with transpira-
tion losses from vegetation. It follows an annual
pattern in response to seasonal changes in tempera-
ture and plant growth. Evapotranspiration losses
are very small during the winter, increase rapidly
during the spring, reach the maximum in summer,
and then decrease rapidly in fall, particularly after
the first killing frost. Precipitation normally is ex-
ceeded by evapotranspiration losses during the sum-
mer, resulting in decreases of water in soil (Ss) and
ground-water storage (Sg).Evapotranspiration losses
normally are much less than precipitation during
the winter and early spring, resulting in a gain (re-
charge) of water to soil moisture and ground-water
storage. We next consider the processes that change
the ground-water storage.

6.1. Ground-Water Storage and Budget

Soil moisture (S ) is water held in the unsaturateds

water (water adhering to soil particles through elec-
trochemical attraction), capillary water (water held
in the pore spaces between soil particles by surface
tension), and gravitational water (water present
within the pore spaces in excess of hygroscopic and
capillary moisture). The combined maximum capac-
ity of the hygroscopic and capillary waters is known
as the field capacity of the soil; moisture present in
excess of field capacity (i.e., the gravitational water)
has the potential to infiltrate or move under the
force of gravity to the water table (defined below)
where it becomes ground water.

The higher the soil moisture content, the greater
the potential for infiltration. Obviously, the greater
the soil moisture content when precipitation occurs,
the greater the potential for ground-water recharge
to occur. While average annual changes in soil mois-
ture are usually very small (Schicht and Walton,
1961), daily, weekly, and monthly changes through-
out the year can be significant.

The top of the zone of saturation is known as the
water table. Under natural conditions, the water
table forms a surface that resembles the overlying
land surface topography, except with a more sub-
dued and smoother configuration. The water table
can be approximated by the elevation of water sur-
faces in wells that just penetrate the saturated zone.
Changes in shallow ground-water storage (Sg) are
directly related to changes in ground-water levels
(i.e., the water table). Lower ground-water levels
mean less saturated material and thus less water in
storage. Changes in ground-water storage result from
the difference between recharge and discharge of
water, which can be seen as a cyclical pattern of high
and low ground-water levels. Most of the precipita-
tion falling during summer months is evaporated or
transpired before it is able to infiltrate to the water
table. Thus the summer months normally are con-
sidered periods when ground water is taken out of
storage, causing water levels to drop.

Similar in form to the more general equation 6.1,
a budget that balances inputs and outputs for the
ground-water system can be expressed as

Pgw = Rgw + E Tgw + U + Sgw (6.2)

This represents the fact that over a given period of
time, ground-water recharge within a given basin
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(Pgw) is balanced by ground-water runoff (R gw) ,
evapotranspiration (ETgw), underflow (U), and change
in ground-water storage (Sgw). Artificial ground-wa-
ter removals, such as pumpage from wells, also could
be included as an additional term on the right side of
the equation.

Precipitation  that   infiltrates the soil to the satu-
rated zone eventually discharges into one of the ba-
sin’s streams or other surface water bodies as ground-
water runoff (Rgw). In Illinois, most surface runoff is
completed within three to five days following pre-
cipitation or snowmelt, after which time streamflow
is derived principally from ground-water runoff
(Schicht and Walton, 1961). Ground-water runoff is
a function of several factors. It inherently depends
on the slope (hydraulic gradient) of the water table
and the position of the water table relative to the
streambed level. If ground-water levels are below
the bottom of the streambed, ground-water runoff
will not occur.

Ground-water runoff is also affected by the hy-
draulic properties of the water-bearing formation.
For example, runoff is greatest in the permeable de-
posits of northeastern Illinois and lowest in the
claypan areas of southern Illinois (O’Hearn and Gibb,
1980), particularly in years with below-normal pre-
cipitation (Walton, 1965). There are two reasons for
this geographical variation. First, the finer-grained
clay  materials  prevalent in southern Illinois do not
allow infiltration of water as easily as the more
permeable materials in northeastern Illinois, and
this leads to greater surface runoff. Second, once
they become saturated, these finer- grained , materi-
als do not yield water as readily as the coarser-
grained sand or gravel, further reducing the rate of
ground-water release to surface water bodies.

Ground-water evapotranspiration (ETgw ), which
extracts moisture from below the water table, is
closely related to the season of the year and to ground-
water stage. Losses through this process are small
from November through April, when air tempera-
tures are low and plant growth is negligible. Losses
are greatest between May and October, when air
temperatures are high and plant growth is signifi-
cant. The potential for ground-water evapotranspi-
ration   increases  as the water table approaches the
land  surface, where  the roots of  plants  can capture
the water and soil capillaries can draw ground water
nearer to the surface, allowing  warm air to evapo-
rate the water.

Ground-water recharge (Pgw ) occurs when  infil-
trated precipitation exceeds surface evapotranspira-
tion and soil moisture requirements. Most recharge
occurs during the spring when evapotranspiration is

small  and  soil  moisture is  maintained  at or  above
field capacity by frequent rains. During summer and
early fall, evapotranspiration and soil moisture re-
quirements normally exceed precipitation, so little
water percolates to the water table. Recharge is neg-
ligible during the winter months when the ground is
frozen. Ground-water recharge is indicated by an
increase in ground-water level or by a decrease in
the rate of decline of a downward-trending level
(Schicht and Walton, 1961).

Recharge to near-surface deposits can occur at
relatively high rates, especially when these deposits
contain significant amounts of sand and gravel.
However, large areas of Illinois are covered by fine-
grained glacial drift, which commonly exceeds 50
feet in thickness. Sand-and-gravel and bedrock aqui-
fers are often deeply buried by this material, which
typically has a low vertical permeability. Therefore,
recharge to many of the deep aquifers is limited to
slow leakage through the drift. Recharge to surficial
deposits often exceeds the leakage to underlying aqui-
fers, particularly during wet periods. Thus surficial
deposits can act as temporary reservoirs, supplying
water that can leak through the drift into underlying
aquifers. In this manner, recharge to deep aquifers
is buffered from short-term irregularities in precipi-
tation by providing a lag time for reaction to drought
conditions. Conversely, deeper aquifers will not re-
cover as quickly as surficial deposits from long-term
shortages in recharge.

It follows that a drought that occurs during the
recharge season will tend to have a greater impact
on ground-water levels than a drought that occurs
during the growing season. This is opposite to the
impact a summer drought has on agriculture. This is
because little ground-water recharge normally oc-
curs during the growing season, and recovery of
ground-water levels from storage removals during
the growing season is dependent on excess moisture
(recharge) during the subsequent late fall and early
spring. If recharge does not occur during this time
period, ground-water levels will remain low going
into the next growing season and will then fall more
rapidly as ground water is taken out of storage by
evapotranspiration and ground-water runoff.

Examples of the general relationship between
precipitation and shallow ground-water levels are
illustrated in figures 6.1 and 6.2, which show monthly
precipitation and shallow ground-water levels at sites
in the eastern (Swartz) and west-southwestern
(Greenfield) sections of Illinois. A cyclical pattern of
seasonal ground-water-level changes is clearly evi-
dent, with maxima occurring in spring and minima
in fall.
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Precipitation and ground-water-level data for these
two sites show that moderate to high monthly rain-
fall amounts in summer had little effect on declines
in ground-water level, whereas similar amounts of
precipitation in the fall, winter, and spring caused
ground-water levels to recover significantly. Note in
figure 6.1, for example, that more than 8 inches of
rain fell in July 1987 but caused no change in the
downward trend in ground-water level, while moder-
ate rains from November 1987 through April 1988
caused 6 feet of water-level recovery. This is princi-
pally because surface runoff and ground-water
evapotranspiration limit ground-water recharge
during the hot summer months, whereas conditions
in  the  fa l l  and  sp r ing  ( fo r  example ,  lower
evapotranspiration) are much more conducive to re-
charge.

Similar patterns are evident in figure 6.2. At both
sites, ground-water levels approached historic low
levels in the summer and fall of 1988 but recovered
quickly in the spring of 1989 to near-average month-
end levels. As shown later in this chapter, other
parts of Illinois did not experience such an early
recovery from the ground-water effects of the 1988
precipitation deficiency.

Although not discussed further here, a wide vari-
ety of other natural and human influences also can
affect ground-water levels to varying degrees (Peck,
1960; Roberts and Romine, 1947; Russell, 1963).
Natural  causes include atmospheric pressure
changes, earthquakes, changes in surface water
stages, and tides. Human influences include ground-
water withdrawals (pumpage), artificial recharge
(e.g., impoundment leakage, fluid injection), and
aquifer compression such as from train or barge
traffic. However, as the hydrologic and ground-wa-
ter budgets demonstrate, precipitation is the princi-
pal source of water that can be added to the system
and that ultimately affects ground-water levels.

6.2. Shallow Ground-Water Levels
during the 1988-1989 Drought

Monitoring Network and
Computational Procedures

The Water Survey maintains a network of 21
observation wells to monitor the natural short- and
long-term fluctuations of shallow ground-water lev-
els (i.e., the water table) across Illinois. Typically,
these wells do not extend into highly productive
aquifers; rather, they are constructed in fine-grained

glacial materials containing thin lenses of sand. Most
are large-diameter (>36 inches), dug or bored wells
of the type commonly found in areas where shallow,
productive aquifers are not present.

These observation wells are purposely located in
areas remote from pumping centers in order to mini-
mize the apparent effects of human activities on
ground-water levels. Other influences, particularly
those of short duration (e.g., less than one day), are
of minimal significance under most circumstances.
The ground-water levels experienced in these obser-
vation wells are thus representative of conditions be-
neath nonirrigated agricultural land, and of the wa-
ter levels found in many shallow, rural domestic
wells in Illinois.

The locations of the 21 observation wells are shown
in figure 6.3. Most of these wells have been moni-
tored since the early 1960s, and water levels at four
currently operational observation wells have been
measured since the early 1950s. A summary of the
significant features of each observation well is pro-
vided in table 6.1. Each well is equipped with a
Stevens Type F continuous water-level recorder,
which contains a 30-day chart. Therefore each well
must be visited monthly so the paper chart on the
recorder can be changed. The charts are changed
and taped readings of ground-water levels are meas-
ured at the end of each month; hence reference is
made to month-end ground-water levels. For this
study, historical month-end measurements were used
to establish mean monthly ground-water levels; his-
torical monthly highs and lows were determined from
the paper chart records for comparative purposes.

Ground-water-level data from the 21-well network
were examined to determine the effects of the
1988-1989 drought on shallow ground-water re-
sources in Illinois. Mean monthly water levels were
calculated for the period of record (through 1986) at
each well, and departures from those means were
computed for each month from January 1987 through
April 1989. These data were analyzed to showground-
water levels prior to and following the drought pe-
riod defined by the precipitation data presented in
chapter 3.

Departures of measured ground-water levels from
the corresponding mean monthly water levels were
accumulated for 6-, 9-, and 12-month periods for
comparison with precipitation characteristics. Simi-
lar departure accumulations were made for previous
historical drought periods as a basis for comparison
of drought severity. Long-term hydrographs were
prepared for selected wells for further comparison
with historical drought conditions.
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Drought Preconditions:
Ground-Water Levels
for January 1987 - March 1988

In some parts of Illinois, particularly western Illi-
nois, below-average precipitation in 1987 (see Chap-
ter 3) caused lower than average shallow ground-
water levels prior to the spring 1988 onset of the
drought proper. An extreme example can be seen in
the hydrograph for the observation well at Good
Hope in western Illinois (figure 6.4). Total 1987 pre-
cipitation at nearby Monmouth amounted to only 72
percent of the long-term average. Precipitation for
January through June, typically a high potential
recharge period, totaled only 54 percent of normal.

Figure 6.4 shows that ground-water levels were
slightly below the mean in February 1987, declined
rapidly after April, and were almost 11 feet below
average by November. Although some recovery of
the ground-water level occurred between November
1987 and January 1988, precipitation from January
through March 1988 amounted to only 80 percent of
normal, and ground-water levels quickly fell back to
almost 11 feet below average in March. For the 15
month period from January 1987 through March
1988, the precipitation deficit amounted to 11.3
inches, and new historic lows in month-end ground-
water levels were established for every month after
May 1987.

The spatial variation of Illinois ground-water con-
ditions for March 1988 is documented in figure 6.5,
which shows month-end water levels for that month,
the change in water levels from the previous month,
and the departures from the monthly mean levels.
These results indicate that water levels in five of the
21 observation wells were from 0.07 to 12.09 feet
below their mean March levels in 1988.

Furthermore, although 16 of the wells recorded
above-average ground-water levels, 11 of them had
levels less than 2 feet above normal. Of the five wells
with levels more than 2 feet above average, the
maximum positive departure was only 4.54 feet (Mt.
Morris, northwestern Illinois). Therefore, shallow
ground-water levels in some parts of Illinois were
clearly low going into the 1988-1989 drought period
proper. In addition, while a lag did occur between
the subsequent principal period of precipitation defi-
cit and its maximum effect on ground-water levels,
the lack of a ground-water surplus going into the
drought meant that the ground-water response to
the drought in some areas was faster, more pro-
nounced, and longer lasting than in other areas.

The Precipitation Drought Period:
April - August 1988

Results of the type shown for March 1988 in figure
6.5 are presented for April 1988 in figure 6.6. By the
end of April, ground-water levels were from 0.25 to
11.62 feet below mean monthly levels in 14 of the 21
observation wells. Four of the seven wells with water
levels above average had levels less than 1 foot above
average, while another well (at Crystal Lake) had a
level only 1.16 feet above average. At this early stage
in the year, then, ground-water levels were already
being affected by 1987 precipitation deficits, by early
1988 precipitation deficiencies, or by both.

The progression of the shallow ground-water-level
decline across the state through the summer of 1988
can be seen in figures 6.7 and 6.8. By the end of May
(not shown), only five wells recorded above-average
ground-water levels, and by the end of June (figure
6.7) this was true of only two wells. Departures
below mean levels for June ranged from 0.74 to 8.41
feet; above-average ground-water levels were re-
corded in only two wells (0.36 foot at Mt. Morris and
0.72 foot at SWS No. 2).

All 2 1 wells reported below-average ground-water
levels in August (figure 6.8). Departures from mean
monthly levels for that month ranged from 0.09 foot
below average at SWS No. 2 to 9.26 feet below aver-
age at Good Hope. At Good Hope (figure 6.4), the
total rainfall for the five-month period April through
August 1988 was 8.44 inches, only 43 percent of
normal (a deficit of 11.14 inches). During this period,
ground-water levels fell 6.4 feet at Good Hope. State-
wide, ground-water levels fell an average of 5.6 feet
between April and the end of August 1988.

Ground - Water Conditions
after the Precipitation Drought

For many parts of the state, precipitation amounts
began to return to normal late in the summer of 1988
(chapter 3). However, the need to replenish deficient
soil moisture (chapter 4) delayed the ground-water-
level recovery, and ground-water levels continued to
decline through the fall of 1988. Indeed, maximum
depths to water were not reached at most stations
until after September 1988.

Figures 6.9-6.11 give the recorded month-end wa-
ter levels, the changes in levels from the preceding
month, and departures from average monthly levels
for October and December 1988 and April 1989. At
the end of October 1988 (figure 6.9), ground-water
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levels were below average October levels at all wells.
The departures ranged from 0.09 foot at SWS No. 2
to 11.34 feet  at  Good Hope. For the period
April-October 1988, maximum ground-water-level
declines occurred at Mt. Morris (10.21 feet), Green-
field (10.91 feet), and Cambridge (14.19 feet). These
wells are all located in western or northwestern
Illinois, which were the areas of the state most defi-
cient in precipitation.

After October 1988, ground-water levels started
to recover in many areas of the state. For example,
figure 6.10 shows that six wells had above-average
water levels by the end of December 1988. Five of
those wells were located in the southern portion of
the state (Dixon Springs, Elco, Sparta, St. Peter, and
SWS No. 2). Two other wells, at Janesville and South-
east Illinois College, had levels only 0.35 and 0.07
foot below average December levels, respectively.
However, dry conditions persisted in western and
northern Illinois, and ground-water levels continued
to decline into 1989 in those parts of the state.

By the end of April 1989 (figure 6.11), the number
of observation wells with above-average water levels
remained at six, but these wells were in east-central
to west-southwestern Illinois (Watseka, Bondville,
Middletown, Janesville, and SWS No. 2), north of
the area where wells previously had started to re-
cover.  Despite near-normal precipitat ion for
January-April 1989, several of the southern obser-
vation wells, in which levels had been near- or above-
average in December, were now showing declines in
water levels (Elco, Dixon Springs, Southeast Illinois
College, and St. Peter). April precipitation was more
than an inch below normal across a broad area of
southern Illinois, and this is the likely cause of those
lower ground-water levels. Water levels continued to
decline through April 1989 in northern Illinois at
Fermi Lab, Galena, and Mt. Morris (figure 6.11),
where April precipitation was 2 to 3 inches below
normal.

Figure 6.12 shows the deepest month-end ground-
water level observed at each well between April 1988
and September 1989. Maximum month-end depths
generally occurred after September 1988, which is
after the precipitation drought was considered over
(chapter 3). Only the wells at Elco and Dixon Springs
in far southern Illinois reported their deepest levels
prior to September 1988. Between September and
December 1988, levels at 16 wells reached their great-
est depths. These wells are located in a broad band
extending from southern to northeastern Illinois.
The four remaining wells (located in western and

northwestern Illinois) did not reach maximum depths
until after the start of 1989.

Examina tion of when and where wells experi-
enced their greatest departures from normal (figure
6.13) shows a pattern similar to that for the great-
est observed depths to water. It is typical for maxi-
mum depths to water to occur in late summer, fall,
and early winter, because of ground-water storage
withdrawals during the summer. Not only were wa-
ter levels low, which is normal for this time of year,
they were also very much below the average for this
time of year.

Only three of the 21 wells experienced their great-
est departures prior to September 1988, and all of
these are located in extreme southern Illinois (Elco,
Dixon Springs, and Sparta). Ten of the remaining 18
observation wells registered their greatest depar-
tures from normal between September and Decem-
ber 1988. These ten wells are located in a broad band
that extends northeastward from extreme southern
Illinois and includes most of the eastern edge of the
state. The remaining eight wells (Cambridge,
Coffman, Crystal Lake, Galena, Good Hope, Mt.
Morris, Snicarte, and Swartz) did not reach maxi-
mum departures until 1989, and in some cases not
until April-June of that year. All of these wells
except the one at Crystal Lake are located in west-
ern or northwestern Illinois. This pattern of tempo-
ral variation from south to north closely follows that
of precipi tation, which first returned to more normal
amounts in southern Illinois in late 1988, and then
progressed northward during 1989 (chapter 3).

Figures 6.14-6.18 trace the month-end ground-
water levels, mean month-end ground-water levels,
historic month-end lows, and total monthly precipi-
tation for five sites (Cambridge, Coffman, Galena,
Mt. Morris, and Snicarte) within the region of maxi-
mum precipitation deficiency for January 1987-Sep-
tember 1989. These wells, which are located through-
out western and northwestern Illinois, all recorded
below-average ground-water levels through most of
1988 and all of 1989.

Water levels in the wells at Snicarte (figure 6.18)
and nearby Good Hope (figure 6.4) responded simi-
larly to precipitation deficits. Water levels fell below
average levels from early 1987 through 1988 and
into 1989. The Snicarte well actually went dry in
September 1988 and remained so through Septem-
ber 1989. The observation wells at Cambridge,
Coffman, Galena, and Mt. Morris (figures 6.14-6.17)
also exhibited sizeable departures from average
monthly ground-water levels. Several new record
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monthly lows were recorded at Good Hope and Cam-
bridge in 1988 and 1989 (figures 6.4 and 6.14).

Other wells in southern and eastern Illinois re-
sponded similarly to the drought conditions of 1988
but recovered to near- or above-average levels in
early 1989. Examples of these include the wells at
Watseka (figure 6.19) and Sparta (figure 6.20). Their
water levels declined significantly during the sum-
mer and fall of 1988, often to within 1 to 2 feet of
record low monthly levels. But precipitation in late
fall and winter 1988 and early spring 1989 produced
substantial recharge at these locations.

Ground-water levels at Good Hope, Cambridge,
Coffman, Galena, Mt. Morris, and Snicarte (figures
6.4 and 6.14-6.18) continued to decline or to remain
far below their mean monthly levels into 1989. Only
the well at Cambridge experienced recovery suffi-
cient to bring water levels above average by Septem-
ber 1989; note that this was the result of a large rise
in water levels from August to September 1989. Most
importantly, the April 1989 water levels in these six
wells were far below those of April 1988; and the
hydrographs show that as the potential for recharge
diminished through the summer of 1989, ground-
water levels at several of these locations declined to
greater depths than experienced in 1988. This was
particularly true of water levels at Galena and Mt.
Morris (figures 6.16 and 6.17) in extreme northwest-
ern Illinois.

The progression of deepening shallow ground-
water levels and the lingering effects of the drought
can be seen regionally and statewide in figure 6.21.
Departures from monthly means for the wells at
Cambridge, Coffman, Galena, Greenfield, Good Hope,
and Mt. Morris were averaged to provide values for
the western region (the west-southwest, west, and
northwest crop reporting districts). Similarly, depar-
tures from mean levels for the wells at Boyleston,
Dixon Springs, Elco, Janesville, Southeast Illinois
College, Sparta, St. Peter, and SWS No. 2 were aver-
aged for the southern region (the southwest, south-
east, and east-southeast crop reporting districts).
Departures from monthly means for wells in the
central and east crop reporting districts (Bondville,
Middletown, Snicarte, Swartz, and Watseka) were
used for the eastern region.

As figure 6.21 shows, average ground-water lev-
els, both statewide and regionally, were slightly above
normal at the beginning of 1988. By April, however,
all regions were reporting below-normal ground-water
levels. That downward trend continued through the
summer and into fall. After about October 1988,
water levels in the south and east started to recover,
while those in the west continued to decline. Recov-

ery was most significant in the southern part of the
state, with near-average water levels being achieved
by December 1988.

In eastern Illinois, ground-water levels recovered
to near normal by May 1989; in southern Illinois,
water levels hovered around normal throughout 1989.
However, shallow ground-water levels in the west
r e m a i n e d  f a r  b e l o w  n o r m a l  t h r o u g h o u t
January-September 1989. At the end of April 1989,
water levels in that region were approximately 7.5
feet below normal and more than 6 feet below the
April 1988 levels. The recovery shown in figure 6.21
for the western region for the summer of 1989 was
greatly influenced by the 13 feet of recovery experi-
enced between February and September 1989 at
Cambridge (figure 6.14).

6.3. Ground-Water Drought Severity

For each observation well, table 6.2 offers a com-
parison of the lowest ground-water levels for
1988-1989 with record high and low ground-water
levels. Six new record lows were set or tied in the fall
and winter of 1988-1989. Three of the new lows
established (at Boyleston, Southeast Illinois College,
and Good Hope) may have been set because of the
relatively short periods of record  available for these
wells. Two of the new record lows, however, were at
wells that have been operated since the 1950s or
early 1960s (Cambridge and Snicarte). As already
noted, the Snicarte well went dry in September 1988
and remained dry through September 1989.

Finally, the well at Dixon Springs was dry in
September 1987 and again in August and September
1988. These two periods are the only dry periods on
record for the well in its 35-year history.

In addition to the six record lows that were set or
tied, ground-water levels were close to the all-time
record lows at nine additional locations. They were
within 1 foot of record lows at five locations and
within 2 feet of record lows at four locations.

Accumulated ground-water-level departures from
normal for three periods during the drought (figures
6.22-6.24) were computed to cartographically dis-
play the spatial pattern of below-normal ground-
water levels. The approach used, which is similar to
that used by Olson (Changnon et al., 1982) involves
summing individual monthly departures. While the
maps do not represen ctual ground-water recharget  a
deficits (i.e.,  inches or feet of recharge needed to
produce normal levels), they provide a straightfor-
ward and easily computable approach for assessing
spatial and temporal trends in the ground-water
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For the first period (April-September 1988), the
greatest accumulated departures occurred in west-
ern Illinois (figure 6.22). This is due, in part, to a
carryover of low ground-water levels from 1987, but
the largest accumulated departures also correspond
quite closely to the area of greatest precipitation
deficit. Furthermore, as the time period is extended
through the fall and into early winter, accumulated
departures essentially double (figure 6.23), illustrat-
ing the lag effect between the precipitation deficit
and ground-water-level declines. The prolonged rain-
fall deficit through the spring of 1989 in western and
northern Illinois (essentially the northern two-thirds
of the state) is also reflected in the accumulated
ground-water departure pattern in figure 6.24.

To place the severity of the 1988-1989 ground-
water drought in perspective, patterns of accumu-
lated ground-water-level departures for 12.month
periods for the droughts of 1963-1964, 1976-1977,
and 1980-1981 are presented in figures 6.25-6.27.
Unfortunately, sufficient data were not available for
the 1952-1955 drought to include it in this compari-
son. Comparison of the patterns for the four droughts
(figures 6.24-6.27) suggests that, the magnitude of
the accumulated departures for 1988-1989 is greater
than for any of the other drought periods. However,
while the 12-month accumulated departure at Good
Hope for 1988-1989 (-147 feet) was larger than that
for Mt. Morris in 1963-1964 (-116 feet), this differ-
ence may be due at least partly to the short period of
record (only eight years) used to establish mean
monthly levels at the Good Hope well.

Figures 6.24-6.27 suggest that the droughts of
1963-1964 and 1976-1977 were geographically far-
ther reaching than the droughts of 1988-1989 and
1980-1981 in terms of their impact on shallow
ground-water levels statewide. Accumulated depar-
tures were negative across the entire state in
1963-1964 and 1976-1977 (figures 6.25 and 6.26),
whereas a small area in southwestern Illinois accu-
mulated a positive departure during 1988-1989 (fig-
ure 6.24). As pointed out by Olson (Changnon et al.,
1982), the greatest effects of the 1980-1981 drought
on shallow ground-water levels were in a limited
area of west-southwestern Illinois (figure 6.27). Cer-
tainly, in terms of the effect on shallow ground-wa-
ter levels, the dry conditions in 1988-1989 were
much more severe than in 1980-1981, when most of
the northern half of the state accumulated positive
departures.

Interestingly, for the drought periods of 1963-1964,
1976-1977, and 1988-1989, the greatest accumu-

manifestations of drought, as well as providing a lated ground-water stage departures all occurred in
comparison with precipitation deficits. western and northwestern Illinois. At present, the

available data are insufficient to precisely assess
why these parts of the state experience the largest
ground-water impacts of drought. Clearly, however,
they have been areas where precipitation tends to be
deficient. It is also likely that their hydrogeologic
systems are especially sensitive to those precipita-
tion deficiencies.

Four currently operational observation wells have
records dating back into the drought period of the
mid-1950s (Crystal Lake, Dixon Springs, Swartz,
and SWS No. 2). Unfortunately, none of these four
wells is located in the area most severely affected by
the 1988-1989 drought. However, inspection of long-
term hydrographs for these wells is useful for com-
parison to previous drought periods. Those for Crys-
tal Lake and SWS No. 2 are shown in figures 6.28
and 6.29. Long-term hydrographs for Middletown in
central Illinois (figure 6.30) and for two wells in the
most severely affected areas of western Illinois at
Cambridge (figure 6.31) and Good Hope (figure 6.32)
reveal how severe the drought of 1988-1989 was in
comparison to previous droughts.

At the Crystal Lake site in northeastern Illinois
(figure 6.28), the 1988-1989 drought produced wa-
ter-level declines similar to those in 1971-1972 and
1977-1978. Much greater declines and lower levels
were experienced at this site, however, throughout
the 1950s and in 1963-1964. The lowest ground-
water levels experienced in 1988-1989 (almost 7
feet) did not approach the record low established in
early 1957 (more than 10 feet). At the SWS No. 2 ob-
servation well in southwestern Illinois, record lows
were also established in late 1956 as a result of the
same drought (figure 6.29). The second largest de-
clines occurred as a result of dry conditions in the
mid-1960s.

Ground-water-level recessions occurring in
1971-1972,1976-1977, and 1979-1981 were of lesser
but nearly equal magnitude. The decline experienced
in 1988 approached, but was not as great as, the
declines of those three periods. Note, too, that the
droughts of the 1950s and 1960s spanned three to
five years, while those of the 1970s and 1980s per-
sisted for only one to two years. For this SWS No. 2
site, the 1988 conditions appear similar to those ex-
perienced in 1971: the most severe declines occurred
late in the year and were followed by a return to
normal or above-normal levels early the following
year.

At Middletown in central Illinois (figure 6.30), for
which records date back to late 1957, the record low
of 10.5 feet was established in December 1957 and
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was approached again in late 1958. The only other
portion of the existing Middletown record to feature
such low levels is that for 1988. However, relatively
low water levels may have occurred there during
1963-1964, when observations were not taken. An
additional interesting feature of figure 6.30 is the
remarkably constant water levels experienced in the
20-year period between 1966 and 1986. These were
followed by a pronounced water-level decline in 1987
to levels (below 6 feet) that had not been experienced
since the early 1960s, after which the even deeper
levels of 1988 approached those of the late 1950s.

The records for the well at Cambridge (figure
6.31) in northwestern Illinois, which has been moni-
tored only since the early 1960s, also reveal the full
effect of the 1988-1989 drought. The record lows of
over 21 feet established in 1988-1989 were more
than 2 feet below the previous record lows set in
1976-1977. The only other periods when the depth
to water exceeded 17 feet at Cambridge were in
1963-1964 and 1971. Note that water levels for the
spring of 1989 were far below the annual lows for
most other years.

A very similar situation occurred at Good Hope in
western Illinois (figure 6.32). Records were begun at
one observation well at Good Hope in late 1959 but
had to be discontinued in 1980 when the well owner
returned the site to row crops. A new well location
less than 2 miles away was established prior to
discontinuation of the first well. An overlap of the
records of the two wells for four months in 1980
suggests that while water levels at the new site were

consistently lower than at the first site, they were,
on average, also within 1 foot of the other.

However, the subsequent water-level declines
experienced at the new Good Hope well produced
much deeper levels than occurred at the original
well. The record lows established at the old well in
1963-1964 were exceeded by more than 5 feet during
1988-1989. Like conditions at Cambridge, the early
1989 water levels were far below all previous annual
lows and were responsible for the slow recovery dur-
ing the rest of 1989.

6.4. Summary
The available shallow ground-water-level data

suggest that a moderately severe drought existed
throughout most of Illinois for 9 to 24 months.
Ground-water drought conditions in western and
northwestern Illinois were considered severe. In
southern and east-central portions of Illinois, the
drought effects were greatest for a 9-month period
ending in December 1988. In western and north-
western Illinois, drought conditions began as early
as 1987 and continued into the summer of 1989. Re-
covery of water levels to near-normal levels had oc-
curred (but not entirely) in some portions of western
and northwestern Illinois by September 1989.

Clea r ly ,  the  g round-wate r  impac t s  o f  the
1988-1989 drought persisted substantially longer
than the drought’s effects on the other components of
the hydrological cycle (precipitation, soil moisture,
and surface water).
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Figure 6.1. Shallow ground-water levels at the Swartz observation well, Piatt County (eastern crop reporting district),
and precipitation for nearby Monticello, January 1987 - September 1989

Figure 6.2. Shallow ground-water levels and precipitation at the Greenfield observation well, Greene County
(west-southwest crop reporting district), January 1987 - September 1989
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Figure 6.3. Locations of the 21 active wells in the Illinois shallow ground-water observation well network
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Figure 6.4. Shallow ground-water levels at the Good Hope observation well in McDonough County
(western crop reporting district), and precipitation for nearby Monmouth, January 1987 - September 1989
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EXPLANATION
+1.40 = Departure from mean
+1.30 = Change from previous month

1.40 = Depth to water, feet 

Figure 6.5. Recorded month-end water levels (depth to water), changes from previous month,
and departures from mean month-end water levels, March 1988
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EXPLANATION

+5.10
+2.08
12.99

= Departure from mean
= Change from previous month
= Depth to water, feet

Figure 6.6. Recorded month-end water levels (depth to water), changes from previous month,
and departures from mean month-end water levels, April 1988
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-2.69
-2.82

12.64

EXPLANATION

= Departure from mean
= Change from previous month
= Depth to water, feet

Figure 6.7. Recorded month-end water levels (depth to water), changes from previous month,
and departures from mean month-end water levels, June 1988
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EXPLANATION

-3.03 = Departure from  mean
-0.90 = Change from  previous month
8.72 = Depth to water, feet

Figure 6.8. Recorded month-end water levels (depth to water), changes from previous month,
and departures from mean month-end water levels, August 1988
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-2.08
-0.27
7.28

EXPLANATION

= Departure from mean
= Change from previous month
= Depth to water, feet

Figure 6.9. Recorded month-end water levels (depth to water), changes from previous month,
and departures from mean month-end water levels, October 1988
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EXPLANATION

-0.91 = Departure from mean
-0.12 = Change from previous month
22.55 = Depth to water, feet

Figure 6.10. Recorded month-end water levels (depth to water), changes from previous month,
and departures from mean month-end water levels, December 1988
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EXPLANATION

-1.23
-3.11
3.33

= Departure from mean
= Change from previous month
= Depth to water, feet

Figure 6.11. Recorded month-end water levels (depth to water), changes from previous month,
and departures from mean month-end water levels, April 1989
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Figure 6.12. Deepest month-end ground-water levels, April 1988 - September 1989
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Figure 6.13. Greatest departures below mean month-end ground-water levels, April 1988 - September 1989
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Figure 6.14. Shallow ground-water levels and precipitation at the Cambridge observation well, Henry County
(northwest crop reporting district), January 1987 - September 1989

Figure 6.15. Shallow ground-water levels and precipitation at the Coffman observation well, Pike County
(west-southwest crop reporting district), January 1987 - September 1989
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Figure 6.16. Shallow ground-water levels and precipitation at the Galena observation well, Jo Daviess County
(northwestern crop reporting district), January 1987 - September 1989

Figure 6.17. Shallow ground-water levels and precipitation at the Mt. Morris observation well, Ogle County
(northwestern crop reporting district), January 1987 - September 1989
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Figure 6.18. Shallow ground-water levels and precipitation at the Snicarte observation well, Mason County
(central crop reporting district), January 1987 - September 1989

Figure 6.19. Shallow ground-water levels and precipitation at the Watseka observation well, Iroquois County
(eastern crop reporting district), January 1987 - September 1989
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Figure 6.20. Shallow ground-water levels and precipitation at the Sparta observation well, Randolph County
(southwestern crop reporting district), January 1987 - September 1989

Figure 6.21. Averaged departures from mean month-end shallow ground-water levels in Illinois,
January 1988 - September 1989
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Figure 6.22. Accumulated departures from mean monthly ground-water levels in feet, April - September 1988
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Figure 6.23. Accumulated departures from mean monthly ground-water levels in feet, April - December 1988
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Figure 6.24. Accumulated departures from mean monthly ground-water levels in feet, April 1988 - March 1989
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Figure 6.25. Accumulated departures from mean monthly ground-water levels in feet, April 1963 - March 1964
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Figure 6.26. Accumulated departures from mean monthly ground-water levels in feet, August 1976 - July 1977
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Figure 6.27. Accumulated departures from mean monthly ground-water levels in feet, April 1980 - March 1981
(after Changnon et al., 1982)
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Figure 6.28. Long-term hydrograph for the Crystal Lake observation well, McHenry County, 1951-1989.
Data are unsmoothed monthly values.

Figure  6.29. Long-term hydrograph for the SWS No. 2 observation well, St. Clair County, 1952-1989.
Data are unsmoothed monthly values.
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Figure 6.30. Long-term hydrograph for the Middletown observation well, Logan County, 1958-1989.
Data are unsmoothed monthly values.

Figure 6.31. Long-term hydrograph for the Cambridge observation well, Henry County, 1961-1989.
Data are unsmoothed monthly values.
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Figure 6.32. Long-term hydrograph for the Good Hope observation well, McDonough County, 1959-1989.
Data are unsmoothed monthly values.
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Northwest
Cambridge
Galena
Mt. Morris

Northeast
Crystal Lake
Fermi Lab

West
Good Hope

Central
Middletown
Snicarte

East
Bondville
Swartz
Watseka

West-Southwest
Coffman
Greenfield

East-Southeast
Janesville
St. Peter

Southwest
Elco
Sparta
SWS No. 2

Southeast
Boyleston
Dixon Springs
S.E. IL College

Table 6.1. Construction Features of Network Wells

I D. .
number

Date Depth Diameter
started (ft) (in.)

Type of well Aquifer
construction type*

00011 10/61 42 78 Dug Unconsolidated
00021 9/63 25 36 Dug Sandstone
00031 11/60 55 8 Drilled Unconsolidated

00041 9/50 1 8 6 Drilled Unconsolidated
00052 4/84 19.5 5 Drilled Unconsolidated

00072 6/80 30 36 Dug Unconsolidated

00081 11/57 38 36 Bored Unconsolidated
00091 3/58 41 36 Dug Sand

01120 4/82 21 6 Drilled Unconsolidated
00111 6/54 35 48 Dug Unconsolidated
00122 10/62 19.5 42 Dug Unconsolidated

00061 3/56 28 36 Dug Unconsolidated
00132 5/65 22 36 Dug Unconsolidated

00143 4/69 15 60 Dug Unconsolidated
00153 5/65 15 60 Dug Unconsolidated

00163 3/84 23 36 Dug Unconsolidated
00171 11/60 27 36 Dug Unconsolidated
00181 1/52 81 8 Drilled Sand

00221 3/84 23 36 Dug Unconsolidated
00191 1/55 9 36 Dug Unconsolidated
00202 8/84 11 10 Drilled Unconsolidated

* Most dug or bored wells receive water from thin sand lenses within fine-grained unconsolidated glacial materials.
Unless specifically known from a driller’s log or from units correlated from other wells in the area of similar depth, all
network wells are completed in such materials. The principal exceptions are at Galena (the only bedrock well in the
shallow network) and at Snicarte and SWS No. 2 , which are known to be finished in major sand aquifers.
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Record Record 1988-1989 Date records
high Mo/Yr low Mo/Yr low Mo/Yr started Comment

Northwest
Cambridge 12/82 21.45 12/88 21.45 12/88 l0/61
Galena 5/74 24.75 12/64 23.13 8/89 9/63 23.88’in 2/90†
Mt. Morris 4/73 32.08 3/64 26.82 5/89 11/60 28.02’in 2/90†

Northeast
Crystal Lake 9/72 10.30 2/57 6.68 10/88 9/50
Fermi Lab 11/85 16.56 7/87 12.86 10/88 4/84

West
Good Hope 4/83 21.50 2/89 21.50 2/89 6/80 22.53’in 1/90†

Central

Middletown 7/81 10.50 12/57 9.21 10/88 11/57
Snicarte‡ 5/85 ›40 9/88-4/89 ›40 9/88-4/89 3/58

E a s t
Bondville 4/83 7.58 8/83 7.30 10/88 3/82
Swartz 3/84 12.78 2/64 11.16 11/88 6/54
Watseka 4/85 19.73 12/63 15.05 10/88 9/62

West-Southwest
Coffman 12/82 19.28 10/56 17.49 10/88 3/56 17.80’in 12/89†
Greenfield 2/82 21.00 l/81 19.03 12/88 4/65

East-Southeast
Janesville l/73 9.67 10/72 9.02 9/88 4/69
St. Peter 4/84 7.37 7/72 7.10 9/88 5/65

Southwest
Elco 5/86 19.21 11/87 18.72 8/88 3/84
Sparta 4/83 14.31 2/64 11.38 10/88 11/60
SWS No. 2 l/73 23.13 12/56 16.77 10/88 l/52

Southeast
Boyleston 2/85 10.53 12/88 10.53 12/88 3/84
Dixon Springs‡ 4/74 >8.44 9/87 >8.44 8-10/88 1/55
S.E. IL College

0.20
13.38
1.96

1.75
0.11

0.45

0.40
31.30

0.06
0.77
4.33

0.92
0.75

0.05
0.10

0.06
0.27
6.10

0.43
0.01
0.01 3/86 9.34 10/88 9.34 10/88 8/84

Table 6.2. Record Ground-Water Levels at Network Wells
Compared with Lowest 1988-1989 Levels*

* Ground-water levels expressed as depth to water from land surface, in feet.
† Water levels in these four wells declined further after September 1989 to the depth and date noted.
‡ The Snicarte observation well went dry in September 1988 and remained so through April 1989.

The Dixon Springs observation well was dry in September 1987 and went dry again from August
to September 1988. These two periods are the only dry periods on record for the well in its 35-year history.
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7. AGRICULTURAL IMPACTS
by

Steven E. Hollinger

Chapter 4 documented the adverse effects on Illi-
nois soil moisture from the precipitation and tem-
perature anomalies described in chapter 3. ‘Ihis chap-
ter is concerned with the impacts of soil moisture
depletion and high temperatures on agricultural
production. It thus complements the material in
chapters 5 and 6 concerning the societal effects (e.g.,
effects on water supplies) of the hydrological compo-
nent of the drought.

One of the first effects of the drought was on
agriculture during the 1988 planting season, and
agriculture continued to be impacted by the drought
throughout the summer. The summer agricultural,
horticultural, and forage crops were the agricultural
enterprises most affected by the drought, as was
manifest in reduced crop yields, especially for corn
and soybeans. However, all sectors of agriculture
were impacted in some way.

For example, livestock production was impaired
by poor pastures, low water supplies, reduced feed
consumption due to elevated environmental tem-
peratures, and increasing feed costs. This resulted in
reduced rates of gain in growing and fattening ani-
mals. The poorer feed quality was felt immediately
by grazing livestock and by confined livestock after
the crop was harvested. The delayed effect of the
drought on confined livestock occurred because these
animals are normally fed feed grains that were grown
the previous year. Producers also observed reduced
milk and egg production by dairy and poultry ani-
mals during summer 1988.

7.1. Impact of Drought Conditions
on 1988 Crops

Drought conditions can affect final yield during
four periods of crop growth: 1) planting and stand
establishment, 2) juvenile period, 3) flowering pe-
riod, and 4) grain fill period. Crop development is im-
pacted differently during each of these periods, and
plants have varying abilities to recover from drought
injury depending upon their stage of development.

Planting and Stand Establishment

Drought conditions impact the crop during plant-
ing and stand establishment when the top 3 to 4

inches of soil are very dry at planting. The result is
poor germination and plant stands. The lower plant
population can lead to weedier fields later in the
growing season. If dry topsoil conditions exist when
a farmer is scheduled to begin planting, two options
are open. Planting can be delayed in the hope that
rain will occur before it is too late to plant, or it can
proceed in the expectation that rainfall sufficient to
support germination and emergence will soon de-
velop.

In 1988, many Illinois farmers planted their corn
early in the season. By May 9, 95 percent of the
state’s crop had been planted, compared to a five-
year average of only 57 percent by that date (Illinois
Weather and Crops, 1988). Soybeans were also
planted early in 1988. Whereas the five-year average
portion of the Illinois soybean crop planted by May
31 is 67 percent, 97 percent of the 1988 soybean crop
was planted by that date (Illinois Weather and Crops,
1988). While this early planting resulted in the plant-
ing of most of the corn in relatively good soil mois-
ture conditions, the soybeans, which were planted
later, were all sown into much drier topsoil (figures
4.2-4.4).

During the juvenile period of crop development,
plants are establishing roots and growing vegeta-
tively. For corn, this involves the development of ear
shoots and tassels in addition to the growth of leaves,
stalks, and sheaths. Severe moisture and heat stress
during this period can cause the corn plant to de-
velop fewer kernel rows on each ear than would be
developed without stress.

The 1988 corn crop was subjected to some rather
severe drought conditions during this period, but the
total number of kernel rows did not appear to be sig-
nificantly reduced because of the more favorable soil
moisture conditions in the cultivated fields (Chapter
4). Therefore the yield potential at the time of silking
and pollination was not greatly diminished. How-
ever, the water stress during this period resulted in
a delay in tasseling and silking.

Soybean plants grow leaves and stems during the
juvenile period, with good vegetative development
producing  more stem nodes. Because flowers later
develop at each stem node, the potential for flower-

Juvenile Period
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ing and podding on each plant increases with the
number of stem nodes. Heat and moisture stresses
during this period of soybean growth result in stunted
plants. When the flowering process is triggered by
the photoperiod response, fewer nodes are available
to set flowers.

During the soybean  juvenile period in 1988, the
soybean crop appeared to be dormant and to have
stopped growing. In spite of this condition, most of
the soybean plants were green and apparently still
alive. Thus, the moisture and heat stress that oc-
curred during this period did not damage the plants
as severely as might have been expected.

Flowering Period

The flowering period is the most critical period of
crop growth, for it is here that the economic grain
yield is determined by the number of seeds set by
each plant. Corn yields can be severely reduced at
this time by stress-induced desynchronization of pol-
len release and silking. This results in tassel emer-
gence and in the anthers shedding their pollen be-
fore the silks have emerged from the ear. When this
happens, the ear is not efficiently fertilized.

This desynchronization of tasseling and silking is
due to the differing responses of tassel emergence
and silk development to water stress. Silk elonga-
tion is affected more severely by water stress than
tassel elongation (Herrero and Johnson, 1981). There-
fore, when the corn plant is subjected to water stress,
silk elongation will be stopped while tassel elonga-
tion and development continue.

Corn yiels can also be affected by high tempera-
tures during the flowering period. When daytime
temperatures exceed 35°C, corn pollen becomes less
viable (Herrero and Johnson, 1980). This results in
fewer kernel primordia being fertilized and thus fewer
seeds being set on the plant.

For the 1988 Illinois corn crop, flowering was
delayed from its anticipated time based on the date
of planting. For example, only 35 percent had silked
and tasseled by July 11, whereas 74 percent had
silked and tasseled by the same date in 1987 ( Illinois
Weather and Crops 1988), and approximately 75
percent was expected to have done so in 1988 based
on the planting dates as compared to those in 1987.
This retarded development of the corn plant was due
to the severe drought stress during the juvenile pe-
riod and the apparent dormancy of some corn hy-
brids during that time.

This is well illustrated by observations from Cham-
paign County. During early July, when the crop
should have been tasseling, individual tassels seemed

to stop growing just before they emerged from the
top leaf of the plant. Then in mid-July, several rain
events totaling 12 to 25 mm occurred over a period of
a week. The smell of pollen could be detected for
several hours after each of these rains. A day or so
after the first rain event, the smell of pollen disap-
peared. But after the second rain event, the smell of
corn pollen was again detectable. This aroma was
accompanied by the emergence of the tassel and
silks. These observations were very hybrid-depend-
ent. Hybrids with upright leaves  exhibited this be-
havior more than hybrids with greater horizontal
leaf habits.

The flowering of Illinois soybeans in 1988 was
also delayed by the drought, as shown by comparison
with the 1987 situation. Soybean planting in 1987
was slightly later than in 1988, but it was well ahead
of the five-year average. In contrast, the timing of
the 1988 flowering was comparable to the five-year
average (Illinois Weather and Crops, 1988). Further-
more, while soybeans continued to flower during the
1988 drought, most of the pods from the flowers were
aborted. It is through the process of pod abortion
that soybean yields are reduced during the flowering
process.

Grain Fill Period

After flowering and during the grain fill period,
corn and soybean yields are further determined by
seed abortion and filling of the individual seeds.
Seeds are aborted by corn plants during the first two
weeks after pollination if water stress or high tem-
peratures are experienced (Harder et al., 1982; Eck,
1986; Ouattar et al., 1987). Once the final seed num-
ber is determined, the plant attempts to grow each
seed to a maximum size. If a drought occurs or con-
tinues during the grain fill period, or if the plant is
attacked by insects or disease or killed by an early
frost, the kernels will be smaller and lighter than
normal.

The 1988 drought did not have a severe impact on
corn during the grain fill period. Most of the yield
loss was carried over from the vegetative and flower-
ing growth stages. Showers and more abundant rains
through late July and early August helped corn plants
fill the kernels set on the ear. Also, because of the hot
dry we ather, the insects that are normally problems
for the Illinois corn crop were not present. Although
the insect pests that usually attack the soybean
plant were not present in 1988 for the same reason,
spider mites became a serious problem for this crop
in July and August. Control of these mites required
large expenditures for insecticides by many farmers.
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7.2. Impacts on Livestock

The initial major impact of the 1988 drought on
livestock enterprises was the reduction of pasture
for grazing livestock during that summer. This short-
age forced producers to begin feeding stocks of grain
and hay that were to have been used during the
1988-1989 winter. Therefore additional major im-
pacts of the 1988 drought were felt by these enter-
prises during the 1988-1989 winter, as a result of
higher feed prices and relatively poor livestock con-
dition due to the reduced supply and quality of the
summer-fall feed.

7.3. Comparison of 1987,
1988, and 1989 Crop Yields

The impact of the 1988 drought can be seen by
comparing the corn and soybean yields for that year
to those of the 1987 and 1989 summers (table 7.1).
Corn yields in 1988 were 46 percent less than in
1987 in northern Illinois, 45 percent less in central
Illinois, and 64 percent less in southern Illinois. This
subdivision of the state into thirds is the same sys-
tem used in Chapter 4. The 1989 corn yields were 86
percent greater than 1988 yields in northern Illinois,
64 percent greater in central Illinois, and 153 per-
cent greater in southern Illinois. Soybean yields state-
wide averaged 7 percent less in 1988 than in 1987,
and they declined by another 19 percent in 1989.

As already indicated, the low 1988 corn yields
were due to the prolonged dry spell throughout that
summer. However, a more complex agroclimate situ-
ation evolved during the 1989 growing season. In
northern and central Illinois, the soil moisture in the
50-100 cm and 100-200 cm layers was less through-
out the summer of 1989 than during the summer of
1988 (figures 4.2 and 4.3). Fortunately, this shortfall
of deep soil moisture (a result of the continuation of
the precipitation drought into early 1989) was offset
by timely rains throughout the growing season as
can be seen by the greater amount of soil moisture in
the 0-15 cm and 15-50 cm layers shown in figures 4.2
and 4.3. The recovery of corn yields during 1989 was
also due to the cool summer temperatures.

The decline in soybean yields from 1988 to 1989
was due to the aforementioned lack of deep soil
moisture during the summer of 1989 and the short-
age of soil moisture in the 0-50 cm layer during
August of that year (figures 4.2-4.4). Corn yields
were not affected as much by this shortage because it
occurred after the critical period of silking and early
grain fill.

The extreme 1987-1989 corn yield variations in
southern Illinois are the result of the shallow soils of
that region, whose effects can be readily seen  in the
soil moisture measurements in figures 4.2-4.4. In
the 50-100 cm and 100-200 cm soil layers, the an-
nual variation of soil moisture was greater in north-
ern and central Illinois where the soils are deeper. In
southern Illinois, very little deviation of soil mois-
ture occurs from year to year, but in 1988  soil mois-
ture declined in the 50-100 cm layer.

Yield losses  in 1988 were very much a function of
the management practices of individual producers
and the condition of the soil as a result of the produc-
tion and tillage practices used in the preceding year.
This is illustrated by mid-August yield estimates
made for two cornfields and two soybean fields in
north-central Illinois that were located within 1.6
km of each other. One cornfield was estimated to
have a yield potential of 8.2 megagrams per hectare
(Mg/ha), and the other cornfield to have a yield po-
tential of 4.4 Mg/ha. Likewise, one soybean field had
a yield potential of 2.7 Mg/ha and the other had a
potential of 1.3 Mg/ha.

The 1988 cultural practices used on the fields
were similar; the fields were of the same soil type
and each received approximately 5 cm of rain be-
tween planting and the time the yield estimates
were made. The main difference between the fields
was that those with the higher yields had abundant
roots down to a depth of 1.52 m, whereas in the
lower-yielding fields, a significant hardpan existed
approximately  0.20 m below the soil surface. From
this evidence and the fact that most Illinois soils
have a large  moisture-holding  capacity, it appears
that the inability to develop a deep root system was a
major cause of the larger yield reductions in individ-
ual fields. Such root curtailment could have been
due to a chemical  impediment, to compacted layers
in the soil profile, or to problems stemming from till-
age operations.

The 1988 drought had major impacts on agricul-
ture. These impacts were felt more severely in the
south and central zones of the state due to drought
conditions that occurred during summer 1987. Con-
versely, the northern zone of the state experienced
lingering effects of the 1988 drought in the summer
of 1989. It was only late in 1989 that the physical
effects of the 1988 drought were no longer being felt,
even though its economic effects were still apparent.

7.4 Summary
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Table 7.1. 1987, 1988, and 1989 Corn and Soybean Yields
in Northern, Central, and Southern Illinois

Corn yield (Mg/ha) Soybean yield (Mg/ha)
1987 1988 1989 1987 1988 1989

North 8.02 4.34 8.08 2.93 2.58 2.06
Central 8.53 4.67 7.65 1.94 1.85 1.70
South 7.48 2.70 6.85 2.93 2.76 2.00

Note: Values given are based on crop reporting district (CRD) average yields. Northern Illinois
includes CRDs 1 and 2; central Illinois, CRDs 3,4,5,6, and 7; and southern Illinois, CRDs 8 and 9.
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8. SUMMARY
by

Richard G. Semonin

This report has provided a comprehensive analy-
sis of the 1988-1989 Illinois drought, which was one
of the most disastrous in the history of the state. It
has described the meteorological conditions respon-
sible for the lack of precipitation and discussed the
impacts of the drought on the water and agricultural
resources of the state. A summary of the major find-
ings and their implications follows.

The 1988-1989 Illinois drought was initiated in
early spring 1988, when the large-scale atmospheric
circulation became stagnant over central North
America. This reduced the number of fronts travers-
ing the state, relative to normal, and limited the
northward flow of moisture from the Gulf of Mexico.
The anomalous pattern continued until late summer
1988. Paradoxically, a shift of the circulation to a
pattern that allowed more frequent frontal passages
in 1989 continued the drought. The frontal frequency
was sufficiently great that either 1) the time be-
tween them was inadequate to allow Gulf moisture
to reach the state, or 2) fronts remained stationary
south of Illinois, serving as a wall to increasing mois-
ture flow.

Meteorological conditions in 1988 resulted in the
fifth driest year since records were begun in the late
1800s. Measured as a percentage of the land area in
Illinois, the spring-summer drought of 1988 ranks as
the third driest, with 54 percent of the state receiv-
ing 50 percent or less of the long-term average rain-
fall. From a climatic standpoint, it is important to
note that about 51 years had elapsed since a compa-
rable growing-season drought occurred in the state
in 1937. Illinois farmers who began their careers in
the late 1940s or later had no previous experience
with a drought of the magnitude of that of 1988.

Soil moisture was depleted rapidly under the dry,
warm conditions of spring 1988, a process that accel-
erated when the crops began to exert their need for
water. The warm, cloud-free days increased plant
evapotranspiration until the soil moisture was ex-
hausted and the plants effectively shut down by leaf
curling. This decrease in evapotranspiration may
also have contributed to drought conditions, since
this moisture source is important for the midwestern
summer atmospheric water budget. Coupled with
the blocking of moisture from the Gulf by atmos-
pheric circulation patterns, the lack of moisture from
growing plants may have prolonged the drought.

A hydrologic drought is triggered by a meteoro-
logical drought, but streams and lakes experience a
lag in responding to precipitation shortages. The
Water Survey monitors 21 significant rivers and
streams in Illinois with 28 streamgaging stations.
By May 1988, all 28 stations reflected flows less than
the long-term monthly average. During the drought
of 1988-1989, many observed monthly flows estab-
lished new low-flow records, and many were 50 per-
cent or less of the average flow. Only three stations
escaped setting a record or falling below the 50 per-
cent average flow value: the DesPlaines River in
Lake County, the Big Muddy River in Jackson
County, and the Cache River in Johnson County

The control dams on the Illinois lessened the im-
pact of the drought, but the general conditions of the
river limited the hauling capacity of barge tows, es-
pecially in late summer. For example, the months of
June, July, and August of 1988 saw new low-flow
records for Marseilles. As a result, the farming com-
munity had to use alternate transportation for grain,
primarily rail and truck.

The Mississippi River did not set new records, but
barge traffic was hampered considerably by low flows,
particularly below Alton lock and dam 26. Here flows
were about 50 percent of the long-term average,
which made it necessary to restrict barge loads se-
verely. During 1988, barge traffic was stopped south
of St. Louis for a period while bedrock was removed
from the riverbed to increase the depth of the navi-
gation channel. Due to these restrictions on naviga-
tion, proposals were introduced to increase the di-
version of Lake Michigan water at Chicago to flow
down the Illinois and increase the water available
below St. Louis. However, nothing came of the pro-
posal when opposition to greater diversion surfaced
in the U.S. Congress.

The public water supply lakes in central and south-
ern Illinois experienced serious storage problems dur-
ing the 1988-1989 drought. Reduced storage in res-
ervoirs caused many towns and cities to restrict wa-
ter use, to augment water supplies by withdrawals
from abandoned quarries, to reactivate old wells,
and to import water from other available municipal
supplies. The Governor’s Drought Contingency Task
Force assisted water-short communities in imple-
menting these various alternatives to ensure ade-
quate water for public health and safety.
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Lake Michigan had been experiencing high levels
since 1977, and they peaked in early 1987. The ensu-
ing drought lowered the lake to the long-term aver-
age elevation, and concerns about severe shoreline
erosion ended with a return to these near-normal
conditions.

The network of shallow ground-water wells rou-
tinely monitored by the Water Survey during 1988-
1989 showed that a moderately severe drought ex-
isted throughout most of Illinois for 9 to 24 months.
In western and northwestern Illinois, drought condi-
tions began as early as late 1987 and continued into
the summer of 1989. This condition affected some
municipal water supplies and severely impacted rural
domestic wells. Water hauling for domestic use was
prevalent in the western counties, and some consid-
eration was given to the construction of new reser-
voirs to meet future community demands.

Irrigation in some counties caused the interrup-
tion of supplies from some domestic wells that did
not conform to state standards. Numerous water
conflicts arose in late summer 1988 as reservoirs
dropped to record low elevations and additional stress
was placed on ground-water supplies.

Corn yields in 1988 were very low due to the
prolonged dryness during the growing season, espe-
cially at the time of tasseling. In contrast, corn re- water use conflicts.

Finally, while Illinois responded in a reasonable
and timely manner to the drought of 1988-1989, the
state was fortunate that the moisture deficiencies
abated when they did. If the drought had main-
tained its severity for only a few more months or into
another growing season, the water use conflicts seen
during 1988-1989 might have become more serious.
Using the results of this report, it is essential that
additional skill be acquired to forewarn the respon-
sible agencies of impending water shortages. In turn,
it is also essential that Illinois review its policies and
regulatory power to enable those responsible agen-
cies to provide an enhanced level of direct aid to meet
the needs of the people and to be able to intervene in

sponded favorably to very timely rains in July 1989,
and yields recovered significantly throughout the
state. Somewhat cooler than normal temperatures
during the growing season also contributed to rela-
tively good yields. Soybeans, however, survived 1988
with somewhat lower yields than in the previous
year, but yields were decidedly lower still in 1989.
The July rains and the temperature regime that
benefited corn in 1989 were not adequate to recharge
deep soil moisture and stimulate soybean root devel-
opment, while the dry shallow soil moisture in Au-
gust inhibited soybean plant growth.
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